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partial fulfillment of Contract NAS 1-10973. This contract involves the
formulation of a mathematical model for predicting the dynamic behavior
of a class of rotating flexible space-station configurations, and the
preparation of associated computer programs.
Volume I contains the development of the required theoretical
techniques, and Volume TI is a computer-program user's manual.
Dr. Robert W. Fralich of the NASA Langley Research Center is the
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is the Project Engineer.
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Dr. F. Austin Derivation of Equations of Motion for Dynam:
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Derivation of Structural Load Equations and
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butions which include computing modes and numerical check work. The
technical comments provided by Dr. R. Fralich and Messrs. E. Lerner, J. Smedfjeld,
M. Mantus, and H. Berman are appreciated.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY
1.1 STUDY OBJECTIVES AND A SAMPLE CONFIGURATION
The overall objectives of this study are as follows:
· Develop the theoretical techniques required to determine
the dynamic behavior of a realistically modeled rotating
space station
* Provide the Langley Research Center with a versatile
computer program that is operational in the LRC computer
facility
· Present practical concepts for experimental verification
of the analytical results
The specific objectives of the program involve the development of
a mathematical model capable of simulating the three-dimensional dynamic
behavior of a rotating flexible space station. This model and its
associated computer program includes the following features:
^ A flexible Laboratory with attached fldkible appendages
* A flexible Counterweight with attached flexible appendages
* A flexible connecting structure whose characteristics allow
for the mathematical treatment of deployment and retraction
* Moving point masses in the Laboratory for the simulation of
crew or cargo motion, a mass-balancing system, etc.
* Fluid in motion on the Laboratory for the simulation of a
fluid-type mass-balancing system, disturbances due to fluid
transfer in the cooling system, etc.
* Provisions for control systems
· Provisions for general external disturbances on any portion
of the Laboratory or the Counterweight
4 
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One example of a configuration that can be studied using the
mathematical model developed herein is shown in Figure 1.1. The
Laboratory is constructed of a core module and several appendages
including two solar panels. All of these modules including the core
module are flexible. The Counterweight is also composed of several
flexible modules. In addition, there is a flexible Connecting
Structure which is Capable of deployment and retraction. As indicated,
fluid in motion is present in the pipe which terminates at a reservoir
at each end. Several moving point masses represent crew members, an
elevator, and a mass-balancing system. Control systems (not shown)
control deployment, spin rate, mass balancing, wobble and (when the
system is not rotating) attitude. m°1
1.2 ORGANIZATION OF THE STUDY AND MATHEMATICAL-MODEL IDEALIZATION
Both the analysis and the computer program have been organized
into two phases. In Phase I (Modal Synthesis), the modal properties
of each Laboratory substructure (core module, appendage, solar panel,
etc.) are coupled to derive the non-rotating modal properties of the entire
Laboratory. The Counterweight modes are similarly synthesized. Each coupled
structure (Laboratory or Counterweight) may be comprised of up to 17 sub-
structures (five core modules and twelve appendages as shown schematically
in Figure 3.1). The vibration modes of the various substructures are supplied
to the computer program as input data and they do not have to have physical
motions in a common coordinate system. One limitation is that appendages
cannot be connected to other appendages. Detailed information on the
idealization used for the Phase I study is presented in Section 3.0.
The modal properties of both the Laboratory and the Counterweight
are automatically transferred from the Phase I to the Phase II computer
program. Alternatively, if the user already has vibration modes for
the entire Laboratory or the Counterweight, he may supply these directly
to the Phase II computer program and use these modes to complete the
study. There are no physical restrictions (such as interconnected
appendages) on modes which are supplied to Phase II directly by the user.
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In the Phase II study, the equations of motion were written for
an idealized vehicle which has the following properties (see Figure 4.1):
v An arbitrary number of structural masses (including rotatory
inertias) on the Laboratory and on the Counterweight
e A massless flexible connecting structure; the length may be
varied as a function of time
4v Damping in all structures
An arbitrary number of moving point masses on the Laboratory
which travel along its deformed shape
o A fluid system consisting of an incompressible fluid confined
within two reservoirs and a connecting pipe; this system may
be located anywhere within the Laboratory
7 Forces and torques which may be applied to any structural mass
Detailed information on this idealization is presented in Sections 4.0
and 4.1.
Whereas the equations of motion are written for a general vehicle,
certain restrictions were imposed as a result of available computer
facilities; for example, the number of masses on the Laboratory is
limited to 100, and the number of masses on the Counterweight is
similarly restricted. These restrictions are listed in Volume II,
the Computer Program User's Manual.
The Newton and Euler equations were written for each mass point
in vector form. Then the system of equations was transformed to a
system of Lagrange equations with quasi coordinates (i.e., angular-
velocity components were among the coordinates used). This technique
combines the simplicity of the vector derivation with the advantages of
the Lagrange approach, such as the ability to handle constraints
automatically.
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The user may conduct a series of increasingly complex dynamic
studies by making use of the constraint options which are available
in the program. These include automatic rigidizing of the Laboratory,
the Counterweight, or the entire Space Station. While the Connecting
Structure has no elastic deformation in the last option, it still can
deploy and retract. Other features designed to assist the analyst
include optional print-out of the total system kinetic energy, angular
momentum in inertial coordinates, and center-of-mass position.
In order to provide additional versatility, several items are
modeled in subroutines so that they may be easily replaced by the user.
Examples are:
· The structural properties of the Connecting Structure
· The motion commands
· The control systems
The connecting-structure subroutine supplied with the computer
program contains a model of a tubular beam described in Section
4.4.2. This beam is built-in at each end; however, it is capable of
deployment and retraction.
Motion-command subroutines command the sequence and history of
such controlled events as crew or elevator motion, spin speed, and
deployment. The subroutines provided contain a set of functions
which are based on a sequence of constant accelerations.
Four control subroutines are provided. These model systems
control the attitude of the non-spinning vehicle, the spin speed,
position of the Space Station center of mass (mass balancing), and
wobble damping. Jets are employed to accomplish the attitude and
spin-speed control functions; center-of-mass control is accomplished
by moving a balance mass, and wobble damping is accomplished by using
a control-moment gyroscope. The control systems were designed for a
rigid space-station model (which can deploy and retract) and were then
modified for operation on the Phase II flexible-body computer program.
Concepts are presented in Section 7 for an experimental model
which can be used to verify the major analytical results. This model
is capable of deployment and retraction maneuvers and can be fitted
with a scaled set of control systems.
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2.0 CONCLUSIONS
The analysis and computer programs summarized in the previous section
provide the capability to perform comprehensive dynamic analyses of a large
class of rotating and non-rotating flexible space stations. The modes of a
Laboratory and Counterweight can be synthesized in the Phase I program using,
as input data, the modes of the component modules. A structure consisting of
up to 17 modules may be treated.
Time histories of dynamic behavior of a Space Station consisting primarily
of a Laboratory and a Counterweight with any shape and mass distribution may be
investigated by using the Phase II computer program. The Connecting Structure
and control systems may be changed by replacing subroutines. Moving masses and
a fluid system may be located anywhere on the Laboratory. Demonstration runs
were made using a complex idealization of a realistic Space Station. Mass
motion, fluid motion, and all-control systems operated properly. These demon-
strations verify the practicality of a very general computer program for
investigating the time history motions of flexible satellites. This program is
a powerful tool for the design of complex rotating and non-rotating spacecraft.
One of the control systems developed for demonstration purposes sensed
mass shifts due to a moving elevator and automatically moved a balance mass to
maintain the balance of the rotating Space Station. This unique type of control
system has not been applied previously. Attitude control, deployment, spin up,
and wobble control maneuvers were also successfully demonstrated. The program
may be used to investigate sequential or simultaneous controlled maneuvers in a
single run.
Concepts were developed for constructing an operational scale model of the
rotating Space Station. A complete set of controls may be mounted on this model
to study controlled maneuvers including deployment and retraction. This model
should be far superior to any existing space station model.
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3.0 PHASE I - DEVELOPMENT OF THE MODAL-SYNTHESIS PROCEDURE
3.1 INTRODUCTION
The flexibility characteristics of the Laboratory and Counterweight
are represented in the analysis by their non-rotating free-free modes of
vibration. These modes are synthesized from the mass and modal'properties
of the individual modules which make up the Laboratory and Counterweight.
To provide the versatility for analyzing a wide variety of con-
figurations, the synthesis procedure is developed for the general seventeen-
body idealization shown in Figure 3.1. The user will have the capability
of eliminating selected bodies from this most general arrangement. In
this way many configurations having a lesser number of flexible bodies
may be studied. The most general configuration was selected so that
any combination of five modules could be synthesized; in addition, a con-
figuration with one core module and ten appendages can be studied. For
example, Figure 3.2A illustrates a structure with three core modules and
two appendages. Notice that Module 16 was moved from its core-module
position in Figure 3.1 and is now considered an appendage. To obtain the
the configuration of Figure 3.2B, Module 11 must be considered an appendage.
A computer program was prepared to carry out the synthesis procedure
developed herein. This program is described in Section 2 of Volume II,
the User's Manual.
Although free-free modes are required for Phase II, the program may
also be used ot synthesize the cantilever modes of the structure if it is
held at any point in Module 1.
One feature of the synthesis procedure is that the substructure modal
matrices may be supplied in coordinate systems that are not parallel to
the coordinate' system :in which the result, the coupled modes, are obtained.
Accordingly, modules need not be in the same plane. In fact they may be
skewed at any angle in space.
Another feature of the procedure is that the user is permitted to
supply constrained substructure modes. These are modes which were obtained
for idealizations where constraints were employed; for example, in a beam
analysis axial extension may have been neglected. Constraints may be
handled by two different methods. In the first, the user supplies modes
3-2
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APPENDAGE
CORE MODULES
(A) THREE CORE MODULES WITH TWO APPENDAGES
(B) ONE CORE MODULE WITH 10 APPENDAGES
Fig. 3.2 Examples of Manned-Laboratory and Counterweight Configurations
That May be Synthesized
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containing six rectangular coordinates for each mass point; however, con-
strained coordinates are either related by equations of constraint or may
be zero. By the second method, the user may supply modes containing less
than six coordinates to describe the motion of each mass point; however,
he must either identify which if any of the six coordinates are zero or
he must supply constraint relations which transform the supplied co-
ordinates to the six rectangular coordinates. As described in a footnote
in Section 3.3, only certain types of constraint relations may be
supplied. This feature was limited by the available computer storage
space.
Capability is not provided to automatically synthesize structures
where appendages are interconnected; however, the user may bypass the
Phase I computer program and supply the normal modes and modal masses of any
Laboratory and/or Counterweight to Phase II. In this way, any Laboratory
or Counterweight with linear elastic properties may be employed in the
Space-Station study.
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3.2 SELECTION OF SUBSTRUCTURE MODES
It is assumed that the normal modes of vibration of each of the sub-
structures have been determined from conventional lumped-parameter
vibration-analysis procedures. Thus, we assume that we have available, at
the outset, the natural frequencies, mode shapes, generalized masses, and
discrete mass matrices associated with each flexible body. As indicated in
Figure 3.3, if free-free modes of the coupled structure are desired, then
the free-free modes of Module 1 must be supplied; if the cantilevered modes
of the coupled structure are desired, then the cantilever modes of Module 1
must be supplied. When obtaining cantilever modes, Module 1 must be fixed
at the same point as the total structure. In either case, cantilevered
modes are used for all other modules. It is assumed that all modes are
orthogonal and that the junction surface between bodies has no deformation.
Substructure mode shapes may be computed in any convenient coordinate
system, since the program will transform all mode shapes into a common rec-
tangular coordinate system prior to synthesis.
As with any synthesis technique, the procedures discussed here will
yield an exact representation of the coupled system if all of the sub-
structure modes are used. In practice, however, each substructure is ap-
proximately represented by its lower-frequency modes. Thus the synthesized
modes are approximate, with the lower-frequency modes generally being most
accurate. How well the synthesis procedure works is dependent on how many
modes are used to represent the substructures, and how accurately these
substructure modes repres!ent the motions of the coupled structure.
The analyst can exercise some control over the accuracy of the syn-
thesis through the judicious selection of the substructure modes to be used.
Another means of improving accuracy is to use so-called "mass-loaded" modes.
This means that the mass and inertia properties of all influencing sub-
structures are included in the preliminary idealization used for obtaining
the modes of a core module. For example, referring to Figure 3.3, the modes
of Module i would be calculated with Module 2 through 17 attached as rigid
masses, those of 11 with 12 through 17 attached, those of 14 with 15, 16,
and 17 attached, and those of 16 with 17 attached. The modes obtained in
this manner are closer to those of the coupled system than modes computed
3-6
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Fig. 3.3 Arrangement of Substructures for Modal Synthesis
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without mass-loading, and thus produce consistently better results when
used in the synthesis procedure. Since these modes are used only to.
represent the deformations of the substructure during synthesis, the real
(unloaded) masses are used in the synthesis-problem mass matrix.
Modes obtained from substructures which are idealized with no mass
at their outer junction points (see Figure 3.3) yield particularly poor
results unless the mass-loading technique is employed. This is due to
the fact that mode shapes, calculated with zero mass at an outer junction
point, cannot represent the severe changes in the elastic deformation
pattern induced by the loads and torques which are applied by the attached
substructures.
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3.3 THEORY
The analytical procedure presented in this section may be used to
compute the modal data (natural frequencies, modal masses and mode shapes)
of a structure, given the modal data and physical mass matrices of the
substructures which make up the total structure. The following symbols
are used in this section.
[A. .] The 6n x 6 matrix giving the rigid-body displacements of
each mass point in the i substructure due to the motion
of its attachment point with substructure j
(k)
[ A. .] The 6 x 6 partition of [A. :] which contains the rows
corresponding to motions of the attachment point joining
substructures i and k
(i) (i) 
[a] The 6 x 6 matrix relating { u } to fu)}
a A point on the + z axis (see Figure 3-4)
[B] Transformation from [f~ to {q]
b A point in the first quadrant of the x, z plane, not on
the z axis (see Figure 3-4 )
I, J, K Unit vectors in the X, Y, Z directions (see Figure 3-4 )
i, j, k Unit vectors in the x, y, z directions (see Figure 3-4 )
Stiffness matrix for the coupled
coordinate system
Stiffness matrix for the coupled
system in which the substructure
Stiffness matrix for the coupled
coordinate system
The 6n x 6n physical mass matrix
.th
system for the i substructure
The 6n x 6n physical mass matrix
system for the i substructure
structure in the global
structure in the coordinate
modes are supplied
structure in the [1]
in the global coordinate
in the local coordinate
[kx]
[k y
[k ]
(i)
[mnk
(i)
[mx 
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(i)
[mx] Block-diagonal matrix containing all of the F mX ]'s
[mg] Mass matrix in the {I} coordinate system
2 .th[MiW.] Diagonal matrix of modal stiffness for the i substructure
n The number of mass points in a substructure
0 Origin of the local and global coordinate systems (see
Figure 3-4)
q.i, *} The 6n x 1 vector of displacements in the global coordinate
system of mass points in the ith substructure relative to
the attachment point with substructure j
fqi, The 6n x 1 vector of absolute displacements in the global
coordinate system of mass points in the i substructure
(k)
f qi, i} The 6 x i partition of [qi jI which contains the motions
of the attachment point joining substructures i and k
(i)
qX } mThe 6 n x 1 vector of physical displacements in the global
.th
coordinate system for the i substructure
(i)
f ax} The 6n x 1 vector of physical displacements in the local
coordinate system for the i substructure
(i) 
.th{ qy The vector of physical displacements of the i substructure
in the coordinate system in which the substructure modes are
supplied
fqsX Vector containing absolute displacements of all substructures
in the global coordinate system
IX) Contains displacement vectors of all substructures relative
to the supports shown in Figure 3-3 in the global coordinate
system
(i)
[ T ] Constraint matrix for the i substructure
T Kinetic energy
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The 6n x 1 vector of rigid-body displacements in the global
coordinate system of mass points in the i substructure due
.thto displacements of the attachment point with the j sub-
structure
The 6 x 1 vector of rigid-body displacements of the it h
mass point due to attachment point motion
The 6 x 1 vector of attachment point displacement in the
global coordinate system
A vector from point "O' to point "i"
A vector normal to the x, z plane
A 3 x 1 vector in the global coordinate system
A 3 x 1 vector in the local coordinate system
Potential energy
X, Y, Z
Xi' Yi' Zi
x, y, z
Xi, Yi' z.i
l.i1J
(i)
(i)
[Y ]
{i]
[Fi 
Global coordinate system (see Figure 3-4)
Coordinates of point i in the global coordinate system
Local coordinate system (see Figure 3-4)
Coordinates of point i in the local coordinate system
Coordinates of point i in the local coordinate system
Elements of the 3 x 3 transformation matrix, [a], relating
local to global coordinates
6n x 6 n coordinate transformation matrix from local to
global axes for the i substructure
Transformation from the coordinates in which the substructure
modes are supplied to global coordinate system
Vector of modal displacements for substructure i
Vector containing the substructure modal displacements
for all substructures
(i)
[i], C X] Matrix of mode shapes for substructure i in the global
coordinate system
fu , j
{i)
f u }
fUl.{u}*
0
Voi
VN
fV}
V
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(j)
[ 8i] Partition of [Oi] containing the rows corresponding to
motions of the attachment point joining substructures i
and j
th[~]t i eigenvector of the coupled system in the global
coordinate system
(i)
[ 0] OI Matrix of mode shapes in the local coordinate system for
the i substructure
(i) th
[ ( ] Matrix of mode shapes as supplied for the i substructure
ith eigenvector of the coupled system in the {(0 coordinate
system
.th
i . ih1 circular frequency of the coupled system
It should be noted that the local and global coordinate systems have
their origins at the base (attachment point) of the module being considered.
3.3.1 Transformation From Local to Global Coordinates for a Typical
Substructure
Since the mode shapes and mass matrices of the substructures are in
their own individual "local" coordinate systems, they must be transformed
into a common "global" coordinate system prior to coupling. The required
transformation matrices are generated from user-specified information which
will now be described. The local coordinate system for a typical module
is translated as indicated in Figure 3.4. Then, for each module, the user
specifies:
* the X, Y, Z coordinates of any point "a" on the positive z axes
* the X, Y, Z coordinates of any point "b" in the first quadrant
of the x, z plane (but not on the z axes)
Point a, of course, fixes the direction of the z axes; however, the x, y
axes may be any axes in the plane perpendicular to z. Point b fixes the
location of the x, z plane and therefore of the x and y axes.
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X
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b
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k
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Z
BAL/~ COORDINATE S~~~~y
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Y
Fig. 3.4 Local and Global Coordinate Axes
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The following operations are employed to generate the transformation
matrix from the X, Y, Z to the x, y, z coordinate system. The vector
from point "0" to point "a" may be written:
(3.1)
Since Voa lies along the +z axis, the unit vector k may be obtained by
normalizing VOa to a unit length.
Ak= 4I + - (3L  Y -s 
where
and
.4 it k 0( 1
A vector normal to
product of Voa andOa
the x, z plane may be
rOb.
constructed by taking the cross
X ob 
(3.3)
(3.2)
/a.= IXC+ + T ta Io<3 8 + j3 0( +- 0K 33
Ait - .i /Ca
~ I +- 2. .1 IL
Ck = C + 3 % 3%
A' = 7.t'
I ( u-j Yi t Q) + 5 (ibid- >xibj + -] ('r o- k XbY0 )
+K - < -^I _x 41 _- I i2, t J.
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Since V
N
lies along the + y axis, the unit vector j may be obtained by
normalizing VN to a unit length.
- = Ioz( * 3 <2.+ z . (O23 (3.4)
where
and
A unit vector along the x axis may be constructed by taking the cross
product of j with k.
= (0(v3 azz - S43 K 3) - T ( 3(\ z2 3 x i3 3 0(;) + - (i32 2\ 3( 
- It, + T C,2 o( 4 c- . (3.5)
The transformation matrix between local and global coordinates may be
written by combining Equations (3.2), (3.4) and (3.5),
or A)" F (3.6)
or
C
3-is5
Il- <l]tI\ (3.7)
where
)
Cold- : I~aI + ?C'k= x~ C
)'
O<3 Z Y4/ c Oh 5 (3 3 Z/C
Z.
+ Za
23 /CiTZ= O~rt ' d12 /*
('13 = 131 11 - 31 "X2¢
Since Equation (3.7) is an orthogonal transformation, the inverse trans-
formation, may be written
Gil= [, c ] iF 6 l(3.8)
-, Y'~b X, it:, t l- =4 b )2b = 0b Ycd,,~~~~~~~~~~~ '3
O(2\ = 021 /C?- I11
~zJ ~ Z
I, I (3= o( . 23 -z 3 (z3 P
X31 - Xo / C,,
+ 4X 2C;5
l
v(1 = d °z 2(r 3 _c4 1 >
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Equation (3.8) is the desired result which will now be used to trans-
form the mass point locations from the local to the global coordinate
system.
·-r, ), i i (For - 1, ,.n) (3.9)
These global mass point locations will be required in the coupling
analysis.
From Equation (3.7), the transformation between displacements in
.th
the local and global coordinate systems for the i substructure may be
written as
(A.) L A X (3.10)
where
1IK]i( \A
1 y 
L
is a square matrix of order 6n, and the displacement vectors are made up
of the three translations and three rotations at each mass point.
0 riL
Iil
i
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(i)
A physical mass matrix, [ mx , is supplied for each substructure.
These matrices are in the local coordinate system and are defined as if
there were six degrees-of-freedom at every mass point. They may be
(i)
transformed into the global coordinate system using [ V ]. The kinetic
energy of the ith substructure is
or, making use of Equation (3.10)
T~ ~ = 2 Ir iM |{ iT 8 (3.12)
Therefore the mass matrix in the global coordinate system is
(i) (3.13)
(i)
A matrix of mode shapes, [ 0y], is to be supplied for each sub-
structure. For the user's convenience, it will not be necessary to
supply modes with six degrees of freedom at each mass point. In
addition, to accommodate a wide variety of substructure idealizations,
it will not be necessary for all of these degrees of freedom to be
parallel to the local coordinate system. For example, the mode shapes
for a plate may include only the three degrees-of-freedom at a point
which represent out of plane motion. In addition, the plate may not be
parallel to the local coordinate system established by the rest of the
substructure. These constraints are due to the idealization employed
in calculating substructure modes.
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Before the transformation to global coordinates can be made, the
mode shapes are first transformed into the local coordinate system which
has six degrees-of-freedom at a point by use of the constraint matrix,
(i)
L T 1. This matrix is defined by the following transformation from
(i) (i)
displacements f qy) in the user's coordinates to displacements i qQ
in the local rectangular coordinate system:
, [i (3-14a)
Thus,
(3.14b)
(i)
[ T ] is generally obtained from kinematic considerations. If the
constrained coordinates are parallel to the local coordinate axes, the
(i)
[ T ] matrix is simply an identity matrix of order 6n, with those rows
(i)
deleted which correspond to degrees-of-freedom not present in [ y].
(i)
In this case the program will automatically generate the [T ] matrix;
(i)
however if the constraints are not parallel to the local axes, the [ T ]
matrix describing the constraint must be supplied by the user.
(i)
* In order to utilize less computer core storage space [ T I is limited
in form to matrices which are block diagonal with sub-constraint
matrices for each mass point on the main diagonal. This restriction
limits the type of constraints that can be considered with this pro-
cedure to cases where the coordinates of a mass point are related.
While the computer program has been restricted as described, the theory
presented herein is more general and can handle constraints which
relate coordinates of different mass poi-nts.
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The transformation to
( %( X
global coordinates may now be made.
[Y ] (f C·
and
[L 
where
)d II 
3.3.2 Substructure Coupling
Now that the substructure mode shapes and
transformed into the global coordinate system,
be developed.
mass matrices have been
the coupling procedure may
th
The equation giving the rigid-body displacements of the i mass
point of a substructure due to motions of its attachment point with
substructure j may be written as
or, referring to Figure 3,5,
j4)
1.)
A .,
(i)
A Z
of
t. y
I ..
I -
. I
I.
I I - xz'
I I I -Z/1 l
I. i -!
~~I II
Xi
Ae
AA/(
(3.16)
I
(3.15a)
(3.15b)
I 64)R 
(A)] (k)
= t.Y ] t @ I
I& AX
U.uV
Y
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and the displacements for all of the mass points in the module are,
AL
U.
or, for the entire it substructure,
54 Hi} = [ Ai,~.. i Ad(3.17)
To obtain the absolute displacements of the i substructure,
.th ththe elastic displacement of the i substructure relative to the
substructure must be added to fUi . The result isi, j
l9i~oR= - Iir, , il+ (3.18)
Making use of Equation (3.17), this becomes
jo f,° * [ X i,,>3~ a  i (3.19)
Applying Equation (3.19) to Substructures 2 through 11 of Figure 3.3
yields:
S Lo ~~ I~ t [ X LI 1 5 %Fho i or ;2- 3;. -I (3.20)
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Applying Equation (3.19) to Substructures 12, 13, and 14, and making use of
Equation (3.20) (with i = 11), yields:
where:
{ I 3,0i 
- % 12, 1%i) -+~ A\4Q) IIl( + 11A, 7 i I
f~ %,~,I I t + ,=,,,, A"% z, -I 3 %, I}I
f~,,,,t%
~
3 [ I ,,. ,,l.~,,, + , I3, I ,",~ f ,
where: ( ,,,,
where: [A ,,,-1 - II ,, ,11 i I 
Applying Equation (3.19) to Substructures 15 and 16, and making use of
Equation (3.23), yields:
r %\5~·o' io·· ·i - + Il 1X jj { [ o3.24)
+ tAK\5 11 S I'%l OR (3.24)
(3.21)
(3.22)
(3.23)
[ N ,3) , = [ \ 3...I I 
f %Wjol } } % 1 ,1 +i T P,, 4, %I I t ,,,, 1 t 1 1 1i, % ',ID \
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e~~~~-~~~ [I~s~l \(3.25)
where:
The application of Equations (3.19) and (3.25) to Substructure 17, yields:
f%1i,0
%, (I 1) (164
- i 10116i + klollit + { VN 11.1+1 i % A+
5^tt~1%1,' -+ [ N 5%81 {g1 ~"')0 (3.26)
where:
I 11, Itl
T~~n~~li 
where:
11b,o =
= I j.,b~~A 1 '
(0) ) CL. III
= [ \ i[ A 41
r lr~~~~ (11 r( 16 r\),
-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~1 N 1 ill tst+ l-~t A,,|Ll0-
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The physical displacements may be written in terms of substructure
modal displacements by making the substitution
(3.27)i 't] = 4[ x i}
(i)
where the [ 0X] of Equation (3.15b) has been renamed [oi] to simplify
the notation. The mode shapes for Substructure 1, [C1], are free-free
since the absolute displacement, fql ,O} is required. Those of Sub-
structures 2 through 17, [02] ... C17 are computed with the sub-
structures constrained at their junction points as shown in Figure 3.2,
since motion relative to these junction points is required. Thus,
(3.28)
and, making use of Equation (3.27), Equations (3.20) through (3.26)
become:
( For -- ." . Ik) (3.29)
i to 1 S | 4 31L Xi T
I4- 1 tZI L I L |S,,z,;i tr1 \r~~~~~~~~~~~
*1- 1 
\ , *
I~ - - -A-k 4 
i- (3.32) ' ~e1 ,~ 6 ' 
. o., c
-, ~ . I i LE t 13 i(4 )
(3.30)
(3.31)
i{ 
-
I~ ~ ( )
I tS'°2 ; V i ii 
I A, .. , IL 1i t lj I 1 i iJf Y. rca 1.r l ,4 , aL i
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i%1 a- I, 4I +
, \7ti als,~ "~oLli. 6] 
j [A ,,,,,] [ g,, ] i,,i rA[ .3
4- , , L,, J 1
(3.33)
I , [ f I, ] &6.. 
(3.3 4 )
(3.35)
_ us UL- lx xk)- lx, xk . Ok _ s Lv t"l. W- UL 0L *L
s J
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The mass matrix may now be transformed to
The kinetic energy of the coupled system is,
- (1,
or, use ofuation (3.36)
or, making use of Equation (3.36)
the (g} coordinate system.
(3.37)
Irn,
T - 1 T [}3T [a] ] j i i} (3.38)
Therefore the mass matrix in the fg} coordinate system may be written
as
L 'M ] _ C13 T [ An) X] [ 1 ] (3-39)
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where
A=u
ri,, t 
7 ¢
r i)
Mit = B ,.i mX 1.,; (ForJ i = 2,,3.. I')
Mill = it B112 ) 3 A. Iz, 'mx BlL,,
1,3=\,1}1 WnX~ BI 3 jL Bx\'I XA- AI'
' s('IS) B0,) ('"
r ("71
n,,,3, = nB is, 5 3 , 3 1T +3'
:1111 {x ,,,=11111
Tl ~ T
% 'lfZ. = 05 ,~ = rIl l), Ir '
T (T I i
F. - )I x i. (For = ,- .T 1) M,,I = 1_ . (317, 1x 6 Y  X
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It should be noted that, since [B. ii] is [0i], [M2 2 ] through [ O, 10]
E 12, 12 ]' [M3, 13 ' and [M1 5 15] are the diagonal modal mass matrices
for the respective structures.
The stiffness matrix will now be transformed into the [f3 ccordinate
system. Making use of Equations (3.15a) and (3.15b), we may write
~ror of I. (}(3.40a)
or : . (3. 40a)
and
L . , ]
i, r
or ui xj :~ L q>' ] (3.4ob)
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The potential energy may be written as
V t %,X} [XX]C Xjx (3.41)
or, making use of Equation (3.40a)
v/ · h I cb, }TX ] [)(X 1 r rb } (3.42)
Therefore the stiffness matrix in the "y" coordinate system is
r·; L M 1 = r X UIt< -X (3 43)
Making use of Equation (3.27), we may write,
t t>X > I 0 X a i~ g s (3.44)
and, substituting this into Equation (3.41)
Therefore, t he stifs in the [ } t oordinate sy(3-45)
Therefore, the stiffness matrix in the {g3 coordinate system is
r 1 i|x J| +x A l X (3-46a)
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Substituting [OX ] from Equation (3.4Ob) into Equation (3-46e) yields
Ixt l ; t W AT T[KAt t ]t@ ] (3-46b)
or, making use of Equation (3.43)
[ ti  ,= [ x a 1timn (3.47)
Therefore the stiffness matrix in the ([f coordinate system is the
diagonal matrix
u9-3 = So .' |(3.48)
made up of the modal stiffness matrices of the individual modules. It
should be noted that for modules not present, the rows and columns
corresponding to those modules are omitted in [me] and [k ], and the
matrices are reduced in size accordingly.
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The eigenvalue problem for the coupled system may be written as
0 Imctr $~; iiiX- x fliC (3.49)
where [kg] is given by Equation (3.48), and [mg] is given by Equation
(3.39). The eigenvectors are transformed into the global coordinate
system by
r&~ iin~ _·~ E e]  n~ ~(3.50)
Whenever Substructure 1 is represented by one or more rigid-body modes,
the stiffness matrix of Equation (3.49) will be singular, since it will con-
tain zeros on the diagonal corresponding to these rigid-body modes. This
presents a problem for some eigenvalue algorithms. The singularity may,
however, be easily removed by reducing the order of the problem as will be
shown. Assuming that the rigid body modes are the first modes of module
number 1, Equation (3.49) may be partitioned into
I 1) Ey rr nM fio me-I_ { (3.51)
where the zeros in [kg] occur since this matrix is diagonal, and the first
diagonal terms are known to vanish. For the elastic modes (Q2 0), the
upper partition of Equation (3.51) may be solved for [r } in terms of
{be} after cancelling Q2 . The result is
{m,~; + hi ~]-i!t n 2 ie A H (For Q / of (3-52)
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while the lower partition yields
[ +eel Rei =Z ( Yn re ] -isi C 1m , wn ,e {+ ) (3,53)
(For ist b)
Combining,Equations (3.52) and (3.53) yields
(FEor stif f )
The eigenvalue problem of Equation- (3.54) has a nonsingular stiffness
matrix. Solution of this eigenvalue problem will yield the elastic
frequencies and mode shapes of the system. The mode shapes may be
transformed by
[r7-i-'-'mr[- ''-->1 {(3.55)
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3.4 NUMERICAL RESULTS
A computer program has been written to perform the calculations
described in the previous section. This program is described in the
User's Manual, Volume II. Various problems including five, nine, and ten-
module configurations have been run to check the program and the synthesis
technique itself. These problems test virtually every part of the program.
Results for the five-module problem are presented in this section.*
Figure 3.6 shows the five module free-free problem, consisting
of modules number 1 through 5 of Figure 3.1. All modules lie in the
X-Z plane and are idealized as beams, connected at the centerline of
Module 1. All twenty-five mass points have six degrees of freedom,
except for mass points 8 and 9 which do not have a degree-of-freedom
in the "X" direction. This is due to the fact that the two members
connecting mass point 8 with mass points 7 and 9 are rigid in the "X"
direction, and therefore mass points 8 and 9 are constrained to move
with mass point 7 in that direction. The detailed physical properties
of the core module and the four appended modules are presented in
Appendix F. Mass points 2 and 5 do not appear in the appendix. These
points are massless and are centered between the two surrounding points.
The eigenvalue problem for the five module structure of Figure 3.6
was solved in the following four ways:
* Direct Solution:
To provide a basis for comparison, the problem was first
formulated as if it were a single structure with 148 degrees
of freedom. The modes and frequencies were then computed
using Grumman's COMAP matrix package.
* Synthesis No:.
'
1:
In Synthesis'No. 1, the 20 lower-frequency modes of Module 1,
and the 10 lower-frequency modes of Modules 2 through 5 were used.
Thus, a total of 60 modes in all were used. These modes were
conventional'modes rather than the mass-loaded modes discussed
in Section 3.2
* Phase I results for the Laboratory configuration (which was used in the
demonstration of the--Phase II computer program described in Section 6) are
presented in Appendix I. Input data and results for the nine-module con-
figuration are presented in Appendices Al and A2 of Volume II, respectively,
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* Synthesis No. 2:
The same modes were used as in Synthesis No. 1 for the appendages
(Modules 2 through 5); however, the 20 mass-loaded modes were
used for Module 1.
* Synthesis No. 3:
The same modes were used as in Synthesis No. 2, however an
additional 10 mass-loaded modes were used to represent Module 1.
The total number of modes for all modules is therefore 70.
The frequencies obtained in each of the above runs are presented in
Table 3.1. Comparison of the results of Synthesis No. 1 with those of
the direct solution shows them to be poor. The first frequency is off
by 5%, the fifth is off by 20%, and only a very few frequencies are con-
sidered acceptable. Synthesis No. 2 results are a considerable im-
provement on those of Synthesis No. 1. The first five frequencies
agree with the direct solution to four significant figures, and the first
seventeen frequencies are accurate within 1%. This demonstrates the
advantages which may be gained through the use of mass loading.
The first 36 frequencies of Synthesis No. 3 are in agreement with
those of the direct solution to within 1%. The great improvement in
accuracy over Synthesis No. 2 is due to the judicious selection of the
additional ten modes employed in the synthesis. Since most of the first
36 modes of the coupled structure involve elastic motion of module
number 1, with Modules 2 through 5 moving rigidly or in their lowest modes,
the use of the additional modes for module number 1 was a logical choice.
In general the analyst should use more modes to represent the more
flexible modules. A further improvement could have been made by using
selected substructure modes, rather than the ten, twenty or thirty lowest
frequency modes.
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TABLE 3-1 FREQUENCY COMPARISON FOR THE
FIVE MODULE CHECK PROBLEM
FREQUENCY - RADIANS/SEC
MODE DIRECT SYNTHESIS NO. 1 SYNTHESIS NO. 2 SYNTHESIS NO. 3
NO. SOLUTION (60 modes) (60 modes, (70 modes,
mass loading) mass loading)
1 13.67 14.35 13.67 13.67
2 14.02 14.58 14.02 14.02
3 18.37 18.48 18.38 18.38
4 20.54 28.53 20.54 20.54
5 27.76 33.18 27.76 27.76
6 48.54 49.45 48.55 48.54
7 49.86 52.46 49.96 49.87
8 56.64 62.34 56.64 56.64
9 63.76 65.19 64.10 63.77
10 68.72 69.26 69.06 68.78
11 71.79 73.49 72.89 71.79
12 84.78 86.01 85.87 84.80
13 97.95 103.4 98.17 97.99
14 106.6 107.4 106.6 106.6
15 109.5 122.7 109.5 109.5
16 125.4 138.0 125.7 125.4
17 125.6 146.9 127.8 125.6
18 134.0 170.5 142.6 134.1
19 139.8 170.6 170.6 139.9
20 141.8 171.8 173.1 141.9
21 147.2 172.9 173.2 147.2
22 170.1 173.7 176.9 170.6
23 172.8 208.7 215.8 172.8
24 172.9 215.8 215.8 173.2
25 173.9 215.8 236.7 173.9
26 174.4 230.2 236.7 174.4
27 176.8 232.0 238.6 176.9
28 178.7 236.6 256.4 178.7
29 180.3 236.6 264.2 180.3
30 212.1 243.7 273.6 212.3
31 215.8 255.6 288.5 215.8
32 215.8 268.6 357.4 215.8
33 225.5 357.2 359.0 225.5
34 226.1 358.7 361.7 226.1
35 236.6 359.6 365.1 236.6
36 236.6 384.4 383.5 236.6
A I__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ I__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . I
I
I
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4 .0 PHASE II -- DEVELOPMENT OF THE EQUATIONS OF
MOTION FOR THE DYNAMIC SIMULATION
The symbols used in Section 4 are identified below.
SCALAR OR
VECTOR FORM
A
MATRIX
FORM
pipe cross-sectional area; also origin
of X axes
origin of Y axes
cm of m.
1
A.
1
BA.
1
a
B
a
area of reservoir in mi.
1
(subscript); Connecting Structure
th
connects to a Counterweight mass m
~ a
cm of m
a
inside radius of reservoir on m.
1
bi
[CM], [M] modal damping matrices for Laboratory
and Counterweight, respectively
vector from m to I(3)
same as (DOI assuming there is no
structural deformation
points on Laboratory and Counterweight,
respectively, to which connecting
structure attaches
unit vector along u x du
D k (DJ k0 
(dqdk
E, E
e
p
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SCALAR OR
VECTOR FORM
eR
eI (eR ]i
e .e
I
eB
e i [eBi1
F.,i' Fa1 a
MATRIX
FORM
unit vector along centerline of reservoir
in m. directed from base of reservoir
toward reservoir-pipe
unit vector tangential to pipe centerline
along nominal direction of fluid velocity(1 )
fei. for pipe section on m. which is
I 1 i
connected to reservoir on m.. {e.} is
1 1
always directed outward from control
volume(1 )
[fi}, f(a 
(f}, £fI
resultant force on mi and ma, respectively(3 ) (
structural force on point in mi, or
mt,, respjectively( 3 ) ( 4 )
see Equations (4.5), (4.6) and accompa-
nying discussion(3)
(fi}, {f a 
tfM}, (TM ]
s s
r f*E
Alibi; Add
control force on m. or m , respec-
tively(l) (2)
stiffness and damping in modal coordinates
for Laboratory and Counterweight,
respectively
supplementary force on m. or m
respectively(l)(2) 1
resultant force applied by Laboratory on
on Connecting Structure at point E; vector
is expressed in z axes.
structural force on point in mE or .. ,,
respectively.
-m f 1-
i' i' ,F.1 (F'i}, (Ff}, (F"i}
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SCALAR OR MATRIX
VECTOR FORM FORM
Gi (G.i see Equations (4.26) and (4.27) for the
pipe and Equations (4.46) and (4.47) for
the reservoir(l)
Gi
P
] (Gi. for pipe section of i mass con-
taining a reservoir
{(Hi [r(Ui)] fei 
hi, hi height of fluid in reservoir on mi;
hi is initial value of hi
_'' 1 1
0
Ii [I.i] moment of inertia dyadic (matrix) of
m. about A.(1)
1 1
I [I ] moment of inertia dyadic (matrix) of
a a _ (2)
m about B (2)
a a
-If [If ] moment of inertia dyadic (matrix) of
fluid in m. about A.
1 1
-~R P [R], [,P] pfi' I. [Ii], [Ii] portions of Ii for reservoir and
i i 1 1 1
reservoir-pipe, respectively
i (subscript); Connecting Structure connects
thto i Laboratory mass m.
J. [J. ] moment of inertia of pipe cross-sectional
1 1 (1)
area about A.
j. [JB] J. at reservoir=pipe intersection with
control surface
*
k subscript denoting the structural mass
mk* that is nearest to the moving point
mass under consideration
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SCALAR OR
VECTOR FORM
L}I
[L. ]1
L.
-P' -4 R i 1
Li, L i, L.
1' 1 1
(L.}
MATRIX
FORM
angular momentum of Space Station
expressed in Z axes
moment of inertia matrix of fluid in
reservoir on mi about principal center
of mass axes of fluid; number 3 axis
is along e.
1
angular momentum of mi and any point
masses and fluid associated with m.1
about 0; matrix form is expressed in
Z axes
contributions to L. of fluid in through
pipe on mi, in reservoir including
reservoir-pipe on mi, and moving masses
associated with m,, respectively
angular momentum of m about 0; matrix
a
form is expressed in Z axes
index number of mass point on
Laboratory or Counterweight,
respectively, at which structural
loads are required
Connecting Structure vector from E to E
expressed in z axes; subscript o indicates
undeformed value
mass matrix for Laboraory (not including
fluid or moving point masses) or Counter-
weight, respectively( 3 )' (4)
total mass of Space Station including
fluid and moving point masses
.th thi structural mass of Laboratory or a
structural mass of Counterweight,
respectively
E
a
[L I
a
'et '
_, e t 1J, (o} 
[M], [M]
M
mi., m1 a
{LPi, (L R3 (L" ji i i
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SCALAR OR MATRIX
VECTOR FORM FORM
f
m. mass of fluid on m.
1 1
R p
imn, m for case of reservoir, contribution to
f
mi of reservoir and reservoir-pipe,
respectively
n, n number of structural masses on Laboratory
or Counterweight, respectively
O origin of Z axes which are fixed in space
rpI ,axial tension in Connecting Structure
due to centrifugal force., Vector is
expressed in z axes
[Q] matrix used in obtaining generalized
forces (see Section 4.3.4)
Q mass flow rate of fluid
qi, qa (Lqi} {qi deflection of A. and Ba, respectively( 3 ) ( 4)a ' I a
(q}, (q3 vector containing all displacements and
rotations of Laboratory and Counterweight,
respectively
R{ '(R vector from 0 to A (see Figure 4.1)( 3 )
(RI, (R j vector from A to i (see Figure 4.1);
subscript 0 indicates value when Space
Station is undeformed( 4 )
Rc [Z cm vector from 0 to Space Station cm;
matrix form is expressed in Z axes
RiR Ra (R 3,J{Rga vector from 0 to A. or B , respec-
a ' tively(3)( a
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SCALAR OR
VECTOR FORM
r.
r
a
[r.}
(r I
a
MATRIX
FORM
vector from A to A.(3)
1
vector from A to B (4)
a
transformation from Euler angles to
angular velocities (see Appendix B)
first moment of mass of fluid in through
pipe on m. about A.i()1 1
[S ( )]
Si (S. 
[S.], (SiRi i
(s }
(s]
fTi., FTaI
contribution to S. of reservoir-pipe
1
and reservoir, respectively
vector from origin of X axes to E(1 )
a
vector from origin of Y axes to E(
resultant torque on mi and ma, respec-
tively(1) (2)
see Equations (4.7), (4.8) and accompa-
nying discussion(l)
time
(tA,3, le, I coordinates of point in m£, or m~,,
respectively, at which structural loads
are computed. Vector is expressed
in X or Y' axes, respectively
vector from A to p. if Laboratory were
undeformed(3)
vector to centerline of fluid container(l)
DB 'R -C
u i , u i , u i see Figure 4.6(1)
-. P R
S. S.
i' i
s
5
Tr, T
i a
Tm Tf i 4
t
U.j
U u I
(Ti}, (TI} f, Tpi}
(Ui }' {Hi}' IUC3i i i
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SCALAR OF MATRIX
VECTOR FORM FORM
V velocity of fluid in pipe
v. [v.} elastic deflection of moving point mass
(3)
W principal cm axes of fluid in reservoir
W (W vector from A to (3)
X mean or "rigid-body" axes moving with
average motion of Laboratory
X body axes in m. with origin at A.i; when
i = i, m. contains Connecting Structure
attachment point (E)
{x} see Equation (4.104)
Y mean or "rigid body" axes moving with
average motion of Counterweight
ya body axes in m with origin at B ;
when a = a, m contains Connecting
a
Structure attachment point (E)
(Y! ,)j (~Y )g see Section 4.4.2
z inertial coordinate system
z, coordinate system on m (with origin at
E) used for expressing structural loads
applied by Connecting Structure
({ } Euler angles locating z axes relative
a
to y axes (5)
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SCALAR OR MATRIX
VECTOR FORM FORM
[r( )] matrix form of cross-product operator
(see Appendix B)
y ratio of modal damping to critical modal
damping for beam Connecting Structure
Euler angles locating X axes( 5 ) with
respect to Z axes (5 )
a ( ) nominal outlet value of ( ) minus nominal
inlet value for through pipe
[6} [£] - - }o, deflection of Connecting
Structure
Euler angles locating Wi axes relative
to X
i
axes(5)
C71} Euler angles locating Y axes with
respect to X axes(5)
(ro [T O 0]T
ei' a  elastic rotation of m. or m , respec-
tively (3), (4) 1 a
K kinetic energy of Space Station
(i' Ka kinetic energy of all mass associated
with m.i (including structural mass, fluid,
and moving point masses) or ma, respectively
[ ], g[i] modal stiffness matrices for Laboratory
or Counterweight, respectively
[A] mass matrix for Space Station
E[i/] reduced mass matrix after modal-
constraint reduction
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SCALAR OR
VECTOR FORM
weighting coefficient proportional to
the influence of mk on the motion of
A. (see Equation (4.65))
0i
modal mass matrix for Laboratory and
Counterweight, respectively
mass of jth moving point mass
modal coordinates for Laboratory and
Counterweight, respectively
[T '[IT TT .>'T
kJ
k
[n( )]
nij( )
p
IT}, [- a ]
-Tc TC
fT at I, (T£a I
see Equation (4.108)
see Equation (4.64)
coordinate transformation where name
of Euler-angle set is inserted in ( )(5)
i, jth element of [H ( ) 
mass density of fluid
sum over all mk's influencing the
motion of Lj.
Ji
control torque on m. or m about A. or
Ban respectively
structural torque on point in
m,e or m'n., respectively (3)(4)
MATRIX
FORM
j
Xk
[14], [J ]
j
(C}, {C}
mJk
SCALAR OR
VECTOR FORM
iT}, t-a}
E
torque of supplementary forces on
m. or m about A. or Ba, respec-1 a 1 a
tively(1), (2)
resultant torque applied by Laboratory
on Connecting Structure at point E;
vector is expressed in z axes
fluid control volume
modal matrices for Laboratory and Counter-
weight(3), (4)
see Equations (4.109), (4.110), and
(4.112)
Euler angles expressing deformation of
Connecting Structure (m. relative to
1
- e(5)
z axes)
angular velocity of X axes( 3 )
angular velocity of Y axes)
angular velocity of Xi or ya axes,
respectively(l) (2)
identity matrix or r x r identity
matrix, respectively
derivative of vector measured in
rotating X axes
derivative of vector measured in body
axes (Xior Ya axes)
derivative of vector measured in
inertially fixed (spatial) coordinate
system
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MATRIX
FORM
u
[4], [I ]
[0], [2 ]
I~
(u fWX}
Yfw }
i., a1 a
X } ya
[1], [1]
( )
0
( )
( )
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Footnotes for Symbols
(1) IThe matrix form is expressed in the X axes for the symbol pertaining
to the Laboratory
The matrix form is expressed
to the Counterweight
in the ya axes for the symbol pertaining
The matrix form is expressed in the X axes for the symbol pertaining
to the Laboratory
The matrix form is expressed
to the Counterweight
in the Y axes for the symbol pertaining
See Appendix B for order of rotations
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
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Figure 4.1 illustrates the general idealized configuration considered
herein. The equations of motion are written for an arbitrary number* of
lumped masses on both the Laboratory and the Counterweight and the posi-
tion and orientation of these masses is also arbitrary. The rotatory
inertia of these structural mass points is included.
At the user's option, fluid in motion may or may not be present on
the Laboratory. If fluid is present, any two Laboratory structural masses
may be specified as containing reservoirs, one nominally emptying and the
other nominally filling. As illustrated in Figure 4.2A, a pipe which con-
nects these reservoirs passes through a number of user-designated inter-
mediate masses. (Only two intermediate masses are shown in the diagram
for the sake of illustration.) The pipe section which passes through a
particular mass is called a through pipe; the pipe segment on a mass which
is connected to a reservoir is called a reservoir pipe.
The Laboratory also contains an arbitrary number of moving mass
points which represent elevators, crew motion, etc. The rotatory inertia
of these masses is neglected since they are assumed to be small relative
to the Laboratory. All moving masses move relative to the Laboratory
along paths prescribed by the user. The deformation of these paths due
to structural vibration is included in the analysis.
The Counterweight does not contain fluids or moving masses.
* For numerical limitations in the computer program see Section 3.5 of
Volume II
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I-
ODY
CONNECTING
STRUCTURE
i
NOTE: A IS CM OF m
i
WITHOUT INCLUDING
FLUID OR MOVING MASSES
MEAN (OR RIGID-BODY) AXES
FOR COUNTERWEIGHT
\M ofi
. X3
MEAN (OR RIGID BODY) AXES
FOR LABORATORY
X 2
Z1 (1)
COUNTERWEIGHT
0
NOTE: EULER ANGLES ARE SHOWN IN PARENTHESIS
/ Z3
INERTIALLY FIXED AXES
Z2
Fig. 4.1 Idealization and Coordinate Systems
K
/
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Note: Only two intermediate masses containing
through pipes are shown; however, the
analysis was done for an arbitrary number
of masses
,RESERVOIR
NOMINALLY
FILLING
(A) Undeformed System
CONTROL VOLUMES ARE FIXED
TO STRUCTURAL MASSES
(B) Deformed System
Fig. 4.2 Fluid Control-Volume idealization Used for Computing
Rates of Change of Linear and Angular Momenta
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4.1 ASSUMPTIONS USED IN THE FORMULATION
For reference, a list of the assumptions used in the formulation is
presented below:
4.1.1 Laboratory and Counterweight Structure
* Elastic motion within the Laboratory and Counterweight is
assumed small and is linearized. However, the large rigid-
body portion of the motion of these structures is not line-
arized; neither is the elastic motion of the Laboratory
relative to the Counterweight
* Elastic motion of the Laboratory and the Counterweight is, in
general, represented by a truncated number of non-rotating mode
shapes of each body. The modes are assumed to be orthogonal;
therefore equal-frequency mode shapes must be orthogonalized
before use
· Damping is assumed to be a percentage of the non-rotating
critical damping in each mode. The user may specify differ-
ent percentages for each mode
4.1.2 Connecting Structure
The structural properties of the connecting structure are coded in
a subroutine so that the user may easily replace the connecting structure.
The subroutine supplied for program demonstration purposes contains a math
model of a tubular beam with the following properties:
· Linear structural properties
* The stiffening effects of tension due to centrifugal force are
included
* The beam length is variable to simulate Counterweight deploy-
ment and retraction. The undeformed beam length is a variable
function of time which is specified by a user-supplied sub-
routine. The subroutine supplied with this report is described
in Section 5
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4.1.3 Structural Coordinate Systems (See Figure 4.1)*
In the Phase II computations the local coordinate systems X i that
are fixed in structural masses mi in the Laboratory, the rigid-body
coordinates X for the Laboratory, the local coordinate systems Y that
are fixed in structural masses ma in the Counterweight, and the rigid-
body coordinates Y for the Counterweight are assumed to be parallel
when the entire Space Station is undeformed; however, for convenience,
the Y2 and Y2 axes are in the negative X2 and X2 directions, respec-
tively, and the Y3 and Y3 axes are in the negative X3 and X3a directions,
respectively. These assumptions do not limit the generality of the
program since the user can always set up the problem using coordinate
systems that are oriented as described above. In fact, the user can
supply input data into the Phase I (Modal-Synthesis) program in terms
of coordinates that are not parallel, and Phase I can be used to auto-
matically supply results to Phase II in terms of coordinates that are in
the required directions.
4.1.4 Fluid
· Fluid flow in both the pipe and the reservoir is uniform; i.e.,
the cross-sectional velocity profile is a straight line rather
than a parabola or more complex shape. A bladder or piston is
assumed to confine the fluid within each reservoir so that
(1) sloshing does not occur and (2) the fluid height within the
reservoir is a well-defined quantity
* The fluid is incompressible
* For the purpose of computing the rate of change of linear and
angular momentum of the fluid, it is assumed that each control
volume has the rigid-body motion of the associated mass point,
and the control volumes touch at the boundary points when there
is no deformation. This approximation gives rise to the incon-
sistency that the pipe is discontinuous when the Laboratory is
undeformed (see Figure 4.2B). However, for the purpose of com-
puting the structural loads contributed by the pipe, the pipe is
assumed to deform.
* See Sections 4.2 and 4.3.2 for additional discussions of these coordinate
systems during deformation.
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These effects are included in the stiffness and damping
matrices
* A structural mass cannot contain more than one through pipe
nor can it contain both a through pipe and a reservoir
* Fluid velocity as a function of time is specified by a sub-
routine which may be easily replaced by the user. The curve
shown in Figure 5.5 has been coded in the subroutine provided
under this contract. This curve is discussed in Section 5.302
* The pipe is assumed to always be full. If a reservoir empties,
the fluid velocity is set to zero and the specified velocity
function is disregarded
* The pipe is assumed to be of constant area
* Each reservoir is a right circular cylinder, and the pipe axis
is tangent to the cylinder axes at the reservoir entrance
4.1.5 Moving Point Masses
· Rotatory inertia is neglected
* The motion is'a user-specified function of time which is coded
in a subroutine so that it may be easily changed. The function
shown in Figures 5.3 and 5o4 'has been programmed in the subroutine
provided under this contract. This function is discussed in
Section 5.3.1.
* Since the mass moves along the elastic structure, the portion of
its motion due to deformation has been estimated and added to
the pre-specified rigid-body motion. When the moving mass is
located between structural masses its motion is obtained as the
weighted average of up to sixteen surrounding masses. The average
is weighted so that as the moving mass approaches a structural
mass mode point, its position and velocity approach that of the
structural mass. The closer the distance to the structural mass,
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the more the motion of that mass is counted in the averaging
process. The details are described in Section 4.2.3
* The acceleration terms in the equations for the moving point
masses are always evaluated late in time by one numerical-
integration time step. At t = O, these terms are set to zero.
As discussed in Section 4.3.2, this approximation results in a
considerable savings in computer core storage space.
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4.2 DEVELOPMENT OF THE EQUATIONS OF MOTION IN VECTOR FORM
The coordinate systems used and the vectors which locate these
coordinate systems are illustrated in Figure 4.1. The Z coordinates
(with axes Zl, Z2, and Z3) are a set of inertially fixed axes with their
origin located at any convenient point in space. The X coordinates are
the mean, or "rigid-body" axes of the Laboratory and move with the aver-
age motion of the laboratory as it flexes and moves through space. The
position of these axes will be more accurately defined in Section 4.3.4.
Similarly, the Y axes are the mean axes for the Counterweight. Each
structural mass mi in the Laboratory has its cm at Ai, and Ai is also
the origin of the body coordinates X which are fixed in mi. The cor-
responding terms used for a typical Counterweight mass point ma are Ba
and Y , respectively.
For clarity, a portion of Figure 4.1 is shown in Figure 4.3, and
some additional detail has been included. From the geometry of this
figure, for a mass located on the Laboratory,
4- = K *- r' + i; (4.1)
If ordinary dotted derivatives are measured in the X coordinate system
which rotates at w and dotted derivatives used with the superscript "s"
denote derivatives measured in an inertial or "spatial" coordinate system,
r; = r. - 0 (4.2)
R;=R r + R; (4.3)
.. 2 (4.4)
p - R t'-; +-, 2o:. X; + .. ,XK k,. .,.) + uu XR ;
In writing Equations (4.3) and (4.4) we have anticipated that the com-
ponents of R will be.projected along the rotating X axes.
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CM OF m. NOT INCLUDING
FLUID OR MOVING MASSES
STATE FIXED IN X AXIS
ri -- CONSTANT VECTOR IN X AXES
A
R
Fig. 4.3 Typical Mass on the Laboratory
R.
zI
O
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The resultant force on m i is
F; = s- (4.5) .
where the "Sy" indicates that the integration and differentiation applies
to the fixed system of mass particles located on mi at time t, and the
subscript "S" indicates that the derivative is measured in an inertial
coordinate system. Equation (4.5) is broken up as follows:
F; = _ m _ F. (4.6)
where F. denotes the contribution of the rigid structural mass m. to
x f
the right side of Equation (4.5), Fi denotes the contribution of the
fluid on mi, and F i denotes the contribution of the moving point masses
associated with mi
The equation for the torque about point Ai is treated similarly.
Again referring to Figure 4.3:
AM) dil
or
71,3 ~ u m (4.7)
The terms on the right side of Equation (4.7) are broken up into their
contributions due to rigid mass, fluid, and moving point-masses as follows:
T- T. + T + -T;' (4.8)
The various contributions in Equation (4.6) and (4.8) will be com-
puted separately in the subsections which follow and will be combined in
Section 4.3 where the equations are converted to matrix form.
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4.2.1 Structural Mass on Laboratory
Evaluation of the right sides of Equations (4.5) and (4.7) for the
rigid mass mi is straightforward. The results are
Fm ; R; (4.
9
)
and
;r ~
T; =;I; ''-; +LAJ 1 I; CA ; (4.10)
where the circle indicates a derivative which is measured in the X
coordinate system.
4.2.2 Fluid Motion in the Laboratory
When evaluating the derivatives in Equations (4.5) and (4.7) for the
fluid, the effect of mass transfer through the boundary of mi must be
accounted for. A suitable expression for accomplishing this is derived
in Appendix A and the result is summarized below. As indicated in Appen-
dix A the control volume for the fluid associated with m. is assumed to
be fixed relative to mi. This assumption is discussed in Section 4.1.3.
Consider any vector quantity Q that is a quantity per unit mass of the
fluid. For example Q may be the linear momentum of a particle of mass
dm. The total contribution of Q to the mass present within the control
volume at a fixed time is
=J7 dIV (/ U (4 .11)
y Sy
As time varies, the boundary of this system of particles changes so
that it will no longer coincide with the control-volume boundary. The
problem of differentiating Equation (4.11) is complicated by the fact
that the control volume moves in space since it is located on a
spinning, vibrating space station. It is shown in Appendix A that the
inertial derivative of G is
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/ f + =O(o A (4.12)
where cv indicates that the integral is computed over the time-varying
quantity of fluid present within the control volume, cs designates the
control surface, or control-volume boundary, V is the velocity of fluid
relative to the control surface measured in rotating axis fixed relative
to the control volume, and dA is the differential control-surface area
multiplied by the outward unit-normal vector. The last integral in
Equation (4.12) is the contribution, to the derivative, of fluid passing
through the control volume.
Equations (4.11) and (4.12) are now used to evaluate the contribution
of the fluid to the derivative on the right side of Equation (4.5). Set-
ting dm = pdu, the result is
- d ( 5(R; + U )A( 4 .1 3 )
where
.5
Uv ' =/ t blk N x, (4.14)
Equation (4.14) is substituted into Equation (4.13), and the integration
is partially carried through. In performing this step, it is noted that
the control surface is pierced at most twice (case of a through pipe) or
only once (case of a reservoir). Also, the flow is assumed incompressible
(so that p is constant)-and uniform (so that V is constant over the pipe
cross-sectional area). In addition
_,·U Bonc~r .V 
4 8ound'?ry
where u is the value of u at the cg of A (that is, at the point where
the pipe centerline intersects the boundary) and A is cross-sectional
area of the pipe. The result of the above manipulations is
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F. = (4.15)
'; (a ,'(. et) + r.Xz(.u;)
where m.f is the total mass of the fluid in m., A indicates the change in1 .1
the quantity from the nominal pipe inlet (inlet with V > O) to the
nominal pipe outlet*, and Q is the mass flow rate, i.e.,
a= AVA/ ; Q =f ,VA (4.16)
and
5; = J tz ,° otRJ(4.17)
Next, Equation (4.11) and (4.12) are applied to evaluate the deriva-
tive on the right side of Equation (4.7) for the case of the fluid.
Similar manipulations to those employed in obtaining Equation (4.15) yield
iT'Sv = -S -b( X.xc d~, +x d,
$c' Cs c:d A f,2(5 Xt~CI· Y 2A ~)P V~(4.18)
In the following sections, Equations (4.15) and (4.18) will be evalu-
ated for the three possible cases (see Figure 4.2A): a mass containing a
through pipe, a mass containing an emptying reservoir, and a mass contain-
ing a filling reservoir.
*E.g., AQ = Qout - Qin. For the case of a mass containing a reservoir
which is nominally emptying Qin would be set to zero since there is no
inlet pipe piercing the associated control volume.
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4.2.2.1 Through Pipe
Equations (4.15) and (4.18) are evaluated for the case a mass con-
taining a through pipe. The following assumptions are employed:
* The pipe has a constant cross section
* The fluid is incompressible
· V is uniform over the pipe cross section
Using the notation illustrated in Figure 4.4, the terms in Equation (4.15)
are evaluated as follows:
j V-1d J = i/ et l = va(. ' l - =dQaZ (4.19)
C.
where s is the arc length of the pipe centerline. Since the fluid is
incompressible and the pipe is always full, the flow out is equal to the
flow in and A Q = 0. Using this fact and Equation (4.19), Equation (4.15)
yields
n-iw. +. Ve (4 20)
'/f - P
where Fi has been renamed Fi to denote that Equation (4.20) represents
Fi for the case of a through pipe.
S. is a constant vector defined by Equation (4.17) which expresses
the first moment of mass of the fluid in the through pipe. It is computed
in terms of its components along the X axes by multiplying the mass of
the fluid in the through pipe by the vector from A. to the cm of this
A
fluid, or, alternatively,
where the fact has been used that the centerline of the pipe is also the
locus of the cross-sectional area c.g.; i.e.,
Uj tz;;v~A~ =~~~ B~ A(4.22)
*This expression involves an approximation if the control surface
intersects the end of the pipe obliquely; however, the inaccuracy is
very small for the usual case where the inner diameter is small
compared with the pipe length.
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NOMINAL
INLET (FOR V > 0)
Fig. 4.4 Mass Containing a Through Pipe
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Now u is expressed in terms of its components along the Xi axes (u =
X1 1 + X2 e2 +X 3 e3 ), so that Equation (4.17) yields
X1i =li+ S e"2 + X3 e(
51 =S, e,' +$ ea+S2. 3 3
where
5 PAl XJ ol X' iOt (4 24)
,'p¢ I' pine /
Next the terms in the torque equation, Equation (4.18), are evaluated.
Using Equation (4.22),
-)P..:.l /
l_ z-t > =tl x~ g) = l - eraA Cl
_:/VJ (Jq 2>( 1JJ h , s -' z
or, using Equation (4.16)
oat/e f 
J V G. (4.25)
where
Oat f/e
I J La xd (4.26)
nc'r./t4 /
Gi is a constant which is a characteristic of the fluid in the through
pipe. It can be evaluated either by expanding u into components or by noting,
from Figure 4.5, that G.i is the following function of the area Ap swept out
by u:
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ou f/-e 
O = 2 (4.27)
where ep is the unit normal vector which is perpendicular to the plane of
u and dd and directed along u x du. When the surface swept out by u is
a plane, p is constant and the evaluation of Equation (4.27) is particu-
larly simple.
The next integral to be evaluated in Equation (4.18) is
(j; -K(a)' ( ) is/ (4.28)
v
f
where I. is the moment of inertia dyadic of the fluid about point A..
1 1
The next integrals needed are
fS XJA .,,M earlyl = &m v x. JA)
A ( x e = ) (4.29)
and
'U XIzz', : = i[V J v)t .x )AJ
C5 6
/N 4 '"
where dA
n
= et dA. The above equation is expressed as follows:
Lj. X(we , A' L.. jag/' = ./Pk"(^ V( J(4.30)
c5C'
where
- f(z' E - zx 't, ig . (4.31)
C ';
In Equation (4.31), E is the unit dyadic. J is the moment of inertia dyadic
of the control surface area component which is projected perpendicular to V
as indicated in the sketch below.
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Inner pipe sur aCe
dA f
Equations (4.25), (4.28), (4.29)
the torque relation, Equation (4.18),
performed. The result is:
r8= T.+= s
I ~~I 7 - -II i
and (4.30) are now substituted into
and the indicated differentiation is
, W; x (QG, I,.c t -)
(4.32)
+ IQ lA , ,U e+ )
where T. denotes the value of T. for the case of a through pipe.
1 1
4.2.2.2 Reservoir Nominally Emptying (For V > 0)
The derivations of this section will be done for the reservoir which
is nominally emptying (for V > O). The results for the reservoir which is
nominally filling will be obtained from the final expressions by replacing
V with -V. The reservoir (shown nominally emptying) is illustrated in
Figure 4.6. It is assumed to be cylindrical with radius b. and to have a
bladder or piston which confines the fluid so that the fluid height h. is a
1
well-defined quantity.
The terms required for Equation (4.15) are now evaluated. Proceeding
as in Equation (4.19)
fo
jC 
V'.p = 0_ a O,
/ J,.) ,. a d?,
'/ il('4 j /) . I , + LQ 6
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where A ui is the time-varying vector illustrated in Figure 4.6A for the
case of the reservoir. To compute A ui, the flow rate in the reservoir
is equated to the flow rate in the pipe; thus
I I
where V.R and A. Rare the reservoir-fluid's velocity and the reservoir
1 1
cross-sectional area, respectively. From the above expression
- __' Ar (4.34)
' A'"
Integrating,
V oI 0
where hi is the initial fluid height. The velocity of the fluid in the
0
pipe, V, is a function of time which is specified by the user in a sub-
routine. If either reservoir empties, it is assumed that the pump shuts
off; thus, the subroutine providing V is disregarded, and V is set to zero.
For this reason the case of a partially empty pipe is not considered. From
the geometry of Figure 4.6,
o ,>z. = i .... --be &.\" (4.36)
4 B R ^ R
A ui is now expressed in terms of input data, (ui , ui , and ei ) and
the quantity hi which the computer evaluates by using Equation (4.35).
Si is written in terms of the constant portion Si for the fluid in the
1 1
pipe section shown in Figure 4.6, and the variable portion S. for the
1
reservoir as follows:
S - . (4.37)
i (4.2
S is evaluated in accordance with Equations (4.23) and (4.24) for the
fluid in the pipe section, and, proceeding as in Equation (4.21),
G
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R R
From Figure 4.6B, u = ui (hi - s) ei This quantity is substituted
into the above equation; and the integration is carried out. The result
is
5 = 5 . h- .
, t , ,~~~~~~~~~~ - i'. A )- ' 
R.
where mi is the mass of the fluid in the reservoir; i.e.,
35'' A =:7 (4.33
For future reference, it is noted that the total fluid mass on m. is1
~~~~~~~~~~f ~~(4.4,
I , I
where m. is the mass of fluid in the pipe. Equation 4.33) is now sub-
stituted into Equation (4.15), and the differentiation is carried out.
The result is
F
*
-' 4
F - r · = p; . ,
I / I !
L 3 cv / x- I ,
0)
i I 
- ,I X S / + .' a- ,3
/ I
-, ',' ; '..
a ... j X S~~~~~~~~~~
· ;
X- Q ,.
where Fi has been used to denote Fi for the case of a reservoir. Some
of the terms appearing in the above equation are evaluated as follows:
/
(4.38)
t
99)
-t- , Au (,J . i )
.C
+~- o QV' 
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= -Equations (4.36) and (4.34),
UJsing Equations (4.36) and (4.34),
o
I =
A
A
(4.42)R
Equations (4.38), (4.39), (4.34) and (4.16) yield,
o
S. = - Q (a,. .e, ) (4.43)
Equations (4.41) to (4.43) and (4.36) are substituted into the above
relation for F. and the result is1
·· . , 0
-01.1a -f I.. --I- -,-
F R. .·A . x w.
I I/ I I
/0 da zz .
(4.44)
AA -
I~~~~~~~~
*. x x;,)
where the terms required in Equation (4.44) are computed using Equations
(4.36), (4.35), (4.38), (4.39) and (4.40).
Next, the terms in the torque equation, Equation (4.18) will be
developed for the reservoir which is nominally emptying. By proceeding
in the manner used to obtain Equation (4.25), we obtain
/ u ' a > n Q (aw (4.45)
where (with R
Figure 4.6)
representing the reservoir and P the pipe section shown in
with
4. ¢ -I , ,x j (4.47)iL,
&. = -P - (4.46)
rW N
.,api'~
Do A M 
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Gi is a constant characteristic of the reservoir pipe which may be com-
puted by applying Equation (4.27) for the pipe section and then supplied
4R
as input data; however G.i is a variable requiring further evaluation.
Expressing u in accordance with Figure 4.6B, Equation (4.47) yields
f -
or
~G, ~ = /c R e,8(4.418)
The next term is
f u at ! S , X ts ') m= I, U, (4.49)
where
I.. .+ . R R I . (4.50)
p
The fluid moment of inertia dyadic Ii is input data; however the value
for the reservoir I.R is a variable which requires further evaluation.
This is more conveniently done using matrix forms and therefore will be
done later in Section 4.3.1. The next integrals required are
Cs
and
-4 -v4( 52
$
where J. is the value of Ji given by Equation (4.31) at the pipe outlet
(point B of Figure 4.6A). Substitution of Equations (4.45), (4.49), (4.51),
and (4.52) into Equation (4.18) and carrying out the differentiation yields
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..- S O
rR= T. = S. +R, Q *  S.! I I I I
0
·~ -W ,. -0., 0V,. a ;, + I; .""
I I , 
Equations (4.46), (4.48) and (4.34) yield
0
-f: A
--- R _ -
G. -- iV
Z/
ie oxU,. XA.
I 
Therefore
I t I ',
+ , 0, o _.
4- (I, 4- J, ) 'S.
tW Gt2). r ( -, ! ! + QC, .) + 0 6,
,- <2 V('% - A I' I
~" I sIr ,PAe
(4.53)
4R *R
As was the case with Ii , the required expression for Ii will also be
developed in Section 4.3.1.
4.2.2.3 Reservoir Nominally Filling (For V > 0)
The required relationships are obtained from the results of the pre-
vious section, Equations (4.44) and (4.53) where the subsidiary relations
which define required terms are Equations (4.35), (4.36), (4.38), (4.39),
(4.40), (4.46), (4.47), (4.48) and (4.50). To obtain the results for the
reservoir which is nominally filling, V, Q, and Q are replaced by -V, -Q,
and -Q, respectively, wherever they appear in these equations. When the
equations are converted to matrix form, in Section 4.3.1, this is accomplished
by placing a parameter ki in front of V, Q and Q in the reservoir equations
and setting ki = +1 for the case where the reservoir is nominally emptying and
ki =-1 for the case where the reservoir is nominally filling.
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4.2.3 Moving Point Mass on Laboratory
Moving point masses on the Laboratory may be used to represent crew
motion, elevators, balance masses, etc. The motion of a typical mass
~j is composed of a pre-specified function of time Uj(t) relative to the
-4 J
Laboratory and a component v. due to elastic deflection (see Figure 4.7).
The vector to pj from the cm Ak of the k Laboratory structural mass mk
is k when the laboratory is undeformed and Dk when the deformations are
considered. From the geometry of Figure 4.7,
R-* R * /· (4.54)
jR X W J + /· c+ w X . (4.55)
_¢XZ _s *; .l~· ^_Z~L)K -4> _ _ ·I /U' v~ll.)~w a (4.56)
where
_ = U} {(t) v - . (4.57)
= (t) -t r. (4.58)
J
Since rk is constant in the X coordinate system,
As yo I*' (4.61)
_/* _ a.{>(4.62)
In order to rigorously express the structural loads on each nj, it
would be necessary to derive stiffness and damping matrices that are
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functions of the variable positions of each Aj. In addition, as a moving
mass approaches a structural mass, certain coefficients in these matrices
would approach infinity. For example, if the deflection of each mk were
held at zero, the load applied to ij that is needed to produce a unit de-
flection of pj would approach infinity as ~j approached any mi. This load
is a diagonal term in the stiffness matrix. For these reasons, the fol-
lowing simplifications are introduced in the determination of the elastic
motion of the moving masses. First, the elastic deflection v. and its
derivatives vj. and v. are computed as if p. were moving on a rigid struc-
tural mass mk which is near pj. Different values of vj, vj, and .j can
be obtained depending on which neighboring structural mass mk is used, and
the values used in this analysis will be a weighted average of the respec-
tive vj's, vj's, and vj 's obtained above. Then, using these average
values, the dynamic terms, the contribution to the right sides of Equations
(4.5) and (4.7), are computed and added to the dynamic terms for the nearest
structural mass. In this way the inertia forces applied by the moving
masses to the structure are approximately accounted for.
To obtain the required averages, first assume that tj moves along
a single rigid mass mk (or its imaginary extension). Since mk is rigid,
referring to Figure 4.7, within linear terms Dk dj + k x dkj where
'k is the angular deflection of mk relative to the X axes. Then, from
the geometry of Figure 4.7,
Differentiating and substituting Equations (4.61) and (4.62) yields
and 
and
k--f 4 61 x ez C x + e X t~~~~eU
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Next, instead of assuming that Ij moves, along a single mass, it is
desired to include the influence of many of the surrounding structural
masses. Weighting functions kJ (which will later be defined precisely)
are introduced for this purpose. It is assumed that vj, Vj, and vj
are given by the following weighted sum of the above values which were
obtained by considering only a single mass:
J _ " s')
(4.63)t= 2: di i4 f , ui
, .
+ 0- -. 'I, 
A.t j ; d/
j )I~~~~I 
-' t /J '-4. _1 01 I I -- lb I/b
" Y ~.4:4 -, .. % 'A
where Z
mk
denotes the sum over all structural masses mk that influence
the motion of uj. In practice, these mk's are selected by the program user.
As time progresses, and p j moves into different regions, the user may
specify different set of mk's.
A formula for the X kJ's will now be specified such that the Xkj's
obey the following properties:
(a) X k > 0
(b) z
mk
X = 1k
(c) Xkkj 0 whenever any dI -4 o (£ # k) where dIj = I d7i
d) ax
Jr
0 whenever any d)j 0 O for all j, k, and I and
axis component Ujr of U. (Uj = Ujl + U
Uj3 j 3)1 j2Uj3 ee3)
any X-
e2 +
Properties (a) and (b) were selected so that the total motion v.
given by Equation (4.63) is the sum of the percentages of the rigid-body
motion of all the mk 's; i.e., property (a) states that each percentage must
be positive, and property (b) states that the total of all of the percentages
is 100%.
I
t
I
Ij
J
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Property (c) guarantees that vj, vj, and vj approach the rigid-body
values associated with mk whenever p, approaches any mk. This follows
from the fact that in addition to XkJ - 0 (k # £), by property (b) XQ 1.
Since the X k's which will be selected are continuous well-behaved functions of
Uj, the closer pj is to any ik, the more influence mk will have on the mo-
tion of Lj.
4 4
Property (d) assures the following: If the deformations qk and ek
of all mk's were held fixed, and pj were moved towards the cm Ak of an
mk, then, in addition to the deflection, the tangent of the path of pj,
as defined by Equation (4.63), should approximate the tangent of the true path
under the prescribed structural deformations. This requires that as pj
moves toward the cm of a particular mk, say m;, the contributions to the differ-
ential vector tangent to the approximate and exact paths must approach each
other; i.e.,
our X.U + tat r as X 1 j ) 1 V
where Ujr + qj + MA x d£ is the path of .j as if pj moved on the rigid
body my. This relation will be true if
a 'r .(r - 2 3 )
Property (d) guarantees the above relation, since Equation (4.63) yields
° r 2;r J r am 7 a d
(r = ',2 3, 
and when d J o X 0 o for k e Q, and a XkJ/a Ujr * 0 for
all k; thus, a vj/a ujr approaches the rigid-body value as required.
Functions for XkJ which have the desired properties (a-d) are now
constructed as follows. First we form
TT X) (4.64)
rr~~~~~,n/.
.z~/
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where the iT on the right denotes the product of the (d£ )2 for all masses
m£ that influence the motion of Ij; however (dk ) is excluded from this
product. TTk already has properties (a) and (c). In order to guarantee
property (b), we define kJ such that
A-'- - Ar -n / (4.65)
Property (d) can be verified by differentiation. The reason for squaring
(dIj)'s in Equation (4.64) was to arrive at Sk's that would satisfy
Property (d). Using only the first power of the d.'s would however
satisfy Properties (a-c).
One inconsistency in the approximations used in Equation (4.63)
is that since the kj's are variables, v. and v. cannot be obtained
exactly by differentiating vj and vj, respectively. However, because
of property (d), the differentiated and defined values do approach each
other whenever ~j approaches any mk.
The rate of change of linear momentum of Aj may now be computed as
At ,t// , R (4.66)
~ j
where R is given by Equation (4.56) with Wj and its derivatives given
by Equations (4.57) to (4.59), using Equations (4.63) to (4.65). The
subscript k* has the following meaning. In the matrix computation scheme
described in Section 4.3.2, Fkj is determined for each tj, and the result
contributes to the dynamic terms (Equation (4.5)) for the nearest influen-
cing mi. It is this value of i that is denoted by k*. For simplicity, the
nearest influencing mi (mk.) is actually determined for the underformed
vehicle; i.e., them. with the smallest d i (or equivalently the largest
TiT.) is considered to be nearest. In this process of adding Fk* J into
Equation (4.5), more than one ij may contribute towards a particular Fi,
and the total of these contributions is the FiY of Equation (4.6).
Referring to Figure 4.7, the contribution of !Uj to the dynamic terms
on thp right side of the torque equation, Equation (4.7), is
. -) X / ' (4.67)
= '9 u
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where
D = G rA * * (4.68)
and R is determined by using the same equations as were uised for
obtaining Equation (4.66). As was the case for aid, more than one Hi,
may contribute towards Ti, and the total of these contributions is
4the Ti of Equation (4.8).
the Ti of Equation (4.8).
1
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4.2.4 Structural Mass on Counterweight
For the counterweight, Newton's equation and Euler's equation are
written for each mass point in a straightforward manner. Taking the ath
counterweight mass point as typical,
.. S
Fa= O Ra (4I.69)
4
where Ra is the vector from point 0 to point Ba in Figure 4.1. The Euler
equation is
Tr,~~~ = Wa * WXa k + UJOc 1'(4.70)
where the circle indicates that the derivative is measured in the Ya
coordinate system. From the geometry of Figure 4.1,
Epressionsfoiatv R a ' f s in (4.71)
Expressions for the derivatives of Ra, for use in Equation (4.69), are
expressed in the proper coordinate system, and the results have been
incorporated into the relations of Appendix C where the equations are
presented in matrix form.
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4.2.5 Subsidiary Relations
The program will, on command, print the angular momentum vector
about point 0 (the origin of the inertial reference axes Z), the total-
system kinetic energy, and the location of the total-system center of
mass. These quantities are developed below.
4.2.5.1 Angular Momentum About Point 0
Referring to Figure 4.3, the angular momentum associated with
a typical mass m. on the Laboratory is
1
L. R; A z )x [ R£; + 2') dPt (4.72)
or V
= L (4.73)
where the superscripts m, f, and A denote the contributions to the:
right side of Equation (4.72) of the structural mass mi, the fluid on mi.,
and the moving point masses associated with mi, respectively.
For a rigid mass point on the Laboratory, Equation (4.72) pro-
vides the classical result:
L. IA B . +#- m R, x g (4.74)
For the fluid on mi, Equation (4.14) is substituted into Equa-
tion (4.72) and the indicated multiplication is carried out. After
substituting Equation (4.17), the result is
C v
S Y , C t U / ~~~V C(4.75)
For the case of a through pipe, Equations (4.19), (4.25), and
(4.28) are substituted into Equation (4.75) and the result is
M. Tx 4- G 8 xa C9
*4- 
"J X k ·* ~ x'+ .L'( &GA, 'IAA (4.76)
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where k. = + 1 and the parameters in the above relation are given by
the equations of Section 4.2.2.1.
For the case of a reservoir which is nominally emptying Equa-
tions (4.33), (4.45), and (4.49) are substituted into Equation (4.75).
Again, Equation (4.76) with k. = + 1 is obtained; however for this
f -u i -+ 3f
case the parameters m i , ui, Gi, and I i are defined by the
relations of Section 4.2.2.2.
For the case of a reservoir which is nominally filling, Equation
(4.76) is once again obtained except that k. must now be set to -1.
1
The equations for the parameters are identical to those for the empty-
ing reservoir given in Section 4.2.2.2.
For a moving point mass pj, the angular momentum about point 0
is 
.
(4.77)
.s
where BR AJ and R l j are computed using the relations of Section
4.2.3.
For a structural mass m on the Counterweight, the angular
a
momentum about point 0 is .5
L a
m
I Ova - Mo 8 X RQ (4.78)
In the program, the contributions of each structural mass
on the Laboratory and the Counterweight, of all fluid, and all moving
point masses are totaled to arrive at the system angular momentum L
about point 0. In practice, it is never necessary to compute
L. since the LUj's are totaled separately.1
4.2.5.2 Kinetic Energy
The kinetic energy of a structural mass on the Laboratory is
=nm - o I, -r ; (4.79)
Referring to Figure 4.3, the kinetic energy of the fluid present
on mi is
1at f -2Je( v o r
where the second power is used to indicate the dot product of the vector
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with itself. Substitution of Equation (4.14) and subsequent use of
Equation (4.17) yields
(4.28) are substituted into Equation (4.80), and the result is
-P. -R.5 -~
R f V = , ;t {i+/)+ eXI+*e}(4.8la)
where the parameters of the above relation aae given.by the equations
of Section 4.2.2.1.
For the case of a reservoir which is nominally emptying, Equa-
tions (4.33), (4.34), (4.45), and (4.49) are substituted into Equation
(4.80), and the result is
(8b is again o b tai nf ed; h2owever, + 2 must .s t . (4.81b)
, _ . Crj + A+ + AQ.
where k. = + 1 and the parameters of the above relation are given by
the equations of Section 4.2.2.2.
For the case of a reservoir which is nominally filling, Equation
(4.81b) is again obtained; however, ki must be set to -1.
The kinetic energy of a typical moving point mass is simply
s v- (4.82)
where the relations of Section 4.2.3 are to be used in obtaining
so u..
RR 
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The kinetic energy of a structural mass on the Counterweight
is
I ·
KA 2.a a 4 )
.5
(4.83)
In the program, the contributions of each structural mass on the
Laboratory and the Counterweight, of all fluid, and all moving point
masses are totalled to arrive at the system kinetic energy K.
4.2.5.3 Location of Space-Station Center of Mass
The location of the Space-Station center of mass is
Rc = f Rm (4.84)
where Rc and R are measured from point 0, the origin of the Z axis.
The evaluation of the contributions to Equation (4.84) of the various
masses is straightforward and the results are summarized in the table
below:
Contribution to R dm
Type of Mass Contribution
-4
Structural Mass on Laboratory m. R.
(m 1 1
f - -4
Fluid on m. m R. + S1 1 1
Moving Point Mass
Structural Mass on Counter-
weight a a
The total contribution for all masses on the Space Station is computed
in accordance with the above table. In the program these contributions
are totalled for use in the matrix form of Equation (4.84).
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4.3 MATRIX FORM OF EQUATIONS OF MOTION
The equations of motion developed in Section 4.2 will be con-
verted to matrix form so that they can be programmed. To facilitate
this conversion task, a special notation has been developed which is
presented in Appendix B. In addition, some helpful identities were
used, and these are also presented in Appendix B.
4.3.1 Inertia Matrix for Reservoir Fluid
Before the equations of motion are converted, it is necessary
to develop expressions for the moment of inertia of tbe fluid present
in a reservoir I. and its derivative in the Xi axes Ti . These ex-1 1
pressions are developed at this point, because the matrix identities
developed in Appendix B greatly facilitate this work. As shown in
Figure 4.6, the Wi axes are the principal axes for the reservoir fluid
with their origin at the fluid center of mass. W1 is along the symme-
try axis of the cylinder. Let the moment-of-inertia matrix about the
W 1 axes be [Li]. Then [Li] is diagonal, and its diagonal elements are
B LA- L lb fL, 2 L,2 = JoR( ' 7 ,2 s ' } (4.85)
L33 2. 7 4'
By using Equation (B18), the moment of inertia matrix of the reservoir
fluid about the Xi axes is
[I;J-= LJT(S .)J L ]LTr(3^) - rMS lr(U f ) (4.86)
where . is the set of Euler angles orienting the W axes with respect
to the Xi axes,* and from Figure 4.6,
litro' = { 2A'I } 2 Lv( )?; { e3 t (4.87)
with [e3 ] = [O O 1 ,T and with {uiC} and ui R ] expressed in the
axes. The elements of the matrix [IiR are the required components of
the dyadic I. expressed in the Xi axes.
To obtain Ii , Equation (4.86) is differentiated and the re-
sult is
* Since the reservoir is cylindrical with the Wi axes along the cylinder
3
axis (see Figure 4.6), Ci3 is arbitrary. For simplicity it is taken as
zero. [n (i) ] may then be computed as a function of ei (see Step 16 of
Appendix C).
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lams iI = m.T.)] T C L-liT(s)] + £. Q [rL (2X. 
- EAL P(t: )tZ(2 ]- 1R [C ')~ ~ (4.88)
-m;l Lrtu; ~][rcuJ] -4Lr o Af) L A
where k. = + 1 for the case of the reservoir which is nominally1
emptying and -1 for the reservoir which is nominally filling, and
[Li] and {(i C ] are obtained below. [Li is diagonal, and the diagonal
elements are obtained by differentiating Equations (4.85) and substi-
tuting Equations (4.39), (4.41), (4.34), and (4.16) into the results.
This yields
L,, = L =- -Q(b +h l) (4.88a)
Differentiating Equation (4.87), and substituting Equation (4.34) into
the result yields
-- A. 7V £7 (3r/ ') ( L(4.89)
4.3.2 Coordinate Systems and Conversion of Dynamic Equations to Matrix
Form
The coordinate systems used were discussed to some extent in
Section 4.2 and are shown in Figure 4.1. When there is no deformation
of any sort, each Xi coordinate system is parallel to the X coordinates
and each Y coordinate system is parallel to the Y coordinates. In the
undeformed state the Y2 and Y3 axes are in the minus X2 and X3 directions,
respectively. In general, when the system is deformed, the Euler angle
sets orienting the coordinate systems are as follows:
X with respect to Z : y
X with respect to X : (linear)
Y with respect to X :
Ya with respect to Y : e (linear)
~~ ~ ~ a
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These Euler-angle sets are indicated in parentheses on Figure 4.1
next to the vectors separating the origins of the corresponding coordin-
ate systems. The order of rotation for a typical Euler angle set is
described in Appendix B.
The matrix form of the vectors used in Figure 4.1 contains the
components of the vectors projected onto the coordinate systems indi-
cated below:
Matrix Form Coordinate System
{R}, {ri} qi} X
As indicated above, the notation used for the matrix form is usually
similar to that which was used for the vector form. For the complete
correspondence of notation see the symbol list at the beginning of
Section 4. Henceforth, the three Euler angle components will be
written in the vector braces (e.g., y = {y]).
The elastic deformations of {qi and O)i} of the Laboratory,
and (qa}a and (ba) of the Counterweight will be linearized; however
large deformations of the Connecting Structure are permitted. Ac-
cordingly, the variations in {A) and (X} could be large, and these
variations are not linearized. However, these quantities are usually
composed of a large nominal value and a much smaller variation as
indicated below:
where (el} [~i 0 (4.90)
where el =[1 0 0 .
The vector equations of motion of Section 4.2 are now converted
into matrix form using the relation of Appendix B. There is one matrix
force equation and one matrix torque equation, (a total of six equiva-
lent scalar equations), for each of the n structural masses on the Labor-
atory and for each of the n structural masses on the Counterweight. In
addition to the 6 (n + n) variables [qi}, (ei} (i=l,...,n) and {q, (EL a}
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(a = 1,..., n) , the l2 variables C{R, CY), (A), and (1t] will appear
in the equations; therefore there will be 12 more variables than equa-
tions of motion. However, there are 12 conditions yet to be specified;
viz, the relations that locate the mean axes X and Y. The force
equation for each Laboratory mass mi is written in the X coordinate
system, and the force equation for each Counterweight mass ma is written
in the Y coordinate system. However, the torque equations are written
in the local coordinate systems X and Ya for m i and ma, respectively.
The matrix equations corresponding to the vector equations of Section
4.2 are listed below, and a discussion of the details concerning these
equations will follow.
Structural Mass on Laboratory
Newton: [:xig W1 IlyA r+ UA]O&5Z'Ss +4 = *  it (4.91)
Euler: El-\a)BXT + TA i ; = i" (4.92)
Through Pipe
Newton: 3A~kXT' Iij xF+2; .S+DÆ t r... (4.93)
Euler: W ]7%Z +F4yF'DSr'S (4.94)
Reservoir : Emptying (k = 1) or Filling (k =-1)
Newton: iA ,f ' + 7y: Bf 3 f,!, A -= SK (4 95)
Euler: .j& :7u -tT g '1 §+ i'F (4.96)
Moving Point Mass
Newton: [( jj*Jf { + [(i)(Jff A 9+J
Structural Mass on Counterweight
Newton: A,,N*[ iraF :
(4.99)
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Euler: C uAt c+Y~+% A] t .c =Ki~ (4.100)
In the above equations the force equations have been labeled
"Newton" and the torque equations have been labeled "Euler." The
coefficients and lower derivative terms are defined in the tables of App-
endix C. Various secondary computations are also required to obtain terms
which appear in the definition of these matrices and to obtain related in-
formation such as kinetic energy, Table 4.1 serves as a guide to the
conversion of the equations from vector to matrix form, and a similar
guide to the secondary equations is presented in Table 4.2. In addition,
various geometrical and kinematical relations are required and are
listed in Appendix C. These relations are easily derived by applica-
tion of the equations of Appendix B to the geometry indicated in
Figure 4.1. In addition, Appendix C includes other relations which
will be derived in future sections, for example, the equations required
to transform the initial conditions from a form which is convenient
for the program user, to the form required for computation.
For the following reasons, additional approximations were made in the
derivitation of Equations (4.97) and (4.98). When Equations (4.91-4.100)
are combined as indicated by Equations (4.6) and (4.8), to obtain the
equations of motion for the system, the acceleration-coefficient matrix
would be relatively sparse (i.e., contain mostly zeros) if no moving point
masses were present. However, since the elastic motion of the moving
point masses can be influenced by the motion of any structural mass on the
Laboratory, the moving point masses can cause nonzero terms to appear in
the acceleration coefficients associated with every Laboratory variable.
The sparseness of the acceleration-coefficient matrix is however very useful
in saving computer storage space since space must only be reserved for non-
zero blocks in this matirx. Because elastic motion of the moving point
masses has only been approximately evaluated, it was decided that it was
worthwhile to make a further approximation to conserve the sparseness of
the acceleration-coefficient matrix. At first, all acceleration terms
attributable to moving masses were written on the right side of the equations
of motion and evaluated one time-step back; however, this caused numerical-
integration instabilities, and this technique was therefore abandoned.
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Instead, second derivative terms associated with the {qk}'s and [ek}'s were
evaluated only at the mass point A* which is nearest to Ij and Xi. was
set to 1. These acceleration terms were previously averaged over all mk's
which influenced A:. The lower-derivative acceleration terms (coriolis
and centrifugal) are still averaged. This approximation maintains the
sparseness of the acceleration-coefficient matrix, and accordingly makes
possible the saving of considerable computer-storage space.
The loads appearing on the right side of Equations (4.91-4.100)
are accumulated and projected onto the proper coordinate system in
Equations (37-39) of Appendix C. These include loads applied to the
Counterweight by the Connecting Structure (fE} and TE ); loads
applied by the control-system actuators {fC}, (TC, (i , and (TCa (2);
and supplementary loads [ffs, {Ts), [s] and T{:3. These supplementary
loads may represent any excitation which the user may desire, to incor-
proate (for example, environmental disturbances). They are currently
set to zero; however to incorporate supplementary loads, the user would
program the appropriate load functions in a subroutine. Structural
loads which are internal to the Laboratory or Counterweight are includ-
ed later in modal-coordinate form.(3)
(1) These loads are discussed in Section 4.4.2.
(2) These loads are discussed in Section 5.
(3) These loads are discussed in Section 4.4.1.
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Vector equations are for a reservoir which is nominally emptying.
See Section 4.2.2.3 to adjust for a reservoir which is nominally
filling.
Table 4.1 Guide to the Conversion of the Main Equations from
Vector to Matrix Form
Equation Number
Matrix Form Vector Form
Structural Mass on Laboratory
4.91 4. 9
4.92 4.10
Through Pipe
4.93 4.20
4.94 4.32
Reservoir
4.95 4.44(1)
(1 )4.96 453
Moving Point Mass
4.97 4.66
4.98 4.67
Structural Mass on Counterweight
4.99 4.69
4.100oo 4.70
(1)
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Table 4.2 Guide to the Conversion of the Secondary
Equations From Vector to Matrix Form
Vector or Equation Number
Scalar
Symbol Appendix C Section 4
Ki
Q, Q
S i
G i
J.
L. = L
1
i
h.
1
-B R R
ui, u i, ei
Si i
-4
S.
R f
mi , m i
u.
1
8iP
G.
f
Ii
R
L
i
K Ri
eR
dk
w.
wJW.
Structural Mass on Laboratory
A18
A19
Through Pipe
5a, 5b
input data
input data
input data
A22
A23
Reservoir
7
4.74
4.79
4.16
4.21, or 4.23 and 4.24
4.26 and 4.27
4.31
4.76
4.81a
4.35(1)
input data
12
9, 10
11
input data
13
16 with 14 and 15
A20
A21
19 with 17 and 18
Moving Point Masses
20
23a
23b
TABLE CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE
4.38
4.39, 4.40
4.36
4.47
4.46 with 4.48
4.50 with 4.86 using 4.85
and 4.87
same as 4.76
4.81b
4.88 with 4.88a and 4.89
4.60
4.57 with 4.63
4.58 with 4.63
(1) This equation is for a reservoir which is
Section 4.2.2.3 to adjust for a reservoir
nominally emptying. See
which is nominally filling.
}
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Table 4.2 (Continued) Guide to the Conversion of the Secondary
Equations from Vector to Matrix Form
Vector or Equation Number
Scalar
Symbol Appendix C Section 4
Moving Point Masses (Continued)
L i A24 4.77
euj A25 4.82
Structural Mass on Counterweight
L A26 4.78
a
Kc P~A27 4.83
a
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4.3.3 Combined Equations of Motion for Entire System
Equations (4.91) - (4.100) are combined in accordance with the
scheme indicated by Equations (4.6) and (4.8) to obtain the equations
of motion for the entire system. The result is of the form
[AJ] { W = I } I 4 I (4.101)
where [A] is the mass matrix, (fx represents the acceleration
terms, ff} is the force vector (containing both forces and torques), and
[a} contains the lower derivative dynamic terms. Specifically, [A]
is given by Equation (36) of Appendix C, ff} contains the indicated
3-element vectors,
the lower-derivative terms are
r^1~~~~~~~~~~ (4.103)
I
and fxJ is defined as follows:
.iB (4.104)
wsQ
-Sa
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where [q] and [qj are the elastic coordinate vectors of the Laboratory
and Counterweight, respectively; vis.
{ so ( j ; {~~=4: & I = t *(4.105)
4.3.4 Modal-Constraint Reduction Procedure
In order to accommodate detailed elements such as solar panels,
many structural masses are needed in the idealization. Thus, Equations
(4.101) are quite large in size, and the solutions are likely to contain
high-frequency contributions. Direct solution would therefore require a
very small numerical-integration step size, and, in addition, large
matrices would have to be inverted. To make matters worse, the physical
time for maneuvers such as deployment and spin-up is very large relative
to the short periods of vibration associated with elastic motion. In
order to reduce the size of the equations in an automatic and orderly
way, thereby alleviating these problems, two basic methods will be used:
viz, the modal-reduction method and the constraint-reduction method. These
closely related methods are explained in Appendix D, and the procedure to be
procedure to be used is summarized below.
First, [8 Xr ] is defined as the vector containing the three virtual
differential rotations about each axis of the X coordinate system. ([ }
X Y
is known as the quasi coordinate corresponding to (W }; (6[ } is similarly
defined for the Y coordinate system. Then the virtual work is computed
and placed in the form given by Equation (D24). In this way, the [Q]
matrix is obtained. The procedure is greatly simplified by varying only
one virtual displacement at a time, computing the corresponding work, and
then adding the results.
The final result of the virtual work computation is the matrix [Q]
which is presented in Appendix C as Equation (45) (where the required
terms are defined by Equations (44) and (45a - 45c)).
If modes are used for the reduction, the Laboratory and Counter-
weight elastic coordinates are represented as follows:
Is
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(4.106)
where [f] and [i1 contain the elastic free-free modes of the Laboratory
and Counterweight, respectively; i.e., the rigid-body modes are removed.
At first it was planned to fix the X and Y coordinate system in a key
mass of the Laboratory and Counterweight, respectively, and to use canti-
lever modes in [m] and [r] which would be obtained by fixing the key
masses. In addition to the modal coordinates, the physical coordinates
of these key masses would be employed. It was then, however, determined
that high-frequency components could be present in the numerical integra-
tion solution. These high frequencies are associated with the motion
of the key masses which is described by use of physical coordinates. For
this reason it was decided to use the more involved procedure of employ-
ing free-free modes.
The'number of masses used in the Laboratory and Counterweight are n
and n, respectively, and the respective number of modes are p and p;
therefore the dimensions of Hi] and C[] are n x p and n x p, respectively.
The coordinates are now related to a reduced set of coordinates by employ-
ing the following modal-constraint relations:
x}-6[ ]{f ) f =[ irl (4.107)
where
$Rr 
at~~S~f)~~ CslJ (4.108)
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and [0] is an appropriate constraint matrix that relates the coordinates
[6x] to the reduced coordinates [6gT ]. When the modes given by
Equation (4.106) are used to represent the Laboratory and Counter-
weight and when the Connecting Structure is flexible, [0] has the
following value:
6 p 6 p a ensn s
_16 Hi _ t _ -C _ _ 6(4.109)
[01 = ___ ' #_ 1 __
I I [
where [16] is the 6 x 6 identity matrix. Equation (4.107) now has the
effect of substituting modal coordinates for the elastic motion while
duplicating the rigid-body coordinates. [0] always contains 12 +
6 (n + n) rows; however the number of columns used depends on the con-
straints. If all structures are flexible, [0] contains 12 + p + p
modes. The main constraints which the user may select and the corres-
ponding forms of the [0] matrices and the [gT] vectors are indicated
below:
A. Rigid Laboratory
This constraint may be used in combination with the rigid Counter-
weight. Equation (4.109) is applicable; however p, which is the width
of [$] and the height of g]} shrinks to zero. I.e.,
6 6 p
l ],, 6 (4.110)
--4---
- I- -] 6J n rigid
Laboratory
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IR
W Y 
lA03:I1
(4.111)
rigid
Laboratory
B. Rigid Counterweight
Equation (4.109) is applicable; however p which is the width of
[~] and the height of {tj shrinks to zero.
C. Rigid Vehicle
The Laboratory, the Counterweight, and the Connecting Structure are
rigid, i.e., there is no elastic motion, however the Connecting Structure
is still capable of extension and retraction. For this case,
6
[ri= - -T --0 
0
f0
k
(4.112)
n
rigid
vehicle
i 'Tf·
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J~ R rigid (4.113)
V .
'
T i l X vehicle
In addition to the above constraints, the program user may include
other constraints by supplying modes which obey these constraints in []3 and
[i]. For example, elastic motion in a particular direction could be
eliminated by this method.
The final steps are to form the reduced mass matrix:
LA (J [ 2r Q3 [-A (4.i14)
and the reduced right-side vector:
I a 1 [ f J ({ i } + 6 ) (4.115)
In Equation (4.115), it is not necessary to include the forces of con-
straint in ffj. Finally the desired reduced equations of motion are
formed as follows:
[A li T} i R } (4.116)
Equation (4.116) is solved for {§T]' and t gT} and then integrated
once.* Some of the components of the result, namely {Ri, {C}, [R],
and {~}, may be integrated again to obtain the displacements; however,
auxiliary expressions are needed to obtain y}) and {[*} from [w I and
twY 3 in order to determine the Euler angles by integration. Suitable
relationships were derived using the theory of Appendix B, and the
results are Equations (A17) of Appendix C.
* [AR] is a symmetric matrix. This fact can be advantageously used,
since more rapid solution schemes are available for symmetric
matrices; also, less storage is required for [A.R
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Initially, values of (g[, ~J, ~3] , and I}] must be obtained from
the corresponding values of (q], tq}, (q], and [q). Equations (4.106)
cannot be inverted since the modal matrices are not square; however,
a method of obtaining the modal coordinates which provides a best fit
approximation, in a certain sense, to Equations (4.106) is established in
Appendix D, and the results are Equations (D30) to (D33).
4.3.5 Adjustment of Input Data
In accordance with Equation (4.106) the elastic free-free modes of
the Laboratory and the Counterweight are used to represent the elastic
motion of the respective structures. It is well known that the linear
and angular momentum of each mode shape vanishes. Since the elastic
coordinates (qi] and {$i) are a linear combination of the modes, it
follows that the linear and angular momentum of the elastic coordinates
must also vanish; i.e., for the Laboratory
c2 Als & }= o (4.117)
IA=9 o
The analagous relationships for the Counterweight may be obtained by
simply placing a bar over each symbol of Equations (4.117) and (4.118).
Equations (4.117) and (4.118) indicate that the flexible-body coordinates
fq3 are a dependent set of coordinates. This fact was already used in
the previous section. A physical interpretation of these equations is
that they serve to locate the mean or "rigid-body" axes (X axes) rela-
tive to the Laboratory. For example, using Equation (4.117), the distance
from the origin of the X axes to the cm of the Laboratory structure is
*mTe srutrel ( d n il m r 
* The structure referred to does not include the moving masses or fluids.
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where ML is the total Laboratory mass. This distance is seen to be a
constant; therefore Equation (4.117) serves to locate the origin of the
X axes relative to the deformed structure. Similarly, Equation (4.118)
serves to fix the angular position of the X axes relative to the struc-
ture. The details of the computation of the angular position are provided
in Appendix E since it will be seen that this computation is needed at
t = 0.
The set of initial conditions [q] and ff) should actually obey
Equations (4.117), (4.118) and their derivatives; however, in order to
avoid burdening the user, it is permissible to supply input data relative
to any coordinate system X' which is near X. The computer program will
automatically determine the location of the X axes and will compute the
initial conditions relative to -e X axes. -The new initial conditions
satisfy Equations (4.117), (4.118) and their derivatives, and are suitable
for initializing the numerical-integration procedure. The derivation for
this step is presented in Appendix E, and the results have been incorporated
into the computation procedure presented in Appendix C.
The procedure described in the above paragraph is also carried out for
the counterweight.
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4,4. STRUCTURAL FORCES
4.4.1. Laboratory and Counterweight Structure
From Equations (4.115) and (4.116), the reduced set of Equations
of motion are
.5Ri~~- 7Tt = r) f,[] trtg]t op (4.119)
where Iff has been written as the sum of the forces applied by the
Laboratory and Counterweight structures fint} (not including forces
applied by the Connecting Structure) and the balance of the forces
f ext] which includes the external forces and forces applied by the
connecting structure. From Equation (D25a) of Appendix D, it is clear
that
IP# noe= D 3 C ifnt (4120)
iF, tb,,=~ ei~~iojiC~~~i~ e(4.121)
where (f 3 and f extgen are the contributions off }intI a d f ext]int gen ext gen int ext
to the generalized forces associated with C[; . {fint] is next parti-
tioned into forces applied to the Laboratory and forces applied to the
Counterweight as follows:
Sbituion oSf E qu ation+ (4) ofApenixttc C and Equations ((4.122)
Substitution of Equation (45) of Appendix C and Equations (4.109) and
(4.122) into Equation (4.120) yields the following equation which applies
when all structures are flexible:
467
1" 7 O [all structures (4.123)
flexible
where the zeros were obtained by realizing that these terms are the
generalized forces corresponding to (RJ, (y}. (AR] and (T*); i.e.,
the generalized forces corresponding to (R],and (AR} are the resultant
forces on the entire Space Station and Counterweight, respectively; the
generalized force corresponding to y is the resultant torque of all forces
applied to the entire Space Station about point 0 on Figure 4.1; and the
generalized force corresponding to X is the resultant torque of all forces
applied to the Counterweight about point A in Figure 4.1. Clearly, the
contributions to these generalized forces of all structural forces within
the Laboratory and the Counterweight must vanish since these forces are
internal to the structure.
The Laboratory and Counterweight structural forces are next expressed
in terms of their stiffness and damping matrices;
= rea= -~zI -rr;-W[1J Lo l 
These equations are substituted into Equation (4.123), and the result is
linearized yielding
'~I -t~e i ek (4.124)
alflexible structures
flexible
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where {fintigen has been renamed IFM} for convenience, the zeros in
Equation (4.124) are 1 x 6 zero vectors, and
it X - - C#~i; T - Em-,W t (4 125)
AQUA = -[K jig {lz,- i~ ~~ U(4.i26)
In Equation (4.125 ), [K] and [CM] are the diagonal modal stiffness and
modal damping matrices for the Laboratory, and [K] and [CM] are the cor-
responding matrices for the Counterweight. Provision has been made to
input to the program a percentage of critical damping for each mode.
Finally, Equation (4.119) may be expressed as
ramp = CzraiVH~if C (4.127)
where
iVf t + } (4.128)
4.4.2. Connecting Structure
The forces and moments applied to the Connecting Structure by the
Laboratory are computed in a separate subroutine and then supplied to the
main program where, on the basis of equilibrium of the massless Connecting
Structure, the corresponding forces and moments applied to the Laboratory
and Counterweight are computed. The object of performing the basic structural
calculations in a subroutine is to enable the user to study any type of struc-
ture desired; that is, the subroutine may contain the usual type of stiffness
and damping matrices or any other set of equations (linear or nonlinear)
which relates the structural forces and moments to structural displacements
and velocities. The computation procedure is outlined below (Refer to
Figure 4.1):
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(1) First, the main program must be supplied with the following
geometrical information:
(a) The specific Laboratory and Counterweight masses (the ith
and ath, respectively) to which the structure is connected.
(b) Vectors Cs) and s}] expressed in Xi and ya, respectively
(see Figure 4.1) which specify the exact location of the
connection points (E and E) in the aforementioned masses.*
(c) Data specifying the orientation of the structural reference
system z relative to the associated body system YA in the
Counterweight mass m (z is fixed in m ). This reference
a a
system is the system in which the forces and moments are
to be computed in the structural subroutine. The orien-
tation of the z axes is specified in the same manner as
discussed in Section 2.3.1 of Volume II; i.e., by speci-
al at tfying the vectors {Y~ j and fYZ !e in the YZ coordinate
system which is parallel to the Y coordinate system but
has its origin at E. These vectors locate point ~ which
is any point on the positive z3 axis and point O which
is any point in the first quadrant of the z1 z3 plane.
(2) If the vehicle is deploying or retracting, the main program must
call on the deployment subroutine for information regarding the
deployment; that is, the subroutine must supply vector ([ 3 and
0
its derivatives [I } and {}), where (I}o is the vector (pro-
jected onto z) from E to E in the undeformed vehicle.
(3) The main program then computes the displacement and velocity of
point E in the z system. The angular displacement and rate of
system z relative to z are also computed; system z is fixed in
Labortary node i and is parallel to z when the vehicle is undeformed.
* In the case of a cable truss, for which there are a number of
connection points, vectors fs) and (s) are still needed to locate
points E and E for use in the deployment computations. The cable
attachment points themselves are specified by vectors s .3 (in the
Laboratory) and [s;j (in the Counterweight) where j = 1, 2, ...
number of cables.
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(4) The structural subroutine then computes the forces and moments
applied to the Connecting Structure by the Laboratory at point E.
(5) Then, on the basis of equilibrium of the massless Connecting
Structure, the main program computes the forces and moments applied
to the Counterweight at E.
The theory for two types of structures has been developed. The structures
are i) a circular beam of constant cross-section, and ii) a cable truss.
The subroutine provided with the program is applicable for the circular
beam.
4.4.2.1. Circular Beam
For the purposes of illustration, a structural subroutine is supplied
with the program. The structure is a beam of constant circular cross-
section. For simplicity, the deployment feature is idealized by simply
assuming that the beam becomes longer as the Counterweight deploys; however
its elastic properties per unit length remain constant. In addition to the
usual beam stiffness matrix, an incremental beam stiffness matrix is included
to account for the stiffening effect due to the action of the centrifugal
forces. Structural damping was based upon modal damping which was obtained
as follows:
(1) The vehicle was idealized as two rigid masses connected by the
aforementioned beam, as shown in Figure 4.8. Note that the axis
of the beam passes through the two mass centers. Each mass was
assigned typical mass properties. The inertial properties were
assumed to be the same in each of the two transverse bending
planes; otherwise, different modes would occur in the two planes
and different physical damping coefficients would result for
motion in these planes.
(2) The elastic bending, torsion, and axial modes of the vehicle
were obtained. Modal mass, stiffness and (critical) damping
matrices were computed.
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CM LABORATORY
COUNTERWEIGHT
Fig. 4.8 Idealization Used to Determine Damping Matrix of Connecting Structure
'CM
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(3) Structural damping of the beam was assumed to be some fraction
y, of critical modal damping; different values of y were used
for the torsional, axial, and bending modes. The modal damping
was then transformed back to physical coordinates. The result-
ing damping is a function of the undeformed length I of the
Connecting Structure.
As the length £o of the beam approaches zero during a retraction
maneuver, the beam stiffness coefficients approach infinity. Actually,
the flexibility of the end supports and the Laboratory-Counterweight
docking hatch prevents infinite coefficients from occurring; however
these detailed flexibility effects are not modeled in the subroutine
provided. Instead, in order to retain reasonable structural flexi-
bility for small o0, the stiffness coefficients are computed using a
minimum length £o whenever Io < . I is input data.
min min min
4.4.2.2 Cable Truss
The second type of Connecting Structure is a cable truss which
may contain up to 16 cables, all of which may have different stiffness
and damping properties. It is assumed that all cables are connected
th
to the same mass at each end (i.e., the i Laboratory mass and the
th
a Counterweight mass, respectively. Furthermore, it is assumed that
the undeformed cable lengths are such that all cables are taut when the
vehicle is in an undeformed configuration. However, cables may go
slack when the vehicle deforms. The tensile force in each cable acts
along the cable and is taken to be proportional to the stretch and
stretch rate of the cable. Finally, all the individual cable forces
are replaced by a single resultant force passing through point E and
a resultant moment about point E.
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4.5 STRUCTURAL LOADS
The facility is provided to compute structural loads at the junction
points between modules (see Figure 3.1) or at any other point where the
structure (Laboratory or Counterweight) can be separated into two free
bodies. This is accomplished on a structure by separating the structure
at the load-computation point and considering one portion of the structure
as a free body. The load applied by the free body is then computed by
taking the resultant of all of the inertia and applied loads on the free
body. Since Connecting-Structure loads are included in the equations as
external loads, the remaining portion of the Laboratory (or Counter-
weight) may also be used as the free body. Of course, results which
are opposite in sign would then be obtained. The index numbers of
all mass points in the free body must be supplied as input data in
addition to the coordinate vector [tQ,) (fEt,) on the Counterweight) to
the the load-computation point. [tt,) is stated in the local X2
'
coordinate system which is fixed in my,, the mass containing the load-
computation point. [t~,] is defined similarly for the case of a load-
computation point in the Counterweight. The forces If',.) and torques
[T 1',] for the Laboratory are expressed in the X axes, and the forces
[f, and torques [T 't,] for the Counterweight are expressed in the
Y axes.
The equations required for the structural-load computations are
listed in Appendix C. To reduce the complexity of the computation pro-
cedure, the structural-load computations use second derivatives that are
evaluated at the previous numerical-integration cycle. In the Runge-
Kutta numerical integration scheme used, the program cycles through each
time point twice, and the integrated variables are improved in accuracy
only slightly during the second pass. Consequently, the use of second
derivatives evaluated during the previous cycle is a reasonable approximate
procedure; however, the computation can not be performed at t=O.
C-
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4.6 COMPUTATION PROCEDURFE
A summary of all of the required equations for computation and a step by
step computation procedure is presented in Appendix C. The Phase II computer
program was based on this Appendix.
Summaries of all of the required equations for the Connecting-Structure
subroutines and corresponding computation procedures are presented in Appendix
G.
5.0 CONTROL SYSTEMS
5.1 INTRODUCTION
The control systems were first developed on a rigid idealization of the
Space Station and were then tested on a flexible idealization. The rigid model
was capable of deployment and retraction. This section includes a discussion
of the development and performance of the control systems on the rigid model.
Sample rigid-body computer runs are included. Certain modifications were
required to the control-system subroutines for proper operation on the flexible-
vehicle idealization, and these modifications are also described in this section.
Flexible-vehicle time-history results are presented in Section 6. The detailed
computation procedure used in the rigid-body and flexible-body versions of the
control-system subroutines is presented in Appendix H.
The control systems synthesized for the program are: vehicle attitude
control (Space Station is not spinning), vehicle spin rate control, Counter-
weight position control, moving mass (elevator, etc.) position control, vehicle
wobble damping, vehicle center-of-mass position control, fluid velocity (pump)
control. The Counterweight, moving mass (except the balance mass), and fluid
velocity control systems are assumed to be perfect; i.e., the controlled variables
are set equal to their commanded values.
5.1.1 Rigid-Body Control-Systems Development Program
A rigid-body computer program was first prepared to develop the control
systems. In this program, the Space Station consists of two rigid bodies, the
Laboratory and the Counterweight, which are normally rigidly attached to each
other. As shown in Figure 5.1, the origin of a set of axes X1, X2, and X3 is
located at the Laboratory center of mass with axis X1 parallel to the nominal
Space Station spin axis and axis X3 along the long axis of the Laboratory. The
origin of a set of axes Y1, Y2 , and Y3 is located at the Counterweight 'center
of mass. The Counterweight can be moved relative to the Laboratory along a
line parallel to Laboratory axis 3. The Counterweight attitude relative to the
Laboratory is fixed by any preselected set of three Euler angles.
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Fig. 5.1 Rigid Body Space Station Configuration Used for Development
of Control Systems
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There are 2 point masses, numbers 1 and 2, which can travel inside the
Laboratory along a line parallel to Laboratory axis 3. Mass 1 represents an
elevator. Mass 2 represents a balance mass, used to balance mass 1.
The rigid-body equations are written so that the Space Station motion
includes the effects of the positions and motions of the Counterweight and 2
masses, given the positions and motions of the Counterweight and 2 masses
relative to the Laboratory. The mass decrease in the jet fuel tanks resulting
from reaction jet operation is not simulated. The effects of the CMG on the
motions of the Space Station are computed, given the relative positions and
motions of the CMG.
Thus, only the Space Station moves "freely" (subject to initial conditions
and the time histories of its external forces and moments). The rigid-body
equations were derived based on the implicit assumption that the motion of the
Counterweight relative to the Laboratory, as well as the motions of the two
masses,'and the CMG would be prescribed as a function of time or vehicle state.
To more nearly perfectly assess the performance of the control systems, the
motions of the Laboratory, Counterweight, 2 masses, and CMG would have to be
solved simultaneously.
The approach used in the program to deal with the limitations is the
following. In the cases of the Counterweight, elevator, and balance mass, the
commanded accelerations relative to the Laboratory are assumed to be obtained.
In the case of the CMG, the computation of the CMG gimbal angle acceleration
is slightly in error, because at each instant of time, this acceleration is
computed using as an input the Laboratory angular acceleration, computed one
iteration previously (instead of using the Laboratory angular acceleration
computed presently). When the inertia of the CMG is extremely small relative
to the inertia of the Space Station - as it is in this case - the error is
extremely small.
5.1.2 Operation of Control Systems on Flexible Idealization
After checkout on the rigid idealization, the control systems were added
to the flexible idealization described in Section 4. Wherever the input to a
control subroutine required the motion measured at the sensor, the flexible-
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body motion of the mass point containing the sensor was used so that the vibration
of the sensor support was included. Similarly, the loads applied by the actuators
were applied to the mass point where the actuator was attached, and the actuator
moved with this mass point; thus, the vibration of the actuator was included.
Aside from the balance-mass control system, all control systems operated on the
flexible idealization with either no or minor modification. The balance-mass
control system required major modification.
5.2 REACTION JET CONFIGURATION IN RIGID-VEHICLE SIMULATION*
The reaction jet configuration on the Laboratory is shown in Figure 5.2.
In some cases, two jets are used in parallel (for positive torque: 1 and 3, 6
and 7; for negative torque: 14 and 15, 9 and 11). This was done to obtain
sufficient control authority for the spin axis during Counterweight deployment,
without using jets of different sizes.
The jets are located out of the plane of the solar panels and modules. The
jet configuration represents only a first step toward optimization on the basis
of weight, reliability, plume impingement, wiring, maintainability, etc. Jets
1 to 16 were simulated in the computer program. Jets 17 to 20 were not simulated
because they were put on primarily for translation.
The jets mounted on the Counterweight are arranged in the same configuration
as the jet configuration on the Laboratory. Jets 1 to 16 were mounted on the
Counterweight, but not used for control.
Table 5.1 below shows the jet combinations to achieve desired torques
without translation:
Table 5.1 Jet Combinations to Achieve Torques Without Translation
Torque
About Axis Jet Combination
+1 13, 10; 1 or 3 or (1 and 3), 6 or 7 or (6 and 7)
-1 2, 5; 14 or 15 or (14 and 15), 9 or 11 or (9 and 11)
+2 4, 12; 20, 18
-2 16, 8; 17, 19
+3 14 or 15 or (14 and 15), 1 or 3 or (1 and 3)' 10, 5
-3 13, 2; 9 or 11 or (9 and 11), 6 or 7 or (6 and 7)
*The jet configuration used on the flexible idealizP+tn- omitted + ets 17-20
(see Section 6.0).
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Fig. 5.2 Jet Configuration on Laboratory Core Module in Rigid-Vehicle Simulation
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5.3 SERVICE ROUTINES USED BY MAIN COMMAND AND CONTROL ROUTINES
Several service routines are used by one or more of the main command or
control routines. These service routines are first described in this section.
5.3.1 Command Routine POSCOM (Position Command)
Routine POSCOM was devised for commanding a change in the location of some
element. This routine is used for commanding changes in the locations of the
Counterweight, elevator, and other moving rigid masses (except the balance mass)
relative to the Laboratory. There are three possible acceleration levels: A
positive constant, zero, and a negative constant. The element is accelerated
until a specified maximum velocity is achieved or the time for decelerating has
been reached. The case in which the specified maximum velocity is reached and
maintained for a time interval is shown in Figure 5.3. The case in which the
specified maximum velocity is not reached is shown in Figure 5.4.
For the case of moving rigid masses, this routine is used to command the
motion of the mass along each of the three Laboratory axes.
5.3.2 Command Routine VELCOM (Velocity Command)
Routine VELCOM is designed to command a change in the rate of some element.
This program is used for commanding changes in the spin rate of the Space
Station and in the fluid flow rate in the piping system. There are three possible
acceleration levels: a positive constant, zero, and a negative constant. The
element is accelerated until the desired rate is achieved. Figure 5.5 shows the
development of the rate command.
5.3.3 Control Routine POSCTR (Position Control)
Routine POSCTR was devised for controlling the position of some element.
This routine is used for controlling the attitude of the non-rotating Space
Station. The position control policy is shown in Figure 5.6. The symbols e
and e designate error and error rate, respectively. The switching curves are
either parabolic or straight lines. In the upper right shaded region, a con-
stant negative control torque or force is applied; in the unshaded region, no
control torque or force is applied; in the lower left shaded region, a constant
positive control torque or force is applied.
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5.3.4 Control Routine VELCTR (Velocity Control)
Routine VELCTR was devised for controlling the velocity of some element.
This routine is used for controlling the Space Station spin rate and the balance
mass velocity.* The velocity control policy is shown in Figure 5.7. The symbol
e designates rate error. The error region is the line e. Starting with e = 0
and the control torque or force = O, then, as e is increased positively, the
control remains = 0 until e = eDB, when negative control is applied. For
e > eDB' negative control is still applied. As e drops off so that 0 < e < eDB,
negative control remains on. When e = O, control is turned off. The operation
in the left-half plane is exactly the same, except that positive -- instead of
negative -- control is applied.
5.4 MAIN COMMAND AND CONTROL ROUTINES
5.4.1 Activation of Commands and Controls
The commands for the Counterweight and elevator positions, and the Space
Station spin rate are computed every time point. Updating can occur at any
time under any conditions in each or any combination of these commands. There
are no restrictions on the commands.
The controls for the Counterweight and elevator positions are computed at
every time point under any conditions. Space Station zero-g attitude control
is activated only when the spin rate command is equal to zero. Space Station
spin rate control is activated only when the spin rate command is not equal to
zero. Wobble damping is activated only when the magnitude of the spin rate
command is equal to 0.02 rad/sec or larger. Balance mass control is activated
only when the Counterweight velocity is zero and the magnitude of the spin rate
command is greater than a minimum angular velocity which is specified as input
data (.4 rad/sec was used in all numerical work in this report).
5.4.2 Counterweight Position Control
The Counterweight acceleration, velocity, and position relative to the
Laboratory are equated to the command Counterweight acceleration, velocity, and
position, respectively.
*VELCTR is used to control the balance mass velocity in the rigid-body ideal-
ization only. As described later, the balance mass control system required
revision to operate properly on the flexible idealization, and the revised
law does not utilize the VELCTR routine.
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5.4.3 Elevator Position Control
The elevator acceleration, velocity, and position relative to the Laboratory
are equated to the commanded elevator acceleration, velocity, and position,
respectively.
5.4.4 Wobble Damping
Wobble damping of the Space Station is achieved by use of a single-gimbal
control moment gyro (CMG). The CMG gimbal axis is parallel to the Space Station
spin axis. The gimbal angle is measured positive counterclockwise relative to
Laboratory axis 3 in the rigid-vehicle notation. The CMG momentum vector is
located in the vehicle transverse plane at an angle 900 less than the gimbal
angle. The angle of the Space Station angular rate vector component in the
transverse plane is measured positive counterclockwise from Laboratory axis 2.
5.4.4.1 Gimbal Angle Command
The gimbal angle command law used is the highly effective 900 h-lag law.
In this law, the CMG angular momentum vector is commanded to lag the Space
Station angular velocity component in the transverse plane by 90 . For a
discussion of the development and effectiveness of this law see the literature. ()(2)
When the magnitude of the following quantity (which may be regarded as a
measure of the wobble),
e( t(NI (IJ .- M () J
(1)~(i (ZZ)) (5-1)
(1)Zetkov, G., Berman, H., Austin, F., Lidin, S., Markowitz, J., et al, "Study
of Control Moment Gyroscope Applications to Space Base Wobble Damping and
Attitude Control Systems," Grumman Aerospace Guidance and Control Rep.
GCR-70-4, September 1970, prepared by Grumman Aerospace Corporation and
Sperry Flight Systems Division.
(2)Austin, F., and Berman, H., "Simple Approximations for Optimum Wobble Damping
of Rotating Satellites Using a CMG," AIAA Journal, Vol. 10, No. 9,
September 1972, pp 1160-1164.
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where
A
M = vehicle moment of inertia
Ad _ vehicle angular velocity
% oWC -G momentum of CMGCMG
becomes larger than 0.001 (0.01 in the flexible-vehicle idealization), the CMG
is applied continuously to reduce wobble. The gimbal angle commanded is the
angle of the transverse angular velocity vector minus 90 . When the magnitude
of the quantity e3 becomes less than 0.0001 (0.001 in the flexible-vehicle
idealization), the CMG is commanded to apply zero control torque. That is, the
gimbal is commanded to rotate negatively at a rate magnitude equal to the
magnitude of the Laboratory spin rate. The limits on e3 were lowered in the
final routine supplied with the flexible-body program, because the command to
apply zero torque would not occur during the flexible-body runs with the higher
limits. The reason for this is that the flexible-system residual vibration
influences w2 and w3 in Equation (5.1).
5.4.4.2 Gimbal Angle Control
A block diagram of the gimbal angle control system is shown in Figure 5.8.
The difference err
B
between the commanded and actual gimbal angle is processed
in the shortest path logic unit to compute the shortest route to drive the
gimbal angle towards the commanded gimbal angle. For example, referring to
Figure 5.9, the desired gimbal angle rotates positively for the configuration
under investigation in which the Space Station spin axis inertia is larger than
either of the transverse inertias. In the case shown, it is faster to rotate
the gimbal clockwise (negatively) than to rotate counterclockwise (positively).
The error, BDES -R, however, is positive; without the shortest path logic unit,
the gimbal would be driven counterclockwise along the longer route.
The output signal of the shortest path logic is multiplied by the gain K
T
.
The result is passed through the lead-lag filter (1 + as)/s. The output of the
filter is added to the computed signal tqpA SS. The computed signal tqpASS is
used to compensate for the torque on the Laboratory resulting from tile inter-
action of the CMG moment of momentum with the Laboratory transverse angular
rates. This torque on the Laboratory is shown at point A of Figure 5.8.
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Motor torque saturation is simulated by the limiter. Electromotive
feedback in the motor is modeled by the signal tqFDBK, which is proportional
to gimbal rate. The total torque on the gimbal tqGIM is divided by the gimbal
plus transverse wheel inertia I to obtain the gimbal acceleration relative
BGIM
to space, Bp + w1 . The gimbal acceleration relative to the Laboratory is
obtained by subtracting out the Laboratory acceleration 1 (one iteration ago).
The gimbal acceleration is then integrated twice to obtain the gimbal angle.
5.4.4.3 Analysis of Gimbal Angle Control System
The basic gimbal angle control system is shown in the figure below. The
shortest path logic unit, the torquer saturation, the subtraction of l from
Bp, the disturbance torque tqpAss, and the compensation signal for tqpAsS are
omitted in this figure.
POES ° I -4 
Replacing the inner loop with l/i < l [1/(I+( (Gr%/K.i ~)X
and simplifying, the diagram reduces to that shown below.
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The parameters are set as follows:
Als.o ].is [/LIIex-- / t<K 
The frequencies are as follows and, using the above equations for the parameters,
the frequencies have the indicated numerical values:
inner loop: w = K/IGiM = 2 rad/sec
compensation filter: w = 1/a = KB/10 IBGIM = .2 rad/sec
overall system: w ~-VT5 KK/IBGIM = 2.45 rad/sec
5.4.4.4 Gimbal Angle Rate Control System
To apply zero control torque to the Space Station, a switch is made from
gimbal angle to gimbal angle rate control, and the gimbal angle rate commanded
is the negative of the spin rate. A block diagram of the gimbal angle rate
control system is shown in Figure 5.10. The difference err; between the com-
manded and actual gimbal angle rate is multiplied by KT. The result is passed
through the filter (1 + as)/s. The output of the filter errLL is integrated to
generate errLLI
.
The computed signal tqpAss, which is subtracted from errLLI,
is used to compensate for the torque on the Laboratory resulting from the
interaction of the CMG moment of momentum with the Laboratory transverse angular
rates (this torque is shown at point A of Figure 5.10).
Motor torque saturation is simulated by the limiter. Electromotive feedback
in the motor is modeled by the signal tqFDBK, which is proportional to gimbal
rate. The total torque on the gimbal tqGIM is divided by the gimbal inertia IeGIM
to obtain the gimbal acceleration relative to space, Bp + 1.l The gimbal
acceleration relative to the Laboratory is obtained by subtracting out the
Laboratory acceleration xl (one iteration ago). The gimbal acceleration is then
integrated once to obtain the gimbal angle rate.
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Fig. 5.10 CMG Gimbal Angle Rate Control System
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5.4.4.5 Analysis of Gimbal Angle Rate Control
The basic gimbal angle rate control system is shown below.
1 1Replacing the inner loop with () + (I ) and simplifying, the
K6 $(ar/Ja BGIM/)s
diagram reduces to that shown below.
-3a@ (KT / ) (2 + 4__
AIGIM
This diagram is the same as that in Section 5.4.4.3 for gimbal angle control.
Thus, the dynamics of gimbal angle rate control are the same as those of gimbal
angle control. The formulas for the parameters K , a, and KT and the frequencies
Winner loop' Wfilter' and woverall given in the section on gimbal angle control
apply also to gimbal angle rate control. When I'GIM, K~, t momCMG, and KT
are inserted as input data and the parameter a is computed in the subroutine
WBLCTR, these values are suitable for both gimbal angle and angle-rate control.
5.4.5 Mass Balance Control
The balance mass control system designed for the rigid-vehicle idealization
required modification to operate properly on the flexible-vehicle idealization.
First, the rigid-vehicle control system will be discussed; then, the required
modifications for operation on the flexible-vehicle will be described.
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5.4.5.1 Mass Balance Control on Rigid-Vehicle Idealization
The location of the Space Station center of mass is maintained at a desired
point by use of a balance mass. As the location of the elevator (mass number 1)
inside the Laboratory is changed, the location of the balance mass is automatically
changed to compensate for the displacement of the elevator. The removal of mass
from the Laboratory and its deposit into the elevator is not simulated. The
position of the elevator is assumed known. The weight of the loaded elevator is
estimated, the estimate being approximately the geometric mean between the weights
of the unloaded and maximum-loaded elevator. A block diagram of the center of
mass position control system is shown in Figure 5.11.
The center of mass position command is formed by summing the mass-distance
moments of the Counterweight, elevator, and balance mass and dividing by the
total station mass, thus
( cD} I) DM i X A ) (5.2)
EXTEADEP Now NOM
The position of the accelerometer sensor (Xo} is compared with the Space
Station center of mass position command IX CMN D } , the difference being used to
compute the acceleration commanded to be sensed by the accelerometer along
Laboratory axis 3, XCMND(3). The commanded and sensed accelerations are compared,
resulting in the error errj, which in turn is multiplied by the fixed gain KeXSE
to obtain the balance mass velocity command 23C along Laboratory axis 3. The
commanded and actual velocities of the balance mass are compared, and the difference
ej23 is processed in the subroutine VELCTR to obtain the commanded acceleration
of the balance mass along Laboratory axis 3. The actual acceleration of the
balance mass is assumed to be equal to the commanded acceleration. The accel-
eration is integrated twice to obtain the position of the balance mass, which in
turn is an input into the computation of the actual position of the Space Station
center of mass, {XC). This position {XC } and the accelerometer location {XS E N
S}
affect the value of the accelerometer measurement XSENS(3) along Laboratory axis 3.
5.4.5.2 Mass Balance Control on Flexible-Vehicle Idealization
When the control system described in Section 5.4.5.1 was operated on the
flexible-vehicle idealization, a limit-cycle vibration of the Laboratory was
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induced (see Section 6.2.6). This caused the balance mass to chatter at a
relatively high structural frequency. Its long term motion appeared to be
either neutrally stable or slightly unstable. At any rate, it did not balance
the elevator motion. For this reason, and also because many of the rigid-vehicle
dynamics relations were deleted from the control law, the control system was
modified extensively.
The control system for the flexible vehicle idealization is shown in
Figure 5.12. The acceleration commanded at the accelerometer in the 3 direction
X (MND3) is generated in a similar way as in the rigid-body program. The sensed
angular velocity, angular acceleration, and the commanded distance from the
center of mass to the accelerometer are fed into a computer which computes
X (3) by using an equation which assumes the Space Station is rigid and in
balance. The commanded distance from the center of mass to the accelerometer
is a constant and is input data to the program. This distance includes the
elastic stretching of the vehicle due to centrifugal forces. The commanded and
sensed accelerations are subtracted to form errK which may be filtered to form
eFILT. This filtering was used before any other modifications were made; however,
it was not helpful in achieving proper control. The filter remains in the
program although it was bypassed in the demonstration runs by setting TBAL= 0.
The balance mass acceleration is assumed to be given by the following relation:
x2(i )(3, 2) =+ K eXSE eFILT (5.3)
This relation provides a smooth build-up of acceleration. It replaces the
on-off VELCTR policy which was used in the rigid-vehicle mass balance control
law. As seen in Section 6.2.6, the revised control law operated properly on the
flexible-vehicle idealization.
5.5 DEMONSTRATION RUNS ON RIGID-VEHICLE IDEALIZATION
Six types of runs were established to demonstrate the operation of the
Space Station control systems: (1) zero-g attitude control, (2) spin rate
hold during Counterweight deployment, (3) spin-up, (4) Space Station center of
mass position control during elevator operation, (5) wobble damping, and
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(6) simultaneous center of mass position control and wobble control. The Space
Station parameter values used in each type of run were the same. The input data
for all runs is tabulated in Appendix K.
5.5.1 Attitude Control
Run 10
Run 10 demonstrates attitude control. Initial errors in attitude were
used to test for convergence to the desired state of zero Euler angles.
Description of Run 10
As shown in plots 1 to 3 of Run 10, Figure 5.13, there is an error of
0.0175 rad (10) in all 3 Euler angles at time = O. These errors are reduced
to values near 0 in approximately minimum time. Error reduction is faster about
6 2
axis 2 than about axis 1, because (1) the inertia of 14.104651 x 10 kg · m
6 2
about axis 2 is less than the inertia of 17.7912 x 106 kg · m about axis 1 and
(2) the average moment arm for axes 1 and 2 is the same, 4.572 m (15 feet).
Error reduction about axis 3 is faster than about axes 1 and 2, because--__even
though the average moment arm of 1.8288 m (6 feet) for axis 3 is less than the
average moment arm of 4.572 m (15 feet) for axes 1 and 2 -- the inertia of
3.820159 x 10 kg · m about axis 3 is much less than the inertias of 17.7912 x 106
and 14.104691 x 10 kg ' m about axes 1 and 2, respectively. From the printout
(not shown), the errors in the Euler angles at time = 100 seconds are +0.1505 x 10- 3
0.1510 x 10 3 , and -0.1283 x 10
-
3 radian about axes 1, 2, and 3, respectively.
As shown in plots 4 to 6, Figure 5.14, torques are applied by the 222.4 N
(50 pound) thrust jets (2 jets for each polarity, 4 jets for each of 3 axes)
to reduce the Euler angle errors to tolerable levels. Considering axis 1 at
time = O, 1 
=
0.01745 rad and 01 
=
; thus, the operating point in the phase
plane of Figure 5.6 is located in the right shaded region on the line + e, to
the right of + eODB = 0.0001745 rad; thus, negative torque is commanded.
Referring to Plot 4 of Figure 5.14, the torque initially is negative as called
for. Between time = 0 and 12.3 sec, the trajectory of the operating point in
the phase plane of Figure 5.6 is downward and to the left until it meets the
curved parabolic portion of the switching curve (note: in this case, the para-
bolic switching boundaries are flattened relative to those shown). From time = 12.3
to 12.5 sec, no torque is applied; and from time = 12.5 to 25.75 sec, positive
torque is applied. With time, the duration times of torque application decrease,
while the duration times for coast increase, until stable limit cycle operation
is achieved.
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5.5.2 Spin Rate Hold During Counterweight Deployment
Run 21
Run 21 demonstrates the control of the Counterweight as it is moved from
its retracted to its deployed position and the control of spin rate while the
Counterweight is in motion. The initial spin rate is 0.2 RPM. Five seconds
after the run begins, the deployment of the Counterweight begins. The complete
deployment is simulated.
Description of Run 21
As shown in Run 21, Plot 1, of Figure 5.15, the acceleration of the Counter-
weight relative to Laboratory axis 3 is -30.48 mm/sec2 (-0.1 ft/sec2 ) from
time = 5 to 7 seconds and +30.48 mm/sec from time = 667 to 669 sec. Plot 2
shows the Counterweight velocity along Laboratory axis 3 increasing negatively
to -60.96 mm/sec from time = 5 to 7 seconds, constant at -60.96 mm/sec from
time = 7 to 667 seconds, and going to zero from time = 667 to 669 seconds.
Plot 3 shows the Counterweight position along Laboratory axis 3 at -23.99 m from
time = 0 to 5 seconds, increasing negatively from -23.99 to 66.81 m from
time = 5 to 669 seconds, and essentially constant at -66.81 m from time = 669
to 800 seconds.
Plot 4 of Figure 5.16 shows the spin rate error at 0 from time = 0 to 5
seconds. Limit cycling occurs from time = 5 to 712 seconds. The cycle consists
of the spin rate first increasing negatively to -0.00021 rad/sec (equals the
deadband) as a result of the Counterweight motion and then going to zero as a
result of the combined effect of the Counterweight motion and jet control torque.
From time = 712 to 800 seconds, the spin rate error increases negatively at a
low rate (7.4 x 10- 8 radsec 2 ) as the result of a small residual creepage of the
Counterweight (1.9 x 10 m/sec). Plot 5 shows the spin acceleration equals 0
from time = 0 to 5 seconds, increases negatively to -0.000067 rad/sec2 as the
Counterweight accelerates, is constant at -0.000067 rad/sec2 as the Counterweight
travels at constant velocity, and then jumps to +0.000158 rad/sec2 as a result
of the combined effect of the jet control torque and Counterweight motion. Sub-
sequently, the spin acceleration oscillates between two values: the positive
value corresponding to the combined effect of the jet control torque and constant
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Counterweight velocity and the negative value corresponding to the effect of the
constant Counterweight velocity. As the inertia of the Space Station increases,
both the spin deceleration resulting from constant Counterweight velocity and
the spin acceleration resulting from the applied jet control torque decrease in
magnitude. Thus, both the high and low values of the oscillation decrease in
magnitude with time. From time = 708 to 710 seconds, the spin acceleration
increases from 0.0000079 to 0.000044 rad/sec2 , as the counterweight decelerates
to a stop. From time = 710 to 712 seconds, the jet control torque continues to
be applied until the spin rate error is nulled, at which point the jet control
torque is removed, and the spin acceleration essentially remains at zero. The
period of each cycle gradually increases, because the magnitude of spin accel-
eration decreases both on the positive and negative side while the spin rate
dead band remains constant. Plot 6 shows the jet control torque oscillating
between the two levels 0 and 4067 N * m from time = 5 to 712 seconds. The jets
turn on each time that the magnitude of the spin rate error becomes equal to the
spin rate error dead band and turns off each time that the spin rate error has
been reduced to zero.
5.5.3 Spin-Up
In these demonstration runs it was decided to investigate whether the
Space Station could be controlled with all control-system components located
only on the Laboratory. Accordingly, the moment arm between the spin jets was
only 9.144 m. As a result, using four 222.4 N (50 pound) jets, it would take
over five hours of real time to complete the spin-up maneuver. The first 50
seconds of the spin-up maneuver was simulated, and the control system operated
properly. This run is not included herein. Instead, the following run is
included which demonstrates a complete spin-up maneuver. The jet thrusts were
increased by a factor of 100 in order to complete the run using an economical
amount of computer time.
Run 31
Run 31 demonstrates the control of Space Station spin rate, as the spin
rate is commanded to be increased from 0.2 RPM to 4 RPM. During the spin-up,
the Counterweight is fully deployed at -66.81 m. By increasing the thrust level
of each jet by a factor of 100 over the value of 222.4 N, each jet had in Run 21,
the complete spin-up is simulated, but at a jet level 100 times more than desired.
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Description of Run 31
As shown in Run 31, Plot 1 on Figure 5.17, the spin acceleration command
is 0 from time = 0 to 5 seconds, 0.00427 rad/sec
2
from time = 5 to 98 seconds
(100 times larger than in Run 30), and 0 thereafter. Plot 2 shows the spin
rate command initially at 0.02094 rad/sec; from time = 5 to 98 seconds, it
climbs steadily toward 0.4189 rad/sec. The spin rate command then remains
constant at 0.4189 rad/sec. Plot 3 shows the spin rate following the spin rate
command of Plot 2.
The spin rate error (spin rate minus the spin rate command) is given in
Plot 4 of Figure 5.18. From time = 5 to 5.05 seconds, the spin rate error grows
negatively to -0.0002 rad/sec (the spin rate error dead band is 0.0002094). The
error then immediately backs off to -0.00016 rad/sec. The back-off is physically
impossible; this irregularity results from an error in integrating w1. That is,
the 4-point Adams formula is used, without reverting to starting formulas. From
time = 5.05 to 98 seconds, the error grows very slowly from -0.00016 to -0.00019
rad/sec. At time = 98 seconds, the spin rate command stops climbing. During
the next 0.05 seconds, the jets remain on until the spin rate error is zeroed.
Plot 5 shows the spin acceleration = 0 from time = 0 to 5.05 seconds. At
time = 5.05 seconds, it jumps to +0.00427 rad/sec 2 , because the spin rate error
exceeds its dead band and the jet control torque shown in Plot 6 is applied.
From time = 5.05 to 98 seconds, the spin acceleration = 0.00427 rad/sec2 as the
jets remain on to increase the spin rate as commanded. At time = 98 seconds, the
spin acceleration drops to zero, because the spin rate command has stopped
climbing and the spin rate error has been nulled. Plot 6 shows the jet control
torque. Its level of 406.7 kN · m is 100 times the nominal value of 4.067 kN · m.
The printout data showed that the CMG gimbal angle rate at time = 0
is equal to the negative of the spin rate, i.e., -0.02094 rad/sec, and as the
spin rate is increased from +0.02094 to +0.4189 rad/sec, the gimbal angle rate
goes from -0.02094 to -0.4189 rad/sec.
5.5.4 Mass Balance
Run 40
Run 40 demonstrates the control of the Space Station center of mass
location, with the station spin rate at 4 RPM and initial wobble at zero. The
5-33
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Counterweight location is fixed at its fully deployed position, -66.81 m.
Initially, the location of the Space Station center of mass is at its desired
position. Beginning at time = 5 seconds, the elevator is moved from 0 to 1.524 m
(5 feet).
Description of Run 40
Mass balancing is shown in Run 40, Figures 5.19 and 5.20. Plot 1 shows
the Space Station center of mass position command along Laboratory axis 3 to be
constant at -26.912 m (exact value from the printout). Plot 2 shows the actual
Space Station center of mass location along Laboratory axis 3 to be -26.9 m (the
printout indicated that this location fluctuates by no more than +.015 from -26.912 m
during the run). Plot 3 shows that the sensor acceleration command for the
accelerometer located at 4.654 m along Laboratory axis 3 is approximately -5.55
m/sec or -0.57g (it fluctuates between -5.557 and -5.517 m/sec during the run).
The acceleration commanded minus acceleration sensed, as given in Plot 4, shows
the error jumping to +0.001 m/sec at time = 5 seconds when the elevator begins
its motion. This error reverses polarity at time = 6.3 seconds and reaches a
peak negative value of -0.0036 m/sec at time = 12 seconds. At time = 20.6
seconds, a steady limit cycle is achieved with the maximum magnitude of error
being 0.0002 m/sec , or 1.87 x 10-5g; thus a sensitive accelerometer is required.*
The jumps in the error occur when there is a discontinuity in the acceleration
of the elevator, as may be deduced by comparing Plot 6, elevator position, with
Plot 4. The jump occurs in the accelerometer signal as a result of the jump in
the acceleration of the elevator. The jump in the error signal could be softened
by filtering the accelerometer output; one hypothetical result of inserting the
filter is: the balance mass, shown in Plot 5, would, beginning at time = 5 sec,
move in the wrong direction by a lesser amount than that shown. Plot 6 shows
the elevator at 0 m until time = 5 seconds, when it begins to increase toward
1.524 m as commanded. At time = 19.25 seconds, the new desired location of
1.524 m has been reached. The elevator position then remains constant. The
position of the balance mass shown in Plot 5 is 0 m initially and at time = 5
seconds starts driving in the wrong direction to a peak value of +.12 m before
*An alternative is to increase the velocity error dead band. Successful
balancing was achieved with the dead band increased from .3 mm/sec to 5 mm/sec.
This eliminated the limit cycling entirely; however, the balance mass no longer
responded to small elevator motions.
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it moves toward negative values. At time = 20 seconds, the position of the
balance mass has stabilized and from this time point on, remains between -3.018
and -3.078 m or -0.030 m from the required location of -3.048 m. The balance
mass has generally moved in the opposite direction frcm that of the elevator and
twice the distance, as it should since the balance mass of 2268 kg (5000 pounds)
is half the elevator mass of 4536 kg; The estimate for the elevator mass
used in the control system is 2268 kg.
5.5.5 Wobble Damping
Run 50
Run 50 demonstrates control of the Space Station wobble, for a Station
spin rate of 4 RPM, an initial angular rate about Laboratory axis 2 of 0.001
rad/sec, and an initial angular rate about Laboratory axis 3.of zero. With
the Counterweight fully deployed at -66.81 m, the elevator and balance mass each
weighing 2268 kg and each located at the Laboratory center of mass, the Space
Station inertias are 95.33 x 10 , 91.64 x 10 6 , and 3.821 x 10 kg m about
axes 1, 2, and 3, respectively. The CMG is initially set to give no control
torque. The initial gimbal angle is zero and initial gimbal angle rate is
equal to the negative of the spin rate.
Description of Run 50
At time zero, the CMG is in the "off" mode (control is not being applied)
and the wobble state, as measured by the quantity
5 [ 2  + ((I1- I3)I3w/(Il - I2 ))]/(momCMG)l
is larger than the high threshold value 0.001. In this case, control is
turned on and applied until the wobble state is reduced to the low threshold
value 0.0001, at which point control is turned off; i.e., the gimbal angle is
commanded to rotate clockwise at the negative of the spin rate. At this point,
gimbal angle control is switched to gimbal angle rate control. When in the
gimbal angle rate control mode, the gimbal angle command remains constant; this
occurs at time = 40.75 seconds.
As shown in Run 50, plots 1 and 2 of Figure 5.21, the angular rates about
the transverse Laboratory axes 2 and 3 oscillate with a decreasing mesnIitude.
At time = 41 seconds, the angular rates 
2
and w
3
= +0.467 x 10- 5 and
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0.348 x 10-6 rad/sec, respectively. The decrease in magnitude is approximately
straight-line, because the level of the CMG torque applied remains approximately
constant until the time is reached when the CMG torque is turned off.
Plot 3 shows the gimbal angle command. Initially, it is 4.71 rad (2700)
and increasing at an average rate of 0.4112 rad/sec (close to the spin rate
value of 0.4189 rad/sec). The desired gimbal angle is one for which the CMG
momentum vector in the transverse plane is 900 less than the component of the
Space Station angular velocity vector in the transverse plane. The gimbal angle
command continues to rotate in a counterclockwise manner at about the same rate
until the Space Station angular rates are relatively small (time 30 seconds).
At this point, the rate of the gimbal angle command begins to fall off, and at
time = 33.75 seconds the gimbal angle command changes direction and starts to
move clockwise! At time = 40.75 seconds, the gimbal angle command is no longer
used; command is switched to the gimbal angle rate command mode. After time
= 40.75 seconds, the gimbal angle command is constant and not used. The gimbal
angle rate command is not plotted, but at time = 40.75 seconds, it becomes equal
to the negative of the spin rate and remains at this value while the CMG is in
the "off" mode.
Plot 4 of Figure 5.22 shows the CMG gimbal angle error. At time = 0, its
value is -1.57 rad (-90 degrees) since the gimbal angle command = 4.71 rad
(270 degrees) and the gimbal angle = 0. The gimbal angle is rotating at the
negative of the spin rate. Initially, the gimbal angle is 90° from the gimbal
angle command; thus, subsequently the gimbal angle is driven towards the value
of the gimbal angle command. At time = approximately 3 seconds, the gimbal angle
has been approximately matched to its command. Hypothetical improvement could
result by altering the formula for establishing the initial conditions of the
lead-lag integrator when switching to the gimbal angle control system. The
gimbal angle follows its command until the time = 40.75 seconds, when the
gimbal angle command is removed and replaced by the gimbal angle rate command.
After time = 40.75 seconds, the gimbal angle rate is driven to the commanded
value (negative spin rate = -0.4189 rad/sec).
Plot 6 shows the torque applied by the CMG on the Space Station about
axis 2. From time = 0. to 1.5 seconds, when the gimbal angle is not yet close
enough to its ccmmanded value, the torques generated by the CMG on the station
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are of the wrong polarity. But after time = 1.5 seconds, the torques generated
by the CMG on the station oppose the Space Station angular rates as desired,
until time = 40.75 seconds. At this time, the torques generated by the CMG on
the station decay toward zero.
Plot 5 shows the gimbal angle rate error which is applicable only when
the gimbal angle rate control system is in operation. This occurs at time
= 40.75 seconds; at this time the error is -0.391 rad/sec (the gimbal angle
rate = -0.0279 rad/sec and the gimbal angle rate command = -0.4189 rad/sec,
which is the negative of the spin rate). The gimbal angle rate error is well
on the way to being nulled after only approximately 2.5 seconds.
5.5.6 Simultaneous Mass Balancing and Wobble Damping
Run 60
Run 60 demonstrates simultaneous control of the Space Station center of
mass location and Space Station wobble, for a station spin rate of 4 RPM, and
initial angular rates of 0.001 and 0 rad/sec about Laboratory axes 2 and 3,
respectively. The Counterweight is fully deployed at -66.81 m. Initially,
the location of the Space Station center of mass is at its desired position.
Beginning at time = 5 seconds, the elevator is moved from 0 to 5 feet. The
elevator weighs 4536 kg and the balance mass weighs 2268 kg. The CMG is initially
set to give no control torque. The initial gimbal angle is zero and intial
gimbal angle rate is equal to the negative of the spin rate.
Description of Run 60
Comparisons of Run 60 with Runs 40 and 50 show that mass balancing and
wobble damping when performed simultaneously are the same as when performed
individually.
5.6 CONCLUSIONS BASED ON RIGID-BODY DEMONSTRATION RUNS
The control systems perform their respective functions as generally
intended for the rigid-body Space Station. The control system models can now
be incorporated in the digital computer program for simulating the dynamics
of the flexible Space Station.
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To obtain sufficient control authority for holding constant spin rate
during Counterweight deployment without going to higher levels of jet thrust,
or using jets of different sizes, extra jets are required beyond those required
for attitude control. Also the thrust level of each jet must exceed 100 N, when
there are 4 jets per polarity with average jet arm = 4.57 m, so that the jet
torque is capable of coping with-the disturbance torque resulting from a Counter-
weight velocity of .06 m/sec. A time of 11.78 minutes is taken in moving the
Counterweight from its fully retracted position (-23.99 m from the Laboratory
center of mass) to its fully extended position (-66.81 m) at a maximum velocity
of .06 m/sec relative to the Laboratory.
For the set of values used, spin-up from 0.2 RPM to 4 RPM requires 2.58
hours, using four 222.4 N thrust jets per polarity, each with an average arm
of 4.57 m. (The computer machine time required to simulatethe complete operation
would be about 5.16 hours, since the ratio of machine time to real time is
approximately 2.25.) A more efficient method would be to locate jets on the
Counterweight as well as the Laboratory; however, this would involve other
penalties. In the demonstration runs, it was assumed that all control-system
components must be mounted on the Laboratory.
In the control of the Space Station center of mass location, the estimate
for the elevator weight does not have to be accurate to achieve satisfactory
operation. Estimate errors 50 percent low and 100 percent high were tested.
In wobble damping, the vehicle dynamic response is basically one of an
unforced vehicle for large wobble and one of a forced vehicle for small wobble.
The criterion for CMG torque shut-off (a measure of wobble similar to wobble
energy) could be replaced by the CMG gimbal angle command, which changes in
its basic nature as the wobble decays to small levels. (The type of CMG used
for wobble damping is single-gimbal, with the gimbal axis parallel to the
nominal spin axis.)
No interaction was observed between wobble damping and mass balancing when
performed simultaneously.
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6.0 NUMERICAL RESULTS DEMONSTRATING THE COMPUTER PROGRAMS
The NASA Langley Research Center provided Grumman with the configu-
ration shown in Figure 6.1 for demonstrating the computer program. The
physical properties of the structural components are presented in
Appendix F. First, the modes of each module were computed. Then the
free-free modes of the Laboratory and the Counterweight were synthesized
using the Phase I computer program with the modes of the modules used
as input data. The Counterweight was relatively rigid. The lowest flexible
Counterweight frequency was 6.851 Hz whereas the sixth Laboratory frequency
was .382 Hz. It was therefore decided to idealize the Counterweight as
a rigid body in the Phase II Computer program which develops' the time
history. As shown in Figure 6.2, the Laboratory was idealized using
seventy-two mass points. Six flexible Laboratory modes were used. These
are tabulated in Appendix I. Because of the relatively large flexibility
of the solar panels, most of the motion in these modes is solar-panel motion.
A total of 18 coordinates are used in the time-history runs. These are the
six Laboratory modes, six rigid-body coordinates locating the mean axes for
the Laboratory, and six rigid-body coordinates for the Counterweight.
The Connecting Structure used in the examples is the telescopic
tubular beam described in Section 4.4.2.1. The fully deployed undeformed
length is 42.822 m and the retracted length is zero. Data for the demon-
stration runs is listed in Appendix J.
6.1 TESTING OF THE PROGRAMS
The check problems run on the Phase I computer program were discussed
in Section 3.4. To test the Phase II computer program, a separate program
was prepared by an independent programmer. Inthe test program only the
equations for the configuration shown in Figure 6.1 were programmed. Unlike
the problem used to demonstrate the program, the Counterweight was flexible
and all appendages, including solar panels, were rigid. Test runs included
free vibration with very general initial conditions, vibration with externally
applied loads, vibration with fluid being pumped, vibration with two rigid
masses in motion, and a Connecting-Structure retraction maneuver. In all
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cases, the angular velocity was 4 RPM. Also, the Space Station was run
as a rigid body using the Phase II program, and the results were compared
with those obtained on an existing rigid-body program. All results obtained
from the Phase II program agreed with the results obtained from the above-
described programs.
6.2 DEMONSTRATION RUNS
The following runs will be described in this section:
* Attitude control
* Deployment
* Spin up
· Wobble control
* Elevator motion with mass balancing
* Fluid pumped between reservoirs
All control-system jets were mounted on the Laboratory core module as
shown in Figure 6.3. The control system sensor was mounted at the cm
of mass point 4. The CMG was also mounted at mass point 4.
The runs were selected to demonstrate the capability of the computer
program. There was no attempt to optimize any of the operation parameters
such as control-system gains. Also, in the case of the deployment and
spin-up maneuvers, the jet thrusts were increased to unrealistic values
in order to complete the maneuvers within 45 sec., thereby saving com-
puter time.
6.2.1 Attitude Control
During the attitude-control maneuver, the system was not rotating,
and the Connecting Structure was fully retracted. The attitude control
system developed in Section 5 required no modification for use on the flex-
ible-system idealization. The three components of the main Euler-angle
vector {e} are shown in Figure 6.4. Curves for a rigid-body run were over-
layed with the flexible body curves of Figure 6.4 and no difference could
be discerned. The Space Station was initially tilted so that each Euler
angle was .01745 rad (1.0 degree). The control system then reduces each
angle to the commanded value of zero. Similar behavior occurs along the
three axes. The jets first apply.a torque to begin correcting the attitude
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angle. Then a torque is applied in the negative direction to slow down
the Space Station's angular rate. Figure 6.5 shows the components of the
angular velocity vector during this run. Linear deformation in the Connecting
Structure is shown in Figure 6.6. Since the Connecting Structure is fully
retracted, the illustrated deformation actually represents the very small
deflections of the relatively stiff Connecting-Structure docking hatch.
This connection is only approximately represented as discussed in Section
4.4.2.1. Figure 6.7 illustrates the vibration at mass point 17 which is
located at a very flexible strip on a solar panel. Examination of the
two bending motions of the strip shows that the frequency in the 1 direction
is seen to be roughly 50%0 of the frequency in the three direction. It can
be seen from the solar-panel modes in Appendix F, that this difference in
frequency is inherent in the solar-panel structure.
6.2.2 Deployment with Spin-Rate Hold
Figures 6.8 - 6.11 illustrate a deployment maneuver at .02094 rad/sec
(.2 RPM). All motion in this run is in the spin plane. Figure 6.8 shows
the prespecified motion of the undeformed Connecting Structure (i.e., the
third component of $CB . The Connecting Structure deploys from an undeformed
length of zero to 42.822m. If the spin control system were not operational,
the spin rate would decrease to maintain constant momentum; however, the
command to maintain a constant spin rate was given during this run. To
accomplish the deployment within 40 seconds, the jet thrust was increased
from a nominal value of 222.4N (50 lbs) to 4448.2N (1000 lbs). Figure 6.9
shows the spin rate and the axial deformation in the beam during deployment.
The deployment command is given at t = 1 sec, and as the Laboratory and
Counterweight begin to separate, there is compression in the beam. During
this phase a;3 >0 (see Figure 6.8). When the maximum velocity 03 = 1.270 m/sec
(50 in/sec) is reached, and deployment proceeds at constant velocity, the beam
is expanded slightly by the centrifugal force. At approximately 35 seconds,
the deceleration begins (<03 <0) and the expansion in the beam is increased
significantly. Deployment ends at about 40 seconds. The final expansion
is much larger than the initial compression mainly because the Connecting
Structure is more flexible when more of it is deployed. For the same reason
the transient vibration occurs at a lower frequency when deployment is near
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completion. Figure 6.10 illustrates the bending of the Connecting Structure
during deployment. This bending occurs partially as a result of the Coriolis
forces but primarily it is due to the spin jets torquing the Laboratory to
maintain a constant angular velocity. The deformation at mass point 17
and the internal torque exerted by the solar panel on the core module are
shown in Figure 6.11.
6.2.3 Spin Up
Figures 6.12-6.14 illustrate a spin up maneuver. The Space Station is
initially rotating at .02094 rad/s (.2 RFM) and, at 5 seconds, the command
is given to increase the spin speed to .4189 rad/s (4 RPM). All motion in
this run is in the spin plane. In order to accomplish the maneuver in 40
sec, the jets on the Laboratory were increased from 222.4N (50 lbs) to
66.7kN (15,000 lbs). Figure 6.12A illustrates the increase of the spin speed,
and Figure 6.12B illustrates the corresponding increase in the axial extensicn
of, the Connecting Structure due primarily to the centrifugal force. Figure
6.13 shows the bending in the Connecting Structure during the spin up maneuver.
Unusually high deformations occur as a result of the large torques on the
Laboratory generated by the increased jet thrusts. Figure 6.14 shows the
largest component of the deformation at mass point 17 and the largest com-
ponent of the force exerted by the solar panel on the core module at the
root of the panel.
6.2.4 Quiescent State
When the Space Station is rotating in its nominal state of pure spin
(i.e., it is in a state of pure rotation about the X axis with no vibration),
constant elastic deformations occur due to the centrifugal force. This
state is known as the quiescent state. During the runs which were made when
the Space Station was rotating at its nominal spin speed of .4189 rad/sec
(4 RPM), the initial conditions are a variation from the quiescent state.
Before making these runs, the quiescent state deformations were determined
by setting all of the damping coefficients (for both the Laboratory and the
Connecting Structure) to 80% of their critical values. A short run was made,
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and the deformations rapidly damped to their quiescent values. The
quiescent deformations were highest at certain points on the solar panels.
As an example, the deformation in the X3 direction at mass point 17
(q1 7 ,3) was approximately 544 mm (21.4 in).
6.2.5 Wobble Control
Figures 6.15 - 6.17 illustrate time histories during wobble control.
Initially, the deformations were set to their quiescent values, and
the second component of wX3 was given a wobble component of .001 rad/sec.
Figure 6.15 illustrates the performance of the wobble control system. Up to
approximately 27 seconds the curves are essentially identical to a run made
for a rigid Space Station. This indicates the usefulness of the mean axes;
one reason that they were used was that they move at the average motion
of the deformed system. After 27 seconds, some small higher-frequency
oscillations predominate due to elastic vibration. The only modification
required to the CMG control system was to decrease the amount of wobble
at which the CMG stops trying to control wobble (see Section 5). Before
this modification was made, the CMG sensor reacted to the residual vibra-
tion and the CMG continued to operate in the wobble-damping (gimbal angle-
rate) mode throughout the entire run. Figures 6.16 and 6.17 illustrate
some of the deformations occurring during this run. 83, ql7, 2'and ql7, 3
have nonzero quiescent deformations, and the oscillations about these
values are very small so that their deformations appear to be constant at
the quiescent values. Figures 6.18 and 6.19 illustrate the same deformations
for the same initial conditions; however, in this case there is no wobble
control system present. As in the previous case, 63, ql7 2 and ql7 3
are nearly constant at thier quiescent values. When comparing the curves
with the previous run, note the difference in scales. There is consider-
ably less vibration out of the spin plane (61 and ql 7 1) without the
control system since the control moment gyroscope induces primarily
out-of-plane vibration in addition to some in-plane vibration. The in-plane
vibration (62) is somewhat smaller with no wobble control.
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6.2.6 Elevator Motion With Balance Mass Control
Moving rigid masses were present only in the runs described in this
subsection. In these runs a 4,530 kg (10,000 lb) elevator and a
2,270 kg (5,000 lb) balance mass are initially located on the X3 axis
near the Laboratory cm. Both masses move along the X3 axis. All rigid-
body and flexible motion is in the spin plane. Initially the Space
Station is rotating in the quiescent state. Figure 6.20 illustrates the
performance of the control system which operated properly on a rigid ideal-
ization of the Space Station. The short 1.524 m (60 in) motion of the
elevator should have resulted in a 3.048 m (120 in) motion of the balance
mass in the opposite direction, thus nulling the error in the position
of the Space-Station center of mass. The curves show that the balance
mass overshoots and the error oscillates; thus this attempt at mass bal-
ancing is unsuccessful. To understand the reason for this problem, it is
helpful to reexamine the the control concept. An accelerometer located
at mass point 4 on the Laboratory senses the acceleration. When the
centrifugal portion of the acceleration is unequal to the commanded
value, it is known that the center of mass of the Space Station has shifted
since the vehicle rotates about its center of mass. It is desired to move
the balance mass in the proper direction to null the error in the measured
acceleration. Compensation for rigid-body acceleration effects such as
wobble has been provided in the control law in order to separate the centri-
fugal acceleration from the other components of acceleration; however, no
compensation for vibration of the accelerometer support was provided.
The original control system incorporated an on-off actuator where the
balance mass was either moved at constant acceleration or at zero accelera-
tion, depending on the magnitude of the error. Whenever the balance mass
was moved, an equal and opposite reaction on the Laboratory caused elastic
motion of the Laboratory relative to the Counterweight. Periodically,
the generated acceleration at the sensor due to this vibration overwhelmed
the centrifugal acceleration and caused the balance mass to reverse its
direction at a relatively high frequency. The accompanying high frequency
limit cycle vibration in the axial direction is evident in the plot of 63
/
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in Figure 6.21. The chattering of the balance mass caused the sluggish
motion indicated in Figure 6.20 because it had short spurts of motion in the
wrong direction for a large proportion of the time. Acceptable control
could not be achieved by either varying the control-system parameters or
filtering the error signal; therefore the on-off control law was replaced
by the proportional control described in Section 5.
The new control law provided satisfactory control as shown in Figure 6.22.
The elevator and balance mass are initially located at X3 = 19.4 and 8.9 m,
respectively, and the elevator moves towards the balance mass at t = 5 seconds,
The control system is required to balance a longer elevator motion of 7.00 m.
The curve showing the error in the position of the Space-Station center of
mass indicates that there is a lag in the response of the balance mass,
however by the end of the run the Space Station is balanced. The deforma-
tions in the Connecting Structure during this run are shown in Figure 6.23.
Note that there is an initial vibration although the elevator does not begin
its motion until 5 seconds. This initial vibration results because the
initial quiescent deformations are inaccurate for this case since they were
obtained in a run where moving masses were not present. The main Connecting-
Structure bending effects are caused by the Coriolis forces exerted by the
moving masses on the Laboratory and by the spin jets which torque the Labor-
atory to maintain the commanded constant spin speed. The deformation at mass
point 17, which is on a solar panel, and the internal force exerted by the
solar panel at its root (mass point 42) are shown in Figures 6.24 and 6.25.
6.2.7 Fluid Pumped Through Laboratory
Fluid was present only during this run. The fluid is pumped along
the long axis of the Laboratory as shown in Figure J1 of Appendix J.
Pumping begins at 2 seconds. The fluid velocity and height of the fluid
in the emptying reservoir, located on mass point 8, are shown in Figure 6.26.
Pumping proceeds until the emptying reservoir is empty at t = 35.7 seconds
when the pump suddenly shuts down. After shut down, fluid remains in the
pipe line. All motion during this run occurs in the spin plane.
Figure 6.27 shows the deformations of the Connecting Structure. When the
fluid is being pumped, the bending is illustrated in Figure 6.28.
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The primary reason for this bending is that the resultant of the Coriolis
forces exerted by the fluid acts to the left of the cm of the Laboratory
as illustrated in the figure. This force also tends to slow the spin
speed of the Laboratory slightly (from .4189 to .4149 rad/sec). The
control system is not operational; therefore the spin jets do not turn
on to correct the spin speed.
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7.0 CONCEPTS FOR A SCALE MODEL
7.1 INTRODUCTION
This section contains a discussion of concepts for the design of a
working scale model of the Space Station which can be operated and observed
in a small test facility. Because of gravitational effects it is felt that
it is beyond the state-of-the-art to properly simulate the elastic properties
of the Laboratory and the Counterweight; therefore these structures will be
modeled as rigid bodies. The Connecting-Structure flexibility will, however,
be taken into account.
A scale model has already been successfully constructed to demonstrate
the unforced dynamic behavior of a system of this type.* It was possible
to apply torques to this model; however the model could not simulate the
motion if the externally applied forces were unbalanced (i.e., the resultant
force had to be zero). Also, this model was not capable of illustrating
deployment and retraction maneuvers. To correct these deficiencies, an
advanced model is proposed. This new model will be capable of demonstrating
the dynamics when unbalanced forces are applied.
It will also be capable of demonstrating deployment and retraction
maneuvers. Thus, it will be possible to fit this model with a set of
scaled control systems (e.g., a CMG, gas jets, deployment-retraction motor).
* Austin, F. and Bauer, E. "Scaled Dynamic Model of a Free Rotating Cable-
Connected Space Station," Journal of Spacecraft and Rockets, Vol. 7,
No. 10, October 1970, pp. 1272-1274 (also published as Grumman Aerospace
Corporation Note No. ADN 06-03-70.1, June 1970).
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7.2 SUSPENSION-SYSTEM DESIGN
The suspension system which supports the model must be able to
effectively eliminate the influence of gravity forces and torques without
interfering with t'he vehicle's natural motion. Gravity torques are
eliminated by suspending both the Laboratory and the Counterweight at their
centers of mass. At each of these two support points, the suspension
system must apply on upward force, precisely equal to the weight of the
member being supported. In addition, the ideal suspension system will
accomplish these tasks without restraining any of the motions of the vehicle
which would occur naturally as it moves in space.
The recommended suspension-system design is shown in Figures 7.2 and 7.5.
This system, and alternative design concepts, will now be discussed. To
understand the design requirements it is beneficial to first examine the
degrees of freedom of the model.
The proposed model has 12 degrees of freedom; i.e., its position can be
completely described by 12 independent coordinates. The coordinates illus-
trated in Figure 7.1 have been selected because they will facilitate the
explanation of the model suspension system. These coordinates are the loca-
tions of the Space-Station center of mass, X, Y, and Z; the Space-Station
yaw and pitch angles 4 and 1; the deployment length t; the roll, pitch, and
yaw angles of the Laboratory ex, ey, and 0z' and of the Counterweight 0x' Iy'
and : . If the suspension system allows independent movement of the model, in
each of these 12 coordinate directions without providing any resisting loads
(other than the weight-cancellation loads previously discussed), then
Lagrange's equations for the model will be analogous to those for the Space
Station.* As a result the motion of the model will duplicate the scaled
motion of the Space Station.
The proposed model with the recommended suspension-system design is
shown in Figure 7.2. Masses at each end of the model represent the
Laboratory and the Counterweight. The two blocks representing each body
provide correct scaling of the masses and moments of inertia. It is not
necessary to scale the actual shapes.
----------------
* The ideal suspension system rnul he to be we n1 ightless and fri .tI n-
less for the analogy to hold exactly.
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X
X, Y, Z AXES ARE FIXED IN SPACE
Fig. 7.1 Basic Coordinates For Space-Station Model
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7.2.1 The Gimbaled Supports
The Laboratory is supported at its center of mass by the type of
double-gimbal mechanism used to support gyroscopes. This device has
bearings which provide yaw, pitch, and roll angles (ax, y , and z),
respectively. The device supports the Laboratory at its center of mass
as required. The Counterweight is supported by a similar device.
7.2.2 Proportional Mechanism
T- he proportional-mechanism shown in_Figure 7.2 is required to main-
tain the proper dimensions between the end-mass support points during
normal Space-Station operation as well as deployment and retraction
maneuvers. This is accomplished by the geometry of the pantograph-type
proportional mechanism. As shown in Figure 7.3, the loads exerted on this
mechanism are F1 by the Laboratory, F2 by the Counterweight, and wL + wC by
the main-yoke, where wL and wC are the weights of the Laboratory and
Counterweight, respectively. The method for applying the constant load
wL + wC will be discussed later. The structure is balanced at the main-
yoke support point; therefore the proportional mechanism must be in
equilibrium. It follows that
F + F = WL + Wc l' 2 L C
(7-1)
F1 a1 cos 1 = F2 a2 cos 
For reasons that will become apparent shortly, it is also required that
the proportional mechanism maintain the following value of a!/a2 for all
possible values of the deployment length £:
a1 Wc (7.2)
a2 WL
If al/a2 is eliminated from the second of Equations (7.1) by substituting
Equation (7.2) and the resulting equations are solved for F1 and F2, the
solutions obtained would be F1 = wL and F2 = wC. Thus, the condition
stipulated by Equation (7.2) guarantees that the vertical loads applied to
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the Laboratory and the Counterweight by the suspension system are always
equal to the weights of these bodies. A massless proportional mechanism
has been assumed so that inertia loads did not enter into the above argument.
The condition that al/a2 is the constant weight ratio given by Equation
(7.2) can always be met by the mechanism shown in Figure 7.3 by selecting
the length of the links b and B such that
b WC (7.3)
B wL
By the geometry of Figure 7.3, al/a2 = b/B regardless of t, and substitution
of Equation ('7.3) into this relation yields Equation (7.2); thus, the pro-
portional mechanism shown provides the proper value of al/a
2
for all possible
values of the deployment length -.
Actually, any proportional mechanism that maintains the constant ratio
of al/a
2
given by Equation (7.2) may be used. Alternative mechanisms are
shown in Figure 7.4. The extended pantograph shown in Figure 7.4A may have
any number of diamonds; however the number to the right of the main yoke
must be equal to the number to the left of the main yoke. While this mechanism
takes up less space when it is retracted, it is more complex, has more bearings,
and is likely to have more play then the simple pantograph of Figure 7.3. In
Figure 7.4B, the ratio of Equation (7.2) is maintained by a set of racks and
pinions. In this design each double-gimbal assembly of Figure 7.2 would be
mounted to a support yoke which, in turn, is mounted to a trolley. Both trolleys
ride on the track shown. Because of the complexity of this mechanism and addi-
tional mass it is considered less desirable than the design of Figure 7.3.
In particular, when the Space Station is retracted, the moment of inertia
of the track about the spin axis becomes relatively large. For the reasons
cited above, the design of Figure 7.3 is recommended.
7.2.3 Main Yoke
The proportional mechanism tilts about a horizontal axis through the
main yoke is shownon Figure 7.2. In this way, the degree of freedom m
shown in Figure 7.1 is achieved. To obtain i, the yoke can rotate about a
vertical axis. The bearing is located at the top of the weight-balancing
device as shown in Figure 7.5.
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LABORATORY
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Fig. 7.4 Aiternative Proportional-Mechanism Concepts
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7.2.4 Horizontal Freedom of Space Station Mass Center
The degrees of freedom X and Y shown in Figure 7.1 are achieved by the
trolley and rail assemblies shown on Figure 7.2. The trolley moves in one
direction along a moving rail assembly which, in turn, has freedom to move
in the perpendicular direction by rolling along a fixed rail assembly.
Alternative methods of achieving freedom of the base in the X and Y direc-
tions include removing the wheels of the base and simply allowing it to
slide on a lubricated surface. However, the spurious friction forces would
probably be too high. Casters could be mounted to the base; however, the
friction forces would then be erratic. Finally, the base could ride on air
bearings; however flexible tubing would then have to be mounted to the base,
the air pressure would have to be carefully maintained, and the flexibility
of the air cushion in the vertical direction might cause problems. For these
reasons, the design illustrated in Figure 7.2 is recommended.
7.2.5 Weight-Balancing Mechanism
The remaining degree of freedom which has not been discussed is Z in
Figure 7.1. In addition supplying this freedom in the vertical direction,
a vertical force equal to the weight W of the entire structure must be applied.
This force must remain constant as the structure moves up and down. Counter-
balances are not acceptable for this purpose because the applied force would
vary with the acceleration. Also, gas-type hydraulic mechanisms were con-
sidered and discarded since they would apply forces which are to a large
extent proportional to relative velocity and displacement. Constant rate
(negator-type) springs are not considered sufficiently accurate and have too
much friction.
The final design shown in Figure 7.5 is recommended since it is believed
to be far superior to the concepts discussed above. In this design, a cam
compresses two springs as Z decreases. The cam surface is designed so that
the vertical component of the load applied by the cam followers is always con-
stant and equal to the required weight W. The equation for the cam-follower
curve can be obtained from the geometry of Figure 7.6. Since the device is
7-11
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assumed frictionless, the resultant load F applied to the cam follower
by its bearing is normal to the curve as shown. The horizontal component
is K (X-Xo), where XO is the value of X when the spring is undeformed, and
the required vertical component is W/2 since there are two springs. From
the geometry of the curves
dY K(X-Xo)
tan 8= = W2
Integrating,
Y = 2K iX 2 _ X X + C) (7.4)
where C is a constant of integration which is determined by locating the
curve in the X, Y plane. For example, one way of obtaining C would be to
specify the value of Y when X = X.
7.3 SPURIOUS EFFECTS
In order to avoid spurious loads on the model, the ideal suspension
system would be massless, frictionless, have perfectly rigid members, and
no play in its bearings. Then the suspension system would not apply any
inertia or friction loads on the model, nor would suspension-system vibra-
tion influence the model's motion. Thus, all bearings and other wear surfaces
should be as friction-free as possible and should have a minimum of play.
While light weight and high rigidity are to some extent contradictory require-
ments, the designer should make use of light rigid materials and cross
sections such as I beams and tubes. Simple trade-off approximations between
weight and rigidity can be made so that the lowest frequency associated with
suspension-system vibration is at least ten times the highest model frequency.
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APPENDIX A
FLUID MOTION DERIVATIVES
The following derivation is an extension of the derivation pre-
sented by Shapiro*. The main difference between the two derivations is
that in the reference the control volume is fixed in space, whereas
in this report the control volume is fixed to a structural mass of the
vibrating rotating Space Station and therefore moves in space. Consider
any vector quantity Q that is a quantity per unit mass of the fluid.
For example Q may be the linear momentum of a particle of mass dm. The
total contribution of Q to the mass present within the control volume
at a fixed time is
where the Sy indicates that the integral is taken over a system of fixed
fluid mass particles. As time varies, the boundary of this system of
particles changes, so that it will no longer coincide with the control-
volume boundary at time t. Referring to Figure Al, the mass contained
in the control volume shifts position and has the indicated boundary at
time t + At. At time t, the fluid occupies the volume designated by It
and IIIt, and at time t + At the fluid occupies the volume designated
by I and II Then, the inertial derivative of G ist+At t+=(
Shapiro, Ascher H., "The Dynamics d Thermodynamics
FluShapiro, Ascher H, Ro"The Dynamics and Thermodynamics of Compressible
Fluid Flow," VI, Ronald Press, N. Y. 1953, P. 12-20
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BOUNDARY OF FIIXED-MASS SYSTEM AT TIME t + At
_ - i
CONTROL SURFACE AT TIME t
.X3
TYPICAL MOVING BODY AXES FIXED
IN A STRUCTURAL MASS. CONTROL
VOLUME IS FIXED RELATIVE TO
THESE AXES
Fig. Al Motion of Fixed Mass of Fluid Relative to Body Axes
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where the subscripts on G designate the associated volumes.
terms,
L: t -"<O
L6t
Rearranging
(A2)
The first term on the right may be evaluated as follows:
The first term on the right may be evaluated as follows:.
4t )
(A3)
where CV indicates that the integral is evaluated over the control
volume. The final limiting process shows that the above derivative
is computed for the variable-mass system within the control volume.
The second term on the right of Equation (A2) is
-''.X t+ t
4t-C I t Lao AtS= .COnZt jINO Z
.&t-*O _Xt+tj-
C
( Jf ) ifs,>
.t is -t -So
stat
-MP
- Gr
- -619va
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If V is the fluid velocity measured by an observer fixed in the body
axes, as indicated in Figure 4.4, that observer would measure the
amount of mass passing through dA as being equal to pV · nAtdA; i.e.,
in the above equation, Pdu = pAtV · dA where dA = LdA. Thus,
____ o'eO0
7rtt4t =~ oct A-. 0
4 f
5 p P.. (A4)
c-s
'I't
where "CS out" indicates that section of the control surface where mass
is moving out at time t. The last term in Equation A2 is evaluated
similarly, and the result is
t4dt _,0 B 5
rOC an/
(A5)
V4 atV JgA
4 7--!-o
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Substitution of Equations (A3-A5) into (A2) yields
)dt cs =< (g of 9 -(A6)
CIt lt CV
cs
Equation (A6) is the desired result and is nearly identical to the
result for control volumes that are fixed in space. The only difference
is that here V is the velocity of the fluid relative to the moving
control volume and V is measured in a rotating coordinate system which
is fixed relative to the control volume.
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APPENDIX B
RELATIONS REQUIRED TO CONVERT THE EQUATIONS OF MOTION
FROM VECTOR TO MATRIX FORM
The equations developed in Section 4.2 are in vector form. In order
to facilitate the conversion of these equations to the matrix form re-
quired for computation, certain notation and relationships are used. These
mathematical tools are presented below:
BL Coordinate Transformations and Angular Velocities
The axes of the coordinate systems used herein are always denoted as
the 1, 2, and 3, axes; for example, the Z coordinate-system axes are Z1,
Z2' and Z3. All Euler angles are similarly denoted; for example, the set
of angles used for the coordinate transformation from the Z to X axes
of Figure 4.1 are called X and the specific angles are y1, y2' and y3.
The order of rotation is always as follows: the number 1 angle about
the 1 axis, the number 2 angle about the carried number 2 axis, and the
number 3 angle about the twice carried number 3 axis. This is illustrated
in Figure Bl for the angles y. The X axes 'have been translated so that
their origin coincides with that of the Z axes for the purpose of deter-
mining the coordinate transformation from vector components in the Z
axes to components in the XX axes. The matrix function [Tf( )] is always
used to denote a transformation between coordinate systems; for example,
Figure Bl, the transformation of the components of a vector {V} from Z
coordinates to X coordinates is written
iVx V7 r v  (B1)
and, since the coordinate transformations are orthogonal,
From Figure B1 L]e, E ITS &)] = [r ar (Bla)
From Figure B1
7Tr) E-C )] CSr )Q [A (r (B2)
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FIRST ROTATION
(1)
'I
(2)
SECOND ROTATION
Xx
x 3
X2
THIRD ROTATION
Fig. B1 Typical Set of Euler Angles
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B3
where [A(y)], [B(Y)], and [C(y)] denote the
intermediate transformations, respectively.
first, second, and third
From geometry,
[Ac')] r[,q(n ) = 
Cos Z
Cl s 1(3
C )o
cos ir
- S ,'7 (,
o K
coS I _
O -S ,n j 
l O
O Cos ' _
-
OS 
The above notation is used throughout for all of the coordinate systems;
for example, the angles f locate the Y coordinates with respect to the
X coordinates, and the notation for the corresponding transformation
would be [ff(T)] = [C(T)][B(3)][A(')]f.
Similarly, the functional notation [S( )] is used to convert Euler-
angle rates to angular velocities; for example, if. w } is the angular
velocity of the X axes with respect to the Z axes, projected onto the X
axes, we would write
(B6)
where [¥y = [F1 y2 Y3BT and, from kinematics,
(B3)
(B4)
(B5)
) X f7= ES (d)]3 i 
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Cos Wz Cos b3 S/ 93 °B
DO 5 C O _
B2. Cross Products
The functional notation [r( )] is used to convert vector cross
products to matrix form. For example, the expression x x y would be
written as [C(x)3{y} in matrix form, where [r(x)] is defined so that
the components of the products in the vector and matrix forms would be
identical. This definition yields
[r(x] ix[ -o - (B8)
Ya A}, o
B3. Useful Identities
Certain identities which were employed in the analysis can be
developed using the notations introduced in Equations (B1) and (B8).
These identities are first listed below, and then their proofs will be
presented.
[]T= r ()I (Bg)
For any scalar a and vectors [x} and {y},
FP<]/, 4 X . t °(Bll)
Er ix )x08 § - - Dry ( p f ~(B12)
r(Y-)IFP/41 11T k -D-L.)13
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[E(L~r( °0; ff )] = /(,] g ) ] E~ ]
T
(B14)
If 1[X] is the angular velocity of the X axes with respect to the Z
axes projected onto the X axes and Y is a set of Euler angles used to
locate the X axes with respect to the Z axes, then
mci 5 X(r)] (B15)
Another identity involving derivatives of the transformation matrix
is
(B16)
The following identity applies only when ycan be linearized:
r7()v z D] [-r (3)] (within linear terms) (B17)
where [1E is the identity matrix.
The following relationships apply to moment-of-inertia' calculations.
If (xI is the vector (expressed in X axes) to a differential mass dm
of a mass system (see Figure B2), then the moment-of-inertia matrix of
the mass system about the X axes is
:z=- - ET r (x )]X a n (B18)
where the diagonal terms of Equation (B18) are the moments of inertia
and the off-diagonal terms are the negatives of the cross products of
inertia. To compute the moment-of-inertia matrix ([IX]) about the X
B-6
axes when the matrix ([Iy]) about the Y axes is known and the origins
of these axes are coincident, the following equation may be applied:
LIX J = Lv(Y)] [E I L Tr (C)] (Big)
where ~ is the set of Euler angles locating the Y axes with respect to
the X axes. To transfer moments of inertia and cross products of inertia
to a coordinate system which is both translated and rotated with respect
to a coordinate system with its origin at the center of mass, a generaliza-
tion of the well-known parallel-axis formula may be used. This formula is
' C7rfg) T A,3C~ilr ,c] [761)] - Xc (B20)
where, referring to Figure B2, [I
c
] is the moment of inertia matrix
about any axes Y through the center of mass, [I] is the moment of
inertia matrix about the X axes, X is a set of Euler angles defining
the orientation of the Y with respect to the X axes, m is the total
system mass, and {X
c
} is the vector from the origin of the X axes to
the origin of the {Y] axes expressed in X axes.
The proofs of Equations (B9-20) are as follows. Equation (B9)
follows immediately by forming the transpose of Equation (B8) which is
skew-symmetric.
Equations (B10) and (Bll) are also rapidly proved by direct sub-
stitution of the argument into the definition of [r( )], Equation (B8).
4 4 4 4+
Equation (B12) is proved by writing the relation x x y = - y x x
in matrix form.
Equation (B13) is proved by writing in vector form the relation
for the vector triple product: x x (y x ) = (x . ) y - (x . y) z.
To prove Equation (B14), as previously let Y denote the set of
Euler angles orienting the X axes with respect to the Z axes. Also,
let primes denote vectors projected onto the X axes, whereas the same
symbol without the prime represents the same vector projected onto the
8-7
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Z axes. Then fu'] = [nI(y)]fuj, and, since In( )] is orthogonal,
Ifv = [n (¥)]T fv'). Since the cross product of u and v formed in the
X axes is equal to the transformed cross product written in the Z axes
r(Ca7(r] )]i = r( r]Lr(91eF , 'ya a , t
This relation can be written for any vector fv'3 (in particular for
(v') = [1 0 O T , [O 1 O]T, and [O 0 1]T); therefore Equation (B14) follows.
In proving Equation (B15), the primes have the same meaning as in
the above proof. In addition, {[X) is the angular velocity of the X axes
relative to the Z axes. If fu'l is any vector in the X axes which is a
constant in this coordinate system, and we differentiate the relation
(u'3 = [n(y)] run ,
But d u/dt = X x u when u has constant components in the X axes, or in
matrix form
r17r)I i ofU =[(wX ) i[A (b)
det
Combining Equation (a) and (b) yield,
( 2 [(Yor) = r( a
or
(/ OZcr)] [7, ) real = C(AX,]f M f
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This relation can be written for any constant vector fu' ; therefore
Equation (B15) follows:
Equation (B16) may be verified by substituting Equation (B15)
into Equation (B16) and using Equation (Bg).
Equation (B17) is easily proved by linearizing Equation (B2).
Equation (B18) may be verified by substitution of
[X] = [X1 X2 x 3]T into the equation and carrying out the matrix multi-
plication. Equation (B19) may be proved by substitution of the
relation
into Equation (B18) and subsequent application of Equation (B14).
Equation (B20) may be proved by substituting the following expression,
obtained frcm the geometry of Figure B2, into Equation (B18):
f x {; r = x +Xc Z  ra Y 7
where [Y 'has been expressed in the fY] axes. Then
i] = -r (1ir(xc )m (x)]rn )] 78)](()J)
ic tr(f rcr)]Y a[xei1cr ) m)
Since the origin of the Y axes is the center of mass,
U [er(elao Y)on
Using the above relation with Equation (B18), Equation (B20) is obtained.
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APPENDIX C
PHASE II COMPUTATION PROCEDURE AND SUMMARY OF EQUATIONS
This appendix contains the computational scheme for the Phase II
computer program and is followed by a summary of all required equations.
The equation numbers referred to in the procedure pertain to equations
of this appendix and not of the body of the report. The appendix begins
with a list of required input data, including all data that will be
automatically transmitted from the Phase I to the Phase II program.
Section 4.0 contains the definitions of the symbols used.
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INPUT DATA FOR PHASE II
I. BASIC MASS DISTRIBUTION AND FLEXIBILITY DATA TRANSMITTED FROM PHASE I
Specify if any of the following constraint options are to be used:
· Laboratory is rigid
· Counterweight is rigid
* Space Station is rigid
A. Laboratory
This data is obtained in either of the following two ways at the
user's option:
* Phase I is run for the Laboratory, and the data is automatically
transmitted to Phase II
* The data is supplied by the user
The data is as follows:
Item Notation
Phase I Phase II
Number of mass points n
Undeformed mass-point locations (-Xi i. i) r
Mass at each mass point. (If data mi
if being transferred from Phase I,
[I ] is block diagonal with 6 x 6
blocks. m. is the 1, 1 element of
th e
the i block)
Moment of inertia matrix for each [Ii]
mass point. ([Ii] is lower right
th3 x of i block described above) 
3 x 3 of i t block described above)
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If the Laboratory is rigid, the modal quantities listed below
2(p, [D], [PI, wi) are not required and will be ignored if supplied.
:1
B. Counterweight
If the Counterweight is rigid, the modal quantities (p,[U], [i], 2)
a
are not required and will be ignored if supplied.
This data is obtained in either of the following two ways at the
user's option:
* Phase I is run for the Counterweight, and the data is auto-
matically transmitted to Phase II
* The data is supplied by the user
All data is the same as listed in Section IA for the Laboratory.
The Phase II notation for the Counterweight is the same as that
listed in Section IA for the Laboratory except that a bar is
placed over each symbol.
II. ADDITIONAL BASIC DATA
Initial Laboratory displacements and velocities:
Rigid Body: .R), (Ri, {yX, {X}
Elastic:* [qi.] , i} [ei] i (i = ,, n)
Initial Counterweight elastic displacements and velocities:
[_q )s,, (-q , li,
Item Notation
Phase I Phase II
Modal matrix [ []
Modal mass matrix corresponding to [1 [i ]
no. of modes used (max dimension is
20 x 20; matrix is diagonal)
Frequencies corresponding -. , i=l,...p
to modes used
* These quantities are not required if the structure is rigid, and will be
ignored if supplied.
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Percentage of critical damping for each mode:
For Laboratory: vk (k = 1,..., ); vk is constant on default
The Vk are not required if the Laboratory is rigid and will be
ignored if supplied.
For Counterweight: Dk (k = 1,..., p); k is constant on default
The 'k are not required if the Counterweight is rigid and will
be ignored if supplied.
*
Connecting structure data:
ata' at
Is)}, [a, I {6}  }, , {0 , I } I 
A subroutine is required for Connecting Structure loads when the
Space Station is not rigid. The input data for this subroutine is
described in Appendix G for the case of a beam.
III. ACCESSORY DATA PACKAGES
The following data packages may or may not be present.
A. Fluid Package
Clue stating whether fluid is present. If present, the following
additional data will be supplied:
Subroutine of V and V versus t. Input data for this subroutine
is described in Appendix H7
p and A
Reservoirs:
Mass point number containing emptying reservoir
Mass point number containing filling reservoir
* [6], [6], 1[$*, and [{0 are not required if the Space Station is rigid
and will be ignored if supplied.
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The following data must be specified for each-reservoir:
Pmi ] P, fe eL fuR, uBi,, i e. [JiB], bi
'
hio,
h. hi *G
P
}i max' i min' i
Through pipes:
Data specifying which masses contain through pipes (30 max).
For each such mass: m.f, [Ii], Si }, (Aui ] , Aei , {Gi } ,[AJi], {AH i ]
B. Moving Mass Package
Clue whether moving masses are present. If present, specify j
(j = 1,..., 8 max). A subroutine is required to obtain the
following for each moving mass:
Motion data: [Uj(t)l, [Uj(t)}, [Uj(t)}
Values of k denoting the masses mk which influence Aj.
In the subroutines provided with the program, p2 is a balance
mass and its motion is determined by a control system. The
input data for this subroutine is described in Appendix H13.
The undeformed motion of the remaining masses is commanded
by Subroutine MUCOM. The required input data is described in
Appendix H5.
Subroutine LOOK determines the values of k denoting the masses
mk that influence the motion of pj. (A maximum of 16 mk's can
influence each j. ) This subroutine is a table if k's versus
time, and must be provided for the particular structure. The
subroutine requires no input data.
C-
C. Control Systems Package
Clue whether control forces (fc], [Tci}, Ca, c a '] are
present. If present a subroutine or subroutines are required.
The input data for the subroutines supplied with the Phase II
program is described in Appendix H.
D. Supplementary Forces
Clue whether supplementary forces are present: if i, [Ti,
Ifs a}, sa }, If present, a subroutine is required.
E. Print Out of Structural Loads
1. Connecting Structure:
Clue whether structural loads applied by Connecting
Structure are required.
2. Laboratory:
Clue whether internal structural loads in Laboratory are
required. If required, the following data is supplied.
For each load-computation point: 'l, ]tQ,1, index numbers
of mass points comprising free body.
3. Counterweight:
Clue whether internal structural loads in Counterweight
are required. If required, the following data is supplied.
For each load-computation point: 1', to',1, index numbers
of mass points comprising free body.
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Subsidiary Equations
(Iod
(equation was deleted)
[zc~J= [7- rr cb,).Er3 ) ,c>7-,7 )] ) I
(typical)
E>~]-- = E~-0 LF7- fl - L-J: D ]
take arc sines
(typical)
sF, x = - . 4/ /)
fs) °- - " i3 . ? ')°
r-s or. e: / ,< o
^ 5 < o~~
(typical)
-I
e-,, O
_ dQ %<,s
[?p Of,<
=C 3'*'5 -OeO'< -,, 4 ,'jr ", LS 9c ;
f.F'F = - : *()IJEr7b -1 ( C [ r(,fE[7r) 
+KI--rcb+ Yrb(if+/f(,)-rikr' 64 'J(, 
= 7/ -Tj T) Te E o fi-r(&,S)jrjI I ·{XI 
- l'f'l,?~, l. ?.~,, z Fdrf~ ,1 { L' I I'IV - I' I -4-I4 
'I I]d + [ J J ))
(typical) (A8)
(A9)
(A10)
(All)
(A12)
(A13)
(Al)
(A2)
r(A)]2 = 3 -A,
, ,-~ A.,O_
(A3)
(A4)
(A5)
(A6)
(A6a)
(A7)
C-27 -
(A14)
-,F,= - ]tj7 7
,- rgr<K?; (
i -_ ,F -- -, i;.1 
ie - -t (
i i f JSE CE j)- aI ; i [S ' ) 1{U,,J f wY
=- Uys)-'(O)'f- xC7P'Wu*f)
I fL >= :jr(C) 1 +=CB ) L7 ax~f (e- L krC)4{5 s)
i = fm. , e,§ t / X 7'rT' swx .z A 7
1K*= ,;+",- 74S f
{& ' d ' rSEz ) DvI' +
+- f ZS f'C3 ] S X; A 2 S) ~X~j ' S, T; '~ 4) R
= same expression as (A20) but with k. = 1
I
+ v), f V )
+ 
.s- (oTC ~'r/ )(cr-X' , S; I 57 9 d ¢ ,,)O
Zi A = -±, !j' [r(-zJiS+((jE F sv5T r/ U) (lfl iLA))
t'-- - ! / (O w f -5 + Crlw", 3 Tder u/ t, ) 
{2i.L C )2kUJ'C[i71gf)] RfXT CrVw 4 Cts+54s~g 2g 5 (A26)
r " T g 5 / a(A27)*4- ,, $yf ]'tY2R (A7)
(A15)
(M_6)
(A17)
(A18)
(Al9)
(A20)
(A21)
(A22)
(A23).
(A24)
(A25)
51,i f = 171(C><&) d ·j / ft (01+ a-6.9,70(k; Pfd a" F.- f6Sw-c 0))
t (G t; t-(&,'f)( Cr~s; JL)(0-C7?- Cr(6 Sf ·L7+ k +% I fIf cIf ,., X)
-- 2,,(
i
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ft2Lxj= At zjiR;
L =:' (A27a)
} EMX} = it R T · ISw f)
CtAcM = 5( Cr7)]( t Fx T ·fLLx 1 +MtMx T; + lrgt){7Xcy) (A27b)
ML, +Mtc, t +m2X
f ei ~ = MW zO >](OC.- 're()]r Y)],Z({c W Cy)(rFJ{CA1)) (A27c)
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Initial Condition Procedure
Mean Axes U-\'\e COP
Lab Displacements:
LDo 7 r1? (r )t Cr v f-I
where:
M, r ) *.'; JIL ) L , 
e,- fe.7' + 0 } e, 
solve
.Er(r. ]
f r I·f/;'~I -f, L-Er'r-.f Qe,
DrT(y)3 = 5SB, )] l(r )]
.. : , ,= Tr-F, (') YI < .
- rl = - () 
Ct-., =-Z - T= _ iT 
Co., 81 - T3s ( )/>= d/ 
I y < -T use inversetrig functions
(typical)
0 s ~s rzt
(note quadrant)
Counterweight Displacements:
LD, IJI 0 + r I I }
where: _
e., =l ; I
.ma f I 
7- P-E ^ ( Fr)I f " - E 7 Lrfean, AW
T ( ]L, - m, [C(r, ) ] )a w
I .}= ofe + 1 e
-i = I-4t + F f 1 - Ir(- r 7 , ~ /"4 :6,., ;)
[-rr*)j:= [7r(e. )f Uef' 7rd 7-o )] r , )]
I Z = EX,- I + [77tc:o )PR - V &
(A28)
(A29)
(A30)
(A31)
(A32)
(A33)
(A34)
. invert &
solve (A35)
C i7 7 l2u, - r^)q: (A36)
(A37)
(A38)
,(A39)
(Ak0)
(A41)
",/ =,-.., :W)
TR ) 5 [(e7 M TR' f-I ,
[ TT( )] -- [TT/(y") I[ Ti'go)'
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Lab Velocities:
L - LD,]o = - invert &
solve
fCD,7, trX ~, =-O f·rr,) · rc .invert & If 
& i tF + f 5 - [rr 4 o + *I 
s~U1Xs C7(OIT~ULXTl j- c^
(Equation deleted)
.} I = Enr&O M AR { + [r(e_)J4R`I )-1
Counterweight Velocities:
rr n~~~~
C & - LpC]Io}~ = 411 e 
IDC J Vf + rI + - ) (4=( , L ,)
I ZLLL f + =1. } a
SUL/g- W(~o )1 {uy }-fct 
invert &
solve (A48)
(A49)
(A50)
(A51)
(Equation deleted)
[{,.," I = C 'Y - I T(r)( l, x
{IS R'= - Frr=/X-> )F7r,,-.,1' 7?+ )rI -, ?L L ' ""o "-J '1 7
- -- - rviI -- -- ,~ -L -,/JIr I-U'(7 01K 
(A52)
(A53)
(A54)
(A42)
(A43)
(A44)
(A45)
(A46)
(A47)
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Physical and Modal Matrices
is~R if=~~~~~ i< 'j~ ( , -(A55)
i ', o
' I 3 ]
-7M~1 5 1 · . · 1 ((57)
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Initial Values of Generalized Coordinates
([ ] is diagonal)' (A58)
(A59)
[.,] = [,]-
45 = I T']i I
[i ]TL ] ( [ , is diagonal)
; t = ';F j 
Modal - Constraint Matrices
Flexible Connecting Structure:
[0)I [01 =
I
'-1
I -l_
i _
i _
Rigid Lab:
Width of m shrinks
to zero
Rigid Counterweight:
Width of $ shrinks
to zero
Rigid Space Station
15] =
I',
0
Integration Coo
R
&,e
}f
6 (n+ i) + 6 [l0 r
OIG0
- -I - -
o~P,3
0o
rdinates
k
I 
A R
I .
submatrix dimensions.
(A60)
(A61)
(A62a)
6n.+3
3 (A62b)
(A63)
[I,]= Lwi-E'1I-r [Tm
EVJ;f= C',&; 5gS= FvlSjj
ii&T}
These nbers are
* These numbers are
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The height p of {~] and {e} shrinks to zero if the Laboratory is rigid.
The height p of {e} and [{] skrings to zero if the Counterweight is rigid.
The heights of [{e, {e}, {AR}, {AR}, [{1 , [wY], {[}, {[} all shrink to zero
if the entire vehicle is rigid.
Euler Angles Orienting Reservoirs
7 'ad ,) - eX , Stn (R ) o (A64)
r33 ( *)
-3J4
Main Equations
(la)
(Equations deleted) (lb)
(2a)
(2b)
~a; F - jt T, i r, '+ , gpi f(3a)
§Etg= §tf~f g((3b)
j~e~5iT ? = e; f +HR .; . (3c)
s'(F= (0D3- Ert(9)j)CwI +4, r7 . (4)
g -, V (5a)
=~ _A i/ ·(5b)
Reservoirs
/;= -xK . (6)
t (7)
-:)3 *(V9 ° O 0 '0 e3) se) %%(;l,) (8)
(typical)
/~z~ e ~~~~= WrS~, W.X~- (9)
(10)
-; f 
-
-
-
_"f -.- ~, fr~]el (11)
Ps1Z f = §s " Ecr" -a k" 4a) (12)
R " o ° 11 a (0l )o (14)
>t0" _6 O (6g' ) 10
E;--= [r4] + - 7 7A:_) 'l"e 'r2c )II., (16)
'iL 5-.-t ° ,2) o3 |" al (17)
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:vA'c = Z. vA S RK tC f ° D
EILI: )]UhD )]- rt6t .',]rct 2
Moving Masses
77= §rt (J
d4)
Z4 =~ - i
a wj r = Z (' f .I , (yO r + Odi
o
(Equation deleted)
O[crnt= (oL1-[r S)r)u1c + Ceri
Orientation of Connecting - Structure Axes in Counterweight
0< 33
A=(-+ 3n+ 
cs-= t< + < t 
{ '<;z=, $' [ = - C
-e.;
x y
(18)
(19)
(20)
(21)
(22)
(23a)
(23b)
(24)
(25a)
(25b)
(26)
(27)
(28)
(29)
(30)
(31)
(32)
(33)
24A_~;·,& (A,7LF+ ~Ff- 6F F
4Dpllgr= 3yi - l, - ve F
r = ~ 4. I tjda 
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1 -3 'r".,>3& '- ? \ (34)
Cr7Y'-c:e= _2IV La' L ?: (35)
Equation (36) appears on next page. (36)
Accumulation of Loads
sre?= - r )u r~ez zd.$+9le
-r "i= *r)/ (37)
{tfI= ( i(f+ 9 for -'t (38a)
f =(CoI2 *r 6)(ifN 4fJ+ NP,) for i . (38b)
~T = ( *]+0[re,'))( ( } 7Z(f A) for Z= . (39a)
(D,3-·o Cr~' iUIYST,+2T4-~ I¢ +T) for L = (39b)
for L (40a)
Rgh- d = o { F l {z f + Ezuin )sE for t (40b)
95gof= 5iCT+No~ W for n t" (41a)
5 t· ? = g r~- T + i c4 T+ 3 sf + Cgr(=u, T (41b)
Right-Hand Side of Equations of Motion
(42).
3o§Z;S= a4+Vr 4
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(Y.
1 ~ ~
" i -
- f< *t ,
, .
<-I <IN
_b 
_ 
___ . l. v
x
ljl
-< < i_ <_ _ <..
1 ° .° ! < L
- -b - -~ ·--·····- i
.-- cu <- r I -
.. 
I 
.
I
< I< <1
II
t__
I1'
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n
vf~~~Pr~~~~~~ = __(43)
7
[p]= [,(R )R]
[R]= [rc(R)1[i(f)f] 
UR-1 ]= Er-(Tw + I +So] J(44)
I CQ Matrix
rD, Dz
where:
where:
I 3
~D,] -- a '
s[o = I
r[Rlh L 3,
r C) I , 
0 . i
P' .
0
P 
o [(,)fj o
O RX O
o 13 0
-I Al 25' gj *
13 0
a, fJ
Laboratory and Counterweight Modal Stiffness and Damping Matrices
with
with C,. -2 
with K,,.- t=,
with K,. = > ,-.
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(45)
(45a)
(45b)
131
RR §h
-M -hi
(45c)
C-,, = 28 X ..fC14: I
~
c
'
-,4
;C · 
CC
A,,
= /C. .,PC I = ~ '
C41
- 1
CF
Ij
(46a)
(46b)
(46c)
[,I =
tj
(46d)
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Modal-Constraint Reduction of Problem Size
i/ t--- - E~,.]~ ~- D ,f, t
Height p of tf ] shrinks to zero if Lab is rigid
Height p of [fM} shrinks to zero if CW is rigid
Fm ] = {06 1 if entire vehicle is rigid
VtE -01 { )JF R V4 Fm
Transformation to
wer} e: If r [X's = r } fT,
where:
{ X
R
.
I
&;
e;
.,
fif
.,
&^
i
Physical Coordinates
K
LR~
%'i
J
t,
I
j#
(Equation Deleted)
(Equation Deleted)
(47)
(48a)
(48b)
(49)
(50)
(51)
(52)
(53)
(55)
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Connecting - Structure Deformations
(Equation deleted)
g t) = 4.gS,~ t HC/ - $-54 W
i;3 (9"-) = *X' -# ,
) =
5949) -* 9 1 
<) e ;RPiS_~s;> -X ' 
a7f = (ET I Er s S
cf = ,>0(g - crcs ;q 7) crr<. )g( CrtvsOTg{F - C F ) - C. f - 0w r 
-re s790f ·f)0-~ Is gN/ 3 +fi) *tR (L3' llrratto-)@ (
+- CZOF~r(3U Y + Errg, )-L)) J
*9~ ~~ W=-S jW 
a ; ' S -r 5 L C g ) ] g ~ (Dz e): C,:-L & - J s )- 4 i) (6 3 )
(56)
(57)
(58)
(59)
(60)
(61)
(62)
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Loads Between Modules
Laboratory:
ru i= ENS~ T-~i- T R -[AfiR _ jU; - i S - gt4]it (64)
Y,' iw 9 (65)
xt,-- = f,~ 7- i, ( E(rl + cEru,)])It, 7 (66)
fx.;<= ,r .f. ,F-[x,, (67)
tar S -E r(XI)3 t 3r3 te, )r )(f v6" T}-><AS;' I }
- CIf cix_ CA7 -Iliv EA B I) (68)
1r'7;- w; (69)
Counterweight:
117: = f+ t -[ 4]' ki- [AA,], r t- lfx;Y-fx,4t j (70)
(71)
{fy'7 -= +1 71 (:]-rc,3z,(72)
4 V r-2g(3r)<p- [g~~~Az43i~ g(74)
ft1 _ TL J A i_ (75)
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TABLES
Newton - Laboratory Mass
FX'J ES, I
Euler - Laboratory Mass
@ a F C]-eE i 6 '1,. )I O + C(,I Cr[ J I )L1 >
Newton - Pipe
CA6 - -( F. DE(4 ) +(C; - t Cri t 9) SrtS, I(: 7 - Cac r-l c 1))
r1A7]=-T Irs )7
+c~~ ( .4-/; -A CQOJ- C d [ "A -V)J ci1fl)
Euler - Pipe
[4]= DrrrCs, )]- ur-& ))
rTx 3 =E-4l](C- iEr. )3 - Cqs,- CIhCo, [Fee J3
CA.o]= r[ .
cpvCbx,>X'( t& T6, 3t59i6gN, 7
Newton - Reservoir
-;3 3] - _[ /- (r ; t(g,] [r-cw rY0
Euler - Reservoir
[x~ [ ;: - Ltr( s) - Us: ]([ ] - r- )3 )[-e.
rS~l= C-zsfV .
5 ed " T= [rFs; )](,l - [r(e5]) ( ar "p1 )JP J t*LrPO&'9 Y ) - UItJ Cr&?7) wiZ 
+(ug] .,-kV CL8-j2)a2 Tr(iw.,<1( Lr~l~W' . +± 9#6->}. 9 siT
t# cv ( tr(u)het I - $ Crcti)7 je )
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TABLES (Continued)
Moving Point Mass
[,,*] - dCra- [-;c, ) LrD, ~)
~N,& le- Coteegtj4 C~
r(Ac7/S'- LoDclrlPA//
Newton - Counterweight
3r@ F - ·> 4 IGT0(d LjgmX~7Ig/~ t [7-Wx~()z+; l >( F C+rRvUX eA {)
Euler Counterwei-ght
rst LU= 3 - 23'- i-
D-I
APPENDIX: D
REDUCTION OF THE SIZE OF THE NUMERICAL-INTEGRATION PROBLEM
The size of the numerical-integration problem will be reduced by
using modes, constraint relations, or a combination of these methods.
The justification of the procedure.is complicated by the fact that:
e Two basic elastic structures are involved, the Laboratory
and the Counterweight
* Free-free elastic modes are used together with nonlinear
physical rigid-body coordinates for each structure
* Angular velocities.are used and these quantities are not the derivitives
of true coordinates
To facilitate the explanation, the procedure will first be justified
for a simpler case and then will be extended to encompass the space-
station type of structure.
D1. Nonrotating Elastic Structure
Consider any nonrotating elastic structure t:hat is fixed to the
ground and is idealized by using lumped masses which may :have rotatory
inertia. The equations of motion may be obtained by a variety of methods
(Newton's laws, Lagrange's equations, etc.) and typically 'have the
following form:
n equationst) (Dl)(n unknowns /
where the dots indicate lower-derivative, possibly nonlinear, dynamic terms.
Dl.l. The Lagrangian Form
Before proceeding, it is advantageous to reduce Equations (D1) to
the Lagrangian form if they are not already in this form. This is
accomplished by first giving all coordinates [q) an arbitrary virtual
displacement fsq3 and computing-the virtual work 8W done by Ifl. 6W, in
general, has the following form:
B@ 4L97P~U i i X -(D2)
'. ' . S a~ ir o ?ii~
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where [Q] is defined by Equation (D2); i.e., [Q] may be obtained by
calculating 8W and writing it in the form (D2). The generalized forces
associated with [6q] are therefore [QI](f. Multiplying Equation (D1)
by [QI yields
[M*1z 7 + -·. = Ec91st n equationsn unknowns ]
Equations (D3) and (D1) are equivalent sets of equations of motion.
In the form (D3) the forces on the right are generalized forces, and
these equations are therefore identical to Lagrange's equations for
the system. Accordingly, the new mass matrix CM*] is a symmetric
matrix. If Equations (D1) were Lagrange's equations to begin with, 1
[Q] would have turned out to be the identity matrix.
D1.2. The Constraint Reduction Method
(D3)
(D4)
then.
Next, suppose that some linear constraint relations are introduced;
for example, it may be desirable to evaluate the response with one
portion of the structure rigidized. Then a new set of variables (ql},
may be related to the old set of variables in terms of a constraint
matrix [T] as follows:
Dimensions:
fq] is n x 1
Fql] is r x 1 (r < n)
[T] is n x r
(D5)
The procedure will be restricted to the case where [T] is constant or a
function of time only. Substitution of Equation (D5) into Equation (D3)
yields
-FM] fXi1 z 4 . . .+ = rn [+1, , (D6)
(n equations, r unknowns in fql])
where
if g - ET] be, (
.D-3
where (f3 has been decomposed as follows. As a result of the con-
straints which have been imposed, forces of constraint have appeared;
for example, if a portion of a structure is to be rigidized, an
imaginary rigid weightless mechanism could be attached in the idealiz-
ation in order to 'hold that part of the structure rigidly.. The forces
introduced by that mechanism are the forces of constraint. ff 'has
been decomposed into these forces of constraint [fl3 and the balance
of the forces [fl1 . Equation (D6) now appears to contain less un-
knowns (r) than equations (n); however, the additional n-r unknowns are
actually the forces of constraint appearing in [f']!
In order to automatically eliminate the forces of constraint
from the formulation, the virtual work of the constrained system is
computed by substituting Equation (D5) into Equation (D2) and decomposing
Iff into [fl, and {f'l]. The result is
6W. is z~jrrlrTlif7f ! , ?IUT] [PI
[8ql3 is now the arbitrary virtual displacement whereas 6q] must satisfy
Equation (D5). In accordance with the theory used to derive Lagrange's
equations, the virtual work of the forces of constraint varnishes; i.e.,
sql3T [T]T [Q]ff'I = O. Since 86q13 is arbitrary, we have
Tr (D7)
From Equation (D7), it is clear that premultiplication of Equation (D6)
by [T] would have the desired effect of eliminating the forces of con-
straint from the formulation. The final result is
T Y M T]; .e r[JT[]d (48)
(r equations, r unknowns)
D4
Equations (D8) are the new set of equations of motion that have been
reduced from n to r equations. Since 6W = 6ql T[TT]T[Q][fl], the
generalized forces corresponding to [ql] are [T]T[Q1]fl]; therefore
Equations (D8) are of the Lagrangian form.
While the above explanation was somewhat lengthy, the procedure
is straightforward and may be summarized as follows:
1. Compute the virtual work and write it in the form of
Equation (D2) to obtain [Q].
2. Premultiply the equations of motion by [Q] to obtain
Equations (D3), the Lagrangian form of Equations (Dl).
3. Substitute the constraint equations.of the form (D5)
into the equations of motion (D3) and premultiply by
CT]T , the transpose of the constraint matrix.
The result, Equation (D8), is the desired reduced set of equations of
motion.
D.1.3. The Modal Reduction. Method
Suppose that it is desired to approximate the solution by using
a reduced number of modes of some related eigenvalue problem. Then,
instead of Equation (D5), the following similar equation holds:
2/ g ~ [ < ]+ 5 (D9)
where [0] now takes on the role of CT] and [(3 takes on the role of [ql].
In fact, the entire theory of the previous section is applicable.
Substitution of Equation (D9) into the equations of motion (D3) would
give rise to forces of constraint. These are forces Which must be present
to suppress the appearance of any mode shapes that are not included in
[0] and therefore to constrain all solutions to be of the form (D9).
After substitution of Equation (D9) into the Lagrangian form of the
Equations of motion, Equation (D3), the resulting set of equations is
reduced in number by premultiplication by the rectangular matrix [C]T.
The logic for this premultiplication is that it eliminates the above-
mentioned forces of constraint. Note that reduction of the equations of
motion by premultiplication using any rectangular matrix other than [0]T
would usually provide a different solution since the reduction process
cannot be reversed to obtain the original set of equations.
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It is emphasized that Equation (Dl) must first be premultiplied by
[Q] to obtain the Lagrangian form, otherwise the forces of constraint
will not be properly eliminated from the equation and inaccuracies
will result. The final result is
[, ]T,~'] ]0f' ... +E.[] 5[']£ (Dlo)
The modal- and constraint-reduction procedures 'have even a stronger
relation than that indicated above. The mode shapes may be computed so
that they satisfy certain constraints; for example, elastic motion in a
particular direction may have been set to zero in computing the mode
shapes. The the solution f[6 to the numerical integration problem
Equation (D10), yields a solution of [qj which will also satisfy these con-
straints since tq]is obtained by substituting {[~ into Equation (D9).
The next step in the solution is to solve Equation (D10) for [~] and
numerically integrate. This solution is particularly simple to carry out
if the modes are orthogonal with respect to [M*].
Converting the initial conditions to modal coordinates requires
special attention. From Equation (D9), at t = 0
(at t =0)
Since [0] is rectangular, the above equations can not be inverted; how-
ever an inverse in a limited (best fit) sense will be obtained. The
procedure is first illustrated and will then be proved. The equation
for {q} is premultipled by [ IT[M*] yielding
(at t = 0)
The coefficient matrix for {[3 is square and may now be inverted; therefore
(at = (r:). M a r r0n).d z(D12)
(at t = 0).
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Similarly
.= (r · rTi *j'ht~ 7 r) [rJUMvI ]A (D13)
(at t = 0)
The proof of this procedure is as follows. Given any equation of the
form fq} = [0]({ , where fql is given, different values of Tf3 may be
selected in an attempt to approximate {q}. The error vector is then defined
as
5e - S - Ho ] +g T (D14)
A scalar measure of the error is
EST iS ]§ f (D15)
where the symmetric weighting matrix [M*] has been used since we wish
to give more weight to errors in the coordinates associated with heavy
masses then light masses. Note that Equation (D15) has the same form
as twice the kinitic energy function with the coordinate errors replacing
the velocites. Substituting Equation (D14) into Equation (D15) yields
E (' -C=] ) [A & ' ] (/ - ]
To determine the {f3 which minimizes the error E, set the partial of E
with respect to each component of [{3 to zero. Since [M*1 is symmetric,
E=o -0= -iE- 3r EMJ+ -raA
= a .. 
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where te3 = [O...O 1 0 ..O3T with the 1 in the ith position. Since
the above equation is true for each i,
or
Solving for [g} yields
ir3 } (g u'~~1C~g +3E$W- rotM* 5 (D16)
This is the value of {] which will minimize the error (D14) as
measured by Equation (D15)*; i.e., the value of f} which produces
the best-fit of [0]f(. to (q]. However, Equation (D16) is identical
to Equation (D12); thus the procedure described to obtain Equation
(D12) does produce the best-fit solution. Similarly, Equation (D13)
yields the best-fit solution for ({].
A procedure analogous to that described above provides further
justification for the steps leading to Equation (D10). In addition to
eliminating the forces of constraint it is now evident that these steps lead
to a best-fit solution of [0¢1 ij to [q).
* By direct computation aE/a2i > O; therefore the value of {g} which1
was obtained does not maximize E.
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D2. Rotating Space Station
The previous procedure will now be extended for the case of the
rotating space station. The equations of motion were developed using
angular velocities (aWX } and fwY ] ) instead of Euler-angle rates because
the use of angular velocities led to a simpler formulation. The velocity
vector is
Rigid-body motion of Laboratory
_.Ifx (6 coordinates)
) fi|elastic motion of Laboratory
_ i . (6 n coordinates)
{x} = _____ ____________________________-(D17)
rigid-body motion of Counterweight
e (6 coordinates)
S elastic motion of Counterweight
(6 n coordinates)
where (q) and [i] contain both elastic displacements and rotations (see
Equation 4.105). Since the angular velocities are not the derivatives
of physical quantities, it is pointless to speak about the integral (x}
of Equation (D17). To circumvent this difficulty, the virtual displace-
ments (6nX ) and (6 Y ) are introduced. These vectors contain the differen-
tial variational rotations about each of the X and Y axes, respectively.
They may be constrasted with variations in Euler angles which are differ-
ential rotations about intermediate axes. By analogy to Equation (B6),
6UXTI and (6 YTT3 are related to the variation in the Euler angles as follows:
De ]X} = [s()] (I DWI
IVY }= [s(01)]f6} + [r(rrl) [S(O)] (D18)
Since the non-differential quantities (TX3 and (1TY } have no physical meaning,
they are not true coordinates and are called Quasi Coordinates.* We may
now write:
* Whittaker, E. T., "A Treatise on the Analytical Dynamics of Particles
and Rigid Bodies, "Fourth Edition, Cambridge University Press, 1937
(reprinted 1964), pp. 41-44.
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R
{i~~~~R~~~~~ X } - X(D19)
Since there are n + n masses and 12 + 6 (n + i) coordinates
in both {6x] and x}I, 12 coordinates are dependent, and an appropriate
dependency relationship among the coordinates will be introduced below.
These 12 additional coordinates determine the motion of the X and Y
axes, and the dependency relationships which will be introduced actually
set the motion of these axes.
When the elastic free-free modes for both the Laboratory and
Counterweight are used to represent the flexible motion of the respective
bodies we may write
igT= S  CgA;, AK~e~· Cf- ]f~F f(D20)
Since the six rigid-body modes of the Laboratory have been eliminated
from [9], if all elastic modes are used, {g} would contain 6 fewer
coordinates than [q). Under the same circumstances, f[~ would also
contain 6 fewer coordinates than [q}. As discussed in Appendix E,
elimination of the rigid-body modes locates the mean or "rigid-body"
axes (the X and Y axes in Figure 4.1) relative to the deformed Laboratory
and Counterweight. If fewer than the total number of elastic modes are
D-10
used, rf and/or [3~ would contain even less coordinates. Equations (D20)
are the aformentioned dependency relations among the coordinates in (6x}.
Using Equations (D20), the following relations may be written:
{; 3- :+]aX~t (D21)
where
R
1X
8 f
R
S7 
, 
/
CA)X
R
,A)
~o
(D22)
all structures
are flexible
and [0] is the appropriate constraint matrix that relates the coordinates
86xj to the reduced coordinates [86T]. When the modes given by Equation
(D20) are used to represent the Laboratory and Counterweight and when the
Connecting Structure is flexible, [0] has the following value:
.[I] 2vI1 (D23)
all structures
are flexible
where [16] is the 6 x 6 identity matrix Equations (D21) now have the
effect of substituting modal coordinates for the elastic motion while
duplicating the rigid-body coordinates. Unlike the coordinates of (6x),
the coordinates of T[8T I are linearly independent; thus [6gT
)
can be an
arbitrary virtual displacement.
[0I =
i / =I [o I';T}6,
f {tr =
D-11
As previously, the virtual work done by the forces If) may be
written in the form
sW = xIIQJf (D24)
Substitution of the first of Equations (D21) into Equation (D24)
yields
a W = T a t i rl0 f + * + I T I 'X0 L I& ,'} (D24la)
where, as in the previous section, ff} has been decomposed into constraint
forces ff 1l and nonconstraint forces ffl). Since f8C3 is arbitrary we
may proceed as previously and obtain
Also, for future reference we note that
w .= { ST r¢] LSf , T
Therefore the generalized forces associated with [gT] are
Weo, F[tI T [ B%  (D25a)
The second of Equations (D21) is substituted into the equations of
motion, Equations (4.101) and the result is
[A] L K X{T 4 f r (D26)
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The forces of constraint are now eliminated by premultiplying by
[~oT [Q] and applying Equation (D25). The result is the desired reduced
set of equations of motion.
rat Roe aTS = t oR T (D27)
where the reduced mass matrix is
rAhR-i * - ra rev rI go (D28)
and the reduced right-side vector is
Gu·s En Arz(@+, ) (D29)
The subscript 1 has been dropped from {ff for convenience in notation;
however it is clear that it is not necessary to include the forces of
constraint in the If] of Equations (D29).
The above procedure could be used to 'handle a problem with a
combination of modes and conventional constraints. For example, the
Counterweight could be rigidized by shrinking [~] to zero in width
while the Laboratory is represented by its elastic modes [9] in
Equation (D23).
Since the forces appearing on the right side of Equations (D27)
(the elements of [0]T [ QXf)) are the generalized forces corresponding
to [T ]J, Equations (D27) are the associated Lagrange equations in quasi
coordinates.* Accordingly, the reduced mass matrix [AR] is symmetric.
As in the previous section, it is necessary to obtain a best-fit
solution for the initial conditions in modal coordinates. This is done
separately for the Laboratory and the Counterweight, and in each case,
the mass matrix that is used to obtain the modes is also used as the
weighting matrix in the error function, Equation (D15). These mass
matrices are denoted by [M] and [M], respectively, and are already in
the Lagrangian ([M*]) form.
The results for the Laboratory are
* lbid
D-13
ji aj T , Egg vI*j§2 : § 7/17 at t = 0 (D30)
I E.. ] I at t = O (D31)
where [o] is the modal mass matrix which is diagonal since the modes
are required to be orthogonal with respect to [M]. Similarly, for the
counterweight,
i g zT = EC2·; fI gT~ST t]{ at t = 0 (D32)
; l E [a tI T < t 0 (D33)
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APPENDIX E
INITIAL ALIGNMENT OF RIGID-BODY AXES
El. LABORATORY
As described in Section 4.3.5, the elements of [q] and q41 must
satisfy Equations (4.117), (4.118), and their derivatives with respect
to t. However, at t = 0, the user will be permitted to specify these
quantities relative to any convenient X coordinate system*; therefore,
the input values of [qJ and fq4 may not satisfy the above equations. It
will be demonstrated, by direct computation, that a neighboring set of
axes exist such that, when [q] and I4] are specified relative to these
axes, the required equations will be satisfied. Equations (4.117) and
(4.118) therefore serve to locate the X axes (also known as mean axes
or rigid-body axes) relative to the deformed structure.
We will denote the user-supplied input data with primes, and the
adjusted initial conditions which satisfy the required equation will be
unprimed. In Figure El, the reference axes used in supplying the initial
conditions is denoted X-. The origin of the X axes is located at (qoJ
relative to X axes, and the orientation of the X axes is e }o relative
to X. The first step will be to determine these unknown values. The
user-supplied input data is as follows:
y locates the orientation of the X axes relative to the Z axes
-X
twX 3 is the angular velocity of the X axes relative to the Z
axes expressed in X
(R locates origin of the X' axes and is expressed in X'
{A') is expressed in X'
[qi'), (Ei' ) and their derivatives are expressed in
X' for i = , . . ., n.
* The (qi) and {Ei3:supplied by the user at t = 0 must however be small so
that linearity is not violated; thus, the X coordinate system selected by
the user will be near the mean axes defined in this appendix.
1-2
'it (01)
FOR INPUT X' X 0.
MEAN r-> <
AXES
U ! ' (
NOTE: COMPONENTS OF { r INX' AXES ARE EQUAL
TO COMPONENTS OF r. IN X AXES
Fig. El Rigid-Body Axes at t = 0 for Laboratory
AXES USED
DATA
I
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The first step will be to locate the mean axes. From geometry,
using linearized relationships (e.g., [n(Co)1 = [1] -[r(O)]),
itiz= I &'{t +- 0 i = 1, ..., n
IAZ { = Gil' S tI- 1 Er ( )] t &F i = 1, ..., n
-r(1r)]= (I] + Cr'(&o)r]) [7dl)]
aR T=-- [E11 
-ce Q)]R "-jOP
(El)
(E2)
(E3)
(E4) 
Equations (El) and (E2) are substituted into Equations (4.117) and
(4.118) and the resulting relations are Equations (A28) of Appendix C.
These equations are solved simultaneously for f{qo and fo03 EThese values
locate the X, or mean, axes; thus we have demonstrated that Equations (4.117)
and (4.118) do locate these axes.
Next the values of (qo} and 03} are substituted into Equations (El)
and (E2) and ({i3 and {(q1 are determined for each value of i. Then
[n(y)] is computed using Equations (E3), and the value of y may be extracted
from [n(y)] by using the definition of the n matrix which yields
S/K7(a- = ) * ; 1 
Sto b&3 = - 21 (I)/C°S i; I yz < 2a
c a 31
= t (o)/ a 7 I
Cos 6, = 7, 3 ( / 
(E5)
E4
where nij (y) is the ijt h element of [n(y)]. Finally, Equation (E4) is
used to obtain (R]. All position data is now known.
The procedure for converting the velocity data is nearly identical
to the above described data for displacements, except that the derivatives
of Equations (4.117), (4.118), (El), (E2), and (E4) are used. In place
of the derivative of Equation (E3), it is simpler to use the following
relation which may be obtained from Figure El:
S X = +['17j) Xx b -{Ad (E6)
All of the equations required to convert the velocity data are presented
as Equations (A42 - A47) of Appendix C.
E2. COUNTERWEIGHT
The derivation for adjusting the input data is nearly identical to
that used for the Laboratory except for some differences due to geometry
which will be discussed below. The geometry for this case is shown in
Figure E2. The user supplied input data is as follows:
X locates the orientation of the Y' axes relative to the X' axes.
Y I
fw 3 is the angular velocity of the Y' axes relative to the Z
axes (shown in Figure El) expressed in Y'.
(R') is expressed in Y'
[q a', ''ea') and their derivatives are expressed in Y'
From the geometry of Figure E2,
jtT = s - (a = 1, .. , n) (E7)
UsizY7)] = (UJ÷+LPd J)L)7r9")]W(S-L~&%l) (E9)
=(re(Elo)
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ma
/ a ' P) ,,~, ,
fY/Fo-} t) 
.} 
_~~~~;io'SO , 
AXES ARE EO
NOTE: THE COMPONE AEARE
COMPONENTSOF raN IN THE Y AXES
Fig. E2 Rigid-Body Axes at t 
0 O for Counterweight
TO THE
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Equations identical to Equations (4.117) and (4.118) are also used;
however, a bar is placed over each symbol to denote that the application
is for the Counterweight. The balance of the computation procedure is
identical to that used for the Laboratory, and the results are Equations
(A35-A41) of Appendix C.
The derivation for the velocities is also analagous to that used
for the Laboratory; however, in place of Equation (E6), the following
relation is used:
/ W S = (in 1 + Er 7 ( ' i)J)j WY<,o (Ell)
The Equations needed to adjust the counterweight-velocity input data are
presented as Equations (A48 - A54) of Appendix C.
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APPENDIX F
PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF SPACE STATION MODEL
USED TO DEMONSTRATE THE COMPUTER PROGRAMS
The assembled Space Station is shown in Figure 6.1. Figure 6.2
is a detailed view of the Laboratory.
Fl. LABORATORY AND COUNTERWEIGHT
In the demonstration problems the Laboratory and Counterweight are
made up of the following types of structures:
* core module
* appended module (also referred to as appendage)
* solar panel
The physical properties of the above structures were supplied to Grumman
by NASA. The core and appended module properties are based on North
American Aviation studies and the solar panel properties are based on a
study conducted by Fairchild Industries and Wolf Research and Development
Corporation.
A typical core and an appended module are shown in Figures F1 and F2.
These modules were idealized as beams with the stiffness properties listed
in Table Fl. The mass properties are shown in Table F2.
A typical solar panel is shown in Figure F3. The mass at each node is
listed in Table F3. The rotatory inertia at each solar-panel node was
assumed to be zero. The solar-panel elastic properties are described in
terms of their normal modes of vibration. These modes were computed in the
previously referenced investigation* and were used as input data in the
Phase I computer program. The following 12 solar-panel modes were used
because these modes were determined to have the most significant participa-
tions in the Space-Station dynamics problem* These are modes 1, 2, 3, 9,
10, 1l, 17, 18, 19, 20, 28, and 32. They are presented in Table F4.
Damping in the Laboratory was assumed to be 2% of critical for each
mode of the assembled Laboratory.
* Heindrichs, J.A. and Fee, J.J., "Integrated Dynamic Analysis Simulation
of Space Stations with Controllable Solar Arrays (Supplemental Data and
Analyses), NASA CR-112145, September 1972.
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POWER BOOMI
(RIGID AXIALLY)
Fig. F1 Typical Core Module
LOCATION OF MASS NODES (m)
NODE x
i
Yi z
i
1 21.87 0 0
2 18.82 0 0
3 15.77 0 0
4 12.73 0 0
5 11.20 0 0
6 5.60 0 0
7 0 0 _ 0
z
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'x.
I I
I'
I
1--,s-I i.--
.NOTE:
1. FOR MODULES 2 AND 3 (THE APPENDED
MODULES), THE LOCAL z AXIS IS
DIRECTED ALONG THE -X 3 LABORATORY
AXIS.
Fig. F2 Typical Appended Module
LOCATION OF NODES (m)
NODE xi yi zi
I-
I
I
I
I
I
I,-
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Table Fl
STIFFNESS PROPERTIES OF CORE AND
APPENDED MODULES
AXIAL
BENDING TORSION SHEAR EXTENSION
EI GJ kAG AE
STRUCTURE (N.m ) (N.m ) (N) (N)
Core Module:
Main Section 2210 X 10 1062 X 10 32.2 X 107 133.0 x 107
Power Boom 413 X 106 231 x 106 22.4 X107 rigid
Appended Module 7749 x 106 6199 x 106 136.1 X 107 340.3 X 107
MASS PROPERTIES
Table F2
OF CORE AND APPENDED MODULES
MOMENT OF INERTIA
.m2
MODULE NODE MASS I I I
_(kg) x y z
Core Module 1 - 4 2833 4942 4561 4503
5 1530 921 1442 1427
6 3059 1843 8919 8831
7 2889 921 1442 1427
Appended Module 1 - 4 2833 5643 5498 5439
xy = -3.315
NOTES:
1. ALL DIMENSIONS ARE
IN METERS.
2. z = 0 AT ALL POINTS.
3. FOR MODULES4 AND
5 (THE SOLAR PANELS),
THE LOCALy AXIS IS
DIRECTED ALONG THE
+X 3 LABORATORY
AXIS.
V=-9.373
22i
CENTER LINE
OF CORE MODULE
51
x = 27.13
x = 20.73
x = 14.33
z
x= 7.925
y = 9.373
\ 
1.524
x = .305
Fig. F3 Typical Solar Panel I 
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Table F3
MASS PROPERTIES OF SOLAR PANEL
Node Mass
(kg)
1-12 21.93
13-14 24.41
15-16 15.71
17-18 150.8
19-20 14.40
21 14.83
22-23 137.9
24 17.44
25 24.22
26 o
27-28 24.22
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The Counterweight shown in Figure 6.1 was assumed to be rigid. It's
properties are given below in the notation of Section 4.0.
Vector to cm:
1{rl=[O o 8 .1 2 8 ]T m
mass:
ml 
=
33,992.013 kg
moment of inertia matrix:
1.950100
E[
l
1 -. 2649178 X10o6 kg.m2
1.750095
F.2 CONNECTING STRUCTURE
The Connecting Structure used for demonstrating the program was the
telescopic beam described in Section 4.4.2.1. Its physical properties
are listed below. The notation of Appendix G is used
ML = 43,598.5 kg
M
C
= 33,991.9 kg
IL = 4.36150 X 10 kg.2
I = 1.94967 x 106 k-m2
iL = 2.o6698 x 10 k-m2
J = 1.74963 X 106 kg.m2
a = 15.8562 m
b = 8.12800 m
ROmin = 7.62000 mOmin
AE = 133.447 X 10 N
EI = 389.434 X 10 N
JG = 311.662 X 106 N.m2
YA = .05
B = .05
YT = .05
~T
F-20
Except for the value of AE, the above data was based on a uniform aluminum
beam with a diameter of .6096 m and a wall thickness of approximately
.0635 m. AE was reduced to lower the axial extension frequency in order to
reduce the computer time required for the numerical demonstrations. Because
of the end connections and joints between the telescopic sections, the
equivalent AE of a realistic stlucture would actually be lower than that
computed for a uniform beam; thus the artificial lowering of this quantity
might be realistic.
Gl!
APPENDIX G
-CONNECTING-STRUCTURE SUBROUTINE COMPUTATION
PROCEDURE AND SUMMARY OF EQUATIONS
As discussed in Section 4.4.2, the theory for two types of
connecting structures has been developed, the circular beam and the
cable truss. The computation procedure and a summary of the equations
used is presented in this appendix.
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G1. Circular Beam
The main program must supply six vectors to the Connecting-Structure subroutine, viz. {P2),
t0oJ, (6), [{6}, (6), and {0*}(See Nomenclature of Section 4.) The required input data are as follows:
ML
Mc
IL
mass of entire Laboratory
mass of entire Counterweight
transverse moment of inertia (average of yaw and pitch) of the
Laboratory
I transverse moment of inertia (average of yaw and pitch) of the
c Counterweight
JL axial moment of inertia (roll) of the Laboratory
Jc axial moment of inertia (roll) of the Counterweight
a distance from Laboratory mass center to beam attachment point
b distance from Counterweight mass center to beam attachment point
e minimum value of L on which stiffness coefficients are based
o min o
AE, EI, JG axial, bending and torsional stiffness, respectively, of the beam
YAYBYT ratios of damping coefficients to critical damping for axial, bending,
and torsional beam modes, respectively
The computation procedure is outlined below. Step 1 should be done once; if there is no
deployment in the run, Steps 2 through 23 should be done once.
Step No. Operation Required Equations
1 Compute M, J Eqns 1
2 Compute Io and ?o Eq. 2
3 Compute K1 , K2 , K3 , KA, KT Eqns. 3
4 (Step deleted)
5 Compute I . Eq. 5
6 Compute my, 2' M3 Eqns. 6
7 (Step deleted)
8 Compute A, B, C Eqns. 8
9 Compute wl2 2 Eqns. 9
10 If (K - wu M1 ) = O, set 61=1, 01=O and to to step 14
11 If (K2 -wl M2) = 0, set 6l=O, 01= and go to step 14
12 Compute R1 Eq. 10
13 Compute 61' 01 Eqns. 11
14 If (Kl-w2 M1 ) = O, set 82=1, 62=0 and go to step 18
15 If (K -w 2 M2) = O, set 62=0, I2=1 and go to step 18
16 Compute R2 Eq. 12
17 Compute 62,*2 Eqns. 13
18 Compute [MG ] Eq. 14
19 Compute [KG ] Eq. 15
20 Compute [C
G
Eq. 16
21 Compute C 1, C2, C3 Eq. 17
22 Compute CA Eq. 18
23 Compute CT Eq. 19
23a Compute P Eq. 4
24 Compute [fE* ] {rE*) Eqns.20
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Subsidiary Equations for Beam Connecting Structure
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G2. Cable Truss
The main program must supply the following previously used terms to
the Connecting-Structure Subroutine: {s}, {s3, [UT(p)] {AIo, }io, } £} fi).
The required new input data is as follows:
NCAB
af I = 1,2...NCAB
{Z 4. = 1,2...NCAB
(AE) k = 1,2.
1,2.
..NCAB
..NCAB
number of cables
position vector (expressed in Xr) which specifies
the Laboratory attachment point of the jth cable
position vector (expressed in ya) which specifies
the Counterweight attachment point of the jth cable
spring constant per unit length of the jth cable
viscous damping coefficient per unit length of the
jth cable
The computation procedure is outlined below. Do Step 1 the first time through
only. If there is no deployment in the run, do Steps 2-5 the first time through
only.
Required
Step No. Operation Equation
1 Set up LTf([)] Eq. 1
2 Compute { l /= ,i... NCAB Eq. 2
3 Compute llyoI) / I= ,.. NCAB Eq. 3
4 Compute A4o) / =J,., NCAB Eq. 4
5 Compute * =n /...o NCAB Eq. 5
6 Compute f J /). NCAB Eq. 6
7 Compute NCAB Eq. 7
8 Compute = NCB Eq. 8
9 Compute It =/ ,,, NCAB Eq. 9
10 Compute 6p ) I,. NCAB Eq. 10
11 If 6 < 0set se ' - Eq. 11
otherwise, compute 6 j -.NCAB
12 Compute NPS ' =/ .. CAB Eq. 12
13 Compute .T NCAB Eq. 13
14 Compute i E Eq. 14
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APPENDIX H
COMPUTATION PROCEDURE FOR CONTROL-SYSTEM SUBROUTINES
This appendix outlines the computation procedure used in the control-
system subroutines and the method of using these subroutines in the Phase II
(flexible-body) computer program. The hierarchy of the subroutines as used
in the Phase II program is indicated in Figure H1. Subroutine CONTROL was
written to interface most of the control-system routines with the Phase II
program. It contains the additional computations required to generate the
input to the control-system subroutines and to generate the output in the form
required by the Phase II program. CONTROL also reads the input data and writes
the output for the subroutines that it services, thus, this facilitates replac-
ing the controls subroutines. Subroutine BMCON is a similar interface routine;
however, it services only the balance-mass control routine BMCTR. MUJCOM and
POSCOM utilize the service command routines, POSCOM and VELCOM, to command the
motion of moving rigid masses and the fluid velocity, respectively.
In the flexible vehicle idealization it is assumed that mass point i
s
contains a controls package which includes all sensor elements and the CMG
used to eliminate wobble. The 16 jets are assumed to be located on mass
points 1 and 5 as shown in Figure 6.3. Each jet is assumed to have the same
thrust fJET i and fJET are read in by subroutine CONTROL.JET s JET
The symbols used in the models of the control systems described in the
following sections are defined in Table H1. The previously used Phase II
(flexible-body analysis) symbols used in the interface programs are defined
in Section 4.0.
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Table H1 Definitions of Symbols Used in the.
Models of the Command and Control
System Subroutines
Symbol Definition
time time increment of integration in
main program
time time at which run ends
Attitude
and Spin Rate
Control
Attitude
Control
Attitude
Control
Attitude
Control
Spin Rate
Command
Spin Rate
Command
Spin Rate
Command
Spin Rate
Command
Spin Rate
Control
Spin Rate
Control
Counter-
weight
Command
Counter-
weight
Command
JET
(acc s} 
e eMAX'
.e
eeDB
WCU
twlCU
accel C
TIC
eWl
ewl DB
XB3CU
tXB3CU
force exerted by jet (each jet is
the same)
magnitude of acceleration, used to
compute parabolic switching curves
in POSCTR (value for each of
three axes)
error rate e , maximum magnitude,
used for straight-line switching
curves in Policy 1
error in e, dead band (same
value for each of 3 axes)
spin rate command update
time for spin rate command to be
updated
magnitude of spin acceleration
command
spin rate command
error in spin rate, wl - wlC
error in spin rate, dead band
position of counterweight center
of mass relative to laboratory,
along axis 3, command update
time for updating commanded posi-
tion of counterweight center of
mass relative to laboratory, along
axis 3
Mode
Definition
magnitude of acceleration, counter-
weight, along axis 3
velocity, maximum magnitude, counter-
weight command
position of counterweight center
of mass relative. to laboratory,
along axis 3, command
position of elevator center of
mass relative to laboratory, along
axis 3, command update
time for updating commanded posi-
tion of elevator center of mass
relative to laboratory, along axis
3
magnitude of acceleration, elevator,
along axis 3
velocity, maximum magnitude, eleva-
tor command
Elevator
Command
Mass
Balancing
Mass
Balancing
Mass
Balancing
Mass
Balancing
Mass
Balancing
Mass
Balanci.n
CMG
Control
X13C position of
relative to
3, command
elevator center of mass
laboratory, along axis
position of accelerometer sensor
relative to laboratory (projections
along X1 , X2, X3)
mlEST
err 
KeXSE
e~DB
acc2 3C
estimate of mass in mass 1
acelleration command - acceleration
sensed, CMND _ SENS
constant multiplying error between
acceleration commanded and accelera-
tion sensed
error in mass 2 (balance mass)
velocity (actual minus commanded
velocity), dead band
magnitude of acceleration for mass
2 (balance mass)
gimbal angle, CMG, reference coor-
dinate is laboratory axis 3, positive
counterclockwise
H-4
Mode
Counter-
weight
Command
Counter-
weight
Command
Counter-
weight
Command
Elevator
Command
Elevator
Command
Elevator
Command
Elevator
Command
Symbol
acc B3 C
velMBc
XB3c
Xl 3 cu
txl3cu
acc13
c1ve3C
VelM4 C
Definition
constant, multiplies error err
to give torque tqKGI
M
+ tqPAS
S
in gimbal angle control (in gimbal
angle rate control, K% multiplies
errs to give errKT
torque limit of torque motor
constant, multiplies B to give
tqFDBK'
momentum of the CMG
inertia of CMG gimbal about the
vehicle spin axis, which is axis
of gimbal freedom 
H-5
SymbolMode
CMG
Control
CMG
Control
CMG
Control
tq IM
K .
mcP
momCM GI MG
,GIM
CMG
Control
CMG
Control
. .
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H1. COMMAND ROUTINE POSCOM (POSITION COMMAND)
This service routine is used by routines which command the positions
of the Counterweight, the elevator and other moving masses, except the
balance mass.
Inputs
time time
poscu position command update
timcu time of position command update (commencement of updat
acc 4MAG magnitude of non-zero acceleration
velMAX magnitude of, maximum velocity
Outputs
out control: 0 update data not yet computed
timeO
timel
time2
t ime3
accOl
accl2
acc23
poscO '
poscl
pos c2
velcl
velc2
accC
velcM
os CMN
1 update data computed
commencement of update, acceleration is ap]
time acceleration is ended and coast is col
time coast is ended and deceleration is col
time deceleration is ended and position co,
updated
acceleration from timeO to timel
acceleration from timel to time2
acceleration from time2 to time3
position command at timeO
position command at timel
position command at time2
velocity command at timel
velocity command at time2
acceleration command
velocity command
position command
te)
plied
mmenced
mmenced
mmand is
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COMPUTATION PROCEDURE
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H2 COMMAND ROUTINE VELCOM (VELOCITY COMMAND)
This service routine is used by subroutines which command the spin
rate and the fluid velocity.
Input to Subroutine
time time
velcu velocity command update
timcu time of velocity command update (commencement of update)
out control: 0 update data not yet computed
1 update data computed
timeO time at which update is commenced; acceleration is
applied.
timel time at which update process is complete; acceleration
is removed
accOl acceleration from timeO to timel
velco velocity command at timeO
accMA G magnitude of non-zero acceleration command
Output of Subroutine
acCcMN acceleration command
vel velocity command
Computation Procedure
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Out -
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H.3 COMMAND ROUTINE CWCMND (COUNTERWEIGHT COMMAND)
This subroutine is used to command the position of the Counterweight.
Input Data Read in by Subroutine CONTROL (Phase II Symbols Used)
03U' t23U, accvo3 mag' veld03 mx' initial value of I03 (which is
is 3rd component of {£0] )
These symbols are defined below.
Input to Subroutine CWCMND
Symbol
Phase II Control
Analysis Analysis
t time time
I 303U position of counterweight relative to03CU C lab along axis 3, command update
t t time for updating commanded position103U XB3CU YA%4, . -4 _
aCc 03mag accB3
vel3max velB
Output of Subroutine CWCMND
Symbol
Phase II Contr,
Analysis Analy
%03 XB3 C
B3C
03 XB3C
3C
$C
couluezrwe.g~nt reIljlve to l.aD along
axis 3
magnitude of acceleration, counterweight,
along lab axis 3
magnitude of maximum commanded velocity
of counterweight relative to lab
acceleration of counterweight along lab
axis 3, command
velocity of counterweight along lab axis 3,
command
position of counterweight along lab axis 3,
command
ol
sis
of
H-15
Computation Procedure (control analysis symbols used)
Call Subroutine POSCOM
(Arguments:
time, XB3 CU, tXB3CU,
OUtXB, time 0 B, time B, time 2 B, time 3B
accO0B, accl2 B, acc2 3 B,
poscOB, poscl, posc2 B,
velCIB, velC2 B,
accB3 C, velMBC ,
XB3 C' B3C' XB3C)
-3 . . ..
. .
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H4. COMMAND ROUTINE ELCOM (ELEVATOR COMMAND)*
This subroutine is used to command the position of the elevator.
It is used only with the rigid-body control-systems development program.
Subroutine MUCOM performs this task in the Phase II program.
Inputs to Subroutine
time time
E13CU position of elevator c.m. relative to lab along
axis 3, command update
tX13CU time for updating commanded position of elevator
c.m. relative to lab along axis 3
1acc3C magnitude of acceleration, elevator, along lab
axis 3
vel 0C velocity, maximum magnitude, elevator, command
Output of Subroutine
X13 C acceleration of elevator along lab axis 3, command
X%3 C velocity of elevator along lab axis 3, command
X13C position of elevator along lab axis 3, command
Computation Procedure
Call Subroutine POSCOM
(Arguments:
time, X3CU' tX13CU'
outX1, time 01, time 11, time 21, time 31,
accOll, accl2l, acc231,
posCOl, posC1l , posC21 ,
velCll, velC21,
acc13C, velM1C,
X 3C' Xl 3 C' X13C)
* Control-system analysis symbols are used (see Table H1)
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H5 COMMAND ROUTINE MUCOM (COMANDS POSITIONS OFMOVI MASSES) *
This subroutine is used in the Phase II program to
of each moving rigid mass on the Laboratory, except the
motion of the balance mass is controlled by the balance
routine BMCTR.
command the position
balance mass. The
mass control sub-
For each mass p controlled by MUCOM, each axis of the position vector
[Uj. may be controlled independently. Ideal control is assumed; i.e,, the
commanded and controlled positions are assumed to be identical.
Input Data Read in by Subroutine MUCOM
i axis along which motion occurs
(U 3 initial value
For the ith component of {U.} specify the following:
UU update value of position coordinate
tU time of update
accg magnitude of acceleration
mag
vel magnitude of maximum velocity
max
Input to Subroutine
t time
j moving mass (pj) subscript3
Output of Subroutine
[U.} position of p X axes
[3
(U)
Computation Procedure
If no motion of pj is specified, keep [U{] constant. If motion is
specified, call Subroutine POSCOM to obtain motion {Uj(t)) for each axis
i along which motion occurs. All POSCOM arguments (except t) must be
stored as a function of the mass index j and the axis i.
* The Phase II symbols are used (See Section 4.0)
"I ' 
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i6. COMMAND ROUTINE SPNCOM (SPIN COMMAND) t
This subroutine commands the spin rate of the Space Station. In the
version of SPNCOM used for the rigid-body control-system development program
the spin acceleration command was set equal to the system's capability
(i.e., equal to the jet torque divided by the spin inertia). In the version
of SPNCOM used with the Phase II program, the acceleration command was not
computed; instead it was input data.
Input Data Read in by CONTROL in Phase II Version of Subroutine
initial value of w'C,
wlCu , twlCU' accwlC
These symbols are defined below
Input to Subroutine SPNCOM
Inputs
time time
spin rate command
t WCU time for spin rate command to be updatedtmlCU
accwiC magnitude of non-zero spin acceleration commandWlC
f force exerted by jet (each jet is the same)JET
[xAj] locations of points A. in X axes
[ M] moment of inertia matrix for vehicle (lab +
counterweight + 2 masses in lab)*
Output of Subroutine SPNCOM
i1C spin acceleration command *
W1C spin rate command
WlCMAG magnitude of spin rate command
Computation Procedure A A'
XcC C . F (=X (3,) X  I (1)**J
G3C . FT
* Not used in Phase II version of subroutine.
** Equation deleted from Phase II version of subroutine.
t Control-system analysis symbols are used. See Table H1.
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Call Subroutine VELCOM
( rg vrm eCat as
'tivn.e ~/L"cu ) 'tovtsu '
Out , tE.~eo ;::,-mel
*' X
i .c Ic.ck co . ecI o
(2)
(3)
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H7. COMMAND ROUTINE PMCPCOM (PUMP COMMAND)
This subroutine is used in the Phase II program to command the velocity
of the fluid in the pipe line. PMPCOM calls subroutine VELCOM to perform
this task.
Input Data Read in by Subroutine PMPCOM
V velocity of fluid in pipe (initial value read in)
VU update velocity of fluid in pipe
t time of velocity update
fU
accfMAG magnitude of acceleration (must be > 0
Input to Subroutine
t time
Output of Subroutine
acceleration of fluid in pipe
V velocity of fluid in pipe
Computation Procedure
Call Subroutine VELCOM
Arguments:
t, VU, tfU7 out, time O, time 1, acc O1, velCO, accfMA G,
V, V
H-21
H8. CONTROL ROUTINE POSCTR (Position Control).
This service routine is used by the subroutine which controls the
attitude of the nonrotating Space Station.
Input to Subroutine
e error, attitude - attitude command, one axis
eDB. . error dead band
e - error rate, rate - rate command
eM~x error rate maximum (for switching)
acc5 non-zero acceleration magnitude (for switching)
Output of Subroutine
accNOW acceleration now (+1., 0., -1.)
Computation Procedure
e I.
I4 e < o.
.O IF ¢ ID.e
-> gc b' (
.> COh i n% e
--4 co"t;ivAe :
e2~- 3g to 
e ~s e ctiMAX
MAX.
·
e~.>3 (
I 
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e < eDB
> e 
0
C < em
% e3
,CC
NOW
C-> ture
- e p i)
3 -I -x ac ( e - eDb)
I'f. ~ < C3
- 90 l a
1
Y0
NOCC%o .-- _ O.
ckCC
No3w
Ad 1i
e, = -e,
e-= - C
g2 -. -(I
3i
El.A
0
= -e 
1
O
CO 'a
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H9. CONTROL ROUTINE VELCTR (VELOCITY CONTROL)
This service routine is used by subroutines which
rate and (in the rigid-body control-system development
position of the balance mass.
Input to Subroutine
e error rate (rate - rate command)
eDB error rate dead band
Output of Subroutine
acc acceleration now (+1., O., or -l.)
Computation Procedure
if ee(e gE fb (E
PB
,CC = - o
NOW
So - E1J
0 :1~~~~ -~e ~e0
.--- C:O htiuj
-' 0o I
control
program
)
the spin
only) the
£E
20
: :
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H1O CONTROL ROUTINE ATTCTR (ATTITUDE CONTROL)
This subroutine is used to control the attitude of the nonrotating
Space Station. In order to include the flexible body effects, i.e.,
the vibration of the sensor and the jets, the required equations (presented
below) have been included in interface subroutine CONTROL. CONTROL also
is used to read the following input data for ATTCTR. The terms are defined
in the table describing the input to ATTCTR which appears on a subsequent
page.
Input Data Read in by Subroutine CONTROL
where XJ1 is the jet momentum (see Figure 6.3) and the other symbols
are defined in the table of subroutine input which appears 'on a subsequent
page.
Computation Procedure for Subroutine CONTROL to Interface Phase II
Simulation with Subroutine ATTCTR *
1. Compute sensor attitude expressed in the Z axes [6is] and attitude
rate for nonrotating state assuming linear deformations. i is
index number of mass point containg sensor.
{. - - + {e,
'At}
2. Compute control forces and torques (on mass points 1 and 5).
~.fc: t1 +2 *-4
,~~~f .' O.
: r O
,,.m~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~,
{ XJ1-f-f -f 3~~~~~ Z 
* The Phase II analysis symbols are us
+ f* fw F
ff-f
edf, t f.r )
,ed.
I
4
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f8
+ fb I
7+ S '. . -
0
O0
0
xJAil(-{-{ -
where f. is the thrust of jet number j in Figure 6.3. Its value
is determined in ATTCTR or SPNCTR (see Appendix H10). It is given
the value zero when turned off or + f when on depending on itsJET
direction in the figure.
3. Compute X Aj}, the vector to the jth jet in the control analysis
notation. If ri k is the kth component of (ri], (XAjI is given by
the following table:
._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ XAj I
Component 1 . Component 2 Component 3
I 1-4 -XJ1 0 r1, 3
5-8 -XJ1 0 r5, 3
9-12 XJ1 0 r
15, 3
13-16 XJ1 0 r1l,3
4. Compute the.moment of inertia [IJ of the entire undeformed Space
Station about its center of mass. This is done by evaluating
the following equations in succession. The Phase II notation is
used; in particular, the quantities computed in Equations (A29)
and (A36) of Appendix C are used. DLij and DCij are the ij components
of [D
L
I and [Dc], respectively.
ibs} 
i acs"] =
-tall o f +}
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Dc 3z
-I3
fr$S.L 1 + = C
L'$SS M-+11+VC
( Lo f r, I M LrI (t ) I ( [ R- 0 + i ft} 1)
LrJ- LTj *ctr jt M, (ULrrc )J. frtr - r9 J 2)
,e (I:cC¢L ):2/- LrriRoJ + rC } ~ [( }:/[r,,J )2
All of the required input for Subroutine ATTCTR is now available.
Input to Subroutine ATTCTR
Symbol
Phase II Control
Analysis Analysis
(Yi } fe) Euler angles of sensor
s
{Vi }
eeDB error in ei, dead band
·eeMA error rate, 8i,maximum magnitude (used for switching
eMAX curves)
j] pJ locations of points A. in X axes
[I] . [M 11 moment of inertia matrix for vehicle (lab + counter-
weight + 2 masses in lab)
9fJE force exerted by jet (each jet is the same)
.WlCMAG magnitude of spin rate command -
Output of Subroutine:ATTCTR
{fAj] forces exerted at points Aj in lab (due to jets)
I
'IL
L. 2Z1
t
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Computation Procedure in ATTCTR
Control analysis symbols are used.
/f tC hA6 OW/ MUG to ENJ
F-{ t[ ° } ° ] 4' QIi pvts A^
ciC S(C) = 1 __ (AX(3,'3 ) - X" (51 iO))/ ~ ( 1,, )ACC.s(3) fJ ()x' . 3, ) - x(, 5l,0))/ ,(,,Os (~J
{C(:egg - .. )(3,Ze)/ 
COM.IJ ~u~drC Ve ' PO S CT Ri:.
e C ~  C Cc-,,
' s, CIs
8 ~~eoBR
i~eRr 9rc~si),lc~~i )
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Axis 1
.t;~, acC C( l < c,0
_.o, 
. e
it hest -LKYS
<0.
-. 4 J7 ET
Axis 3
ccc (3)
.
<0. -> ' AJ (2,'1)
VA Cl,6)-
_~ O' .tC 'i E2.
Axis 2
1r3
'='~C
Jc$46_
End
(2, \5) -
I ,. :
-_
' r
> . e- t. 2., 13) - -fi-
jN ( Z,Ol) = ;Ft
_ .CT I--> i4 l' 6)
-0. '-~ 0~
,.^, I
=r o· + 9g
(s s ) Is
it P v.t A Ia ,1 4
': . >O. 'b sti (. I )
.si ( jI ,2)
.>' N.i
I."A
2o0.
: 
' ::
*_> ~c" (2,,,.) .'-i(t
A ' )219 t.
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Hll CONTROL ROUTINE SPNCTR (Spin Control)
This subroutine is used to control the spin speed of the Space Station.
The spin speed of the sensor mass {wX s } is computed in the main program
along with the angular velocity of every other mass point. (See Equation (4)
of Appendix C). Based on the actual and commanded spin speeds, subroutine
SPNCTR computes the jet thrusts. The resulting jet loads on the Space Station
fl}, {T1], [fc] and {T5 ] are computed in Subroutine CONTROL using the
equations listed in Appendix H9.
Input Data Read in by Subroutine CONTROL
ewlDB (defined below)
Input to Subroutine SPNCTR (1)
W1C spin rate command (lab axis 1)
wI} angular velocity vector of lab
e wDB error in spin rate, dead band
fJET thrust of each jet (each jet is the same)
WlCMAG magnitude of spin rate command
Output of Subroutine (1)
ewl error, spin rate - spin rate command
ffAj} forces exerted at points Aj in lab (due to jets)
Computation Procedure (
If co = 0. ) 3 ; - EA hAiCMA& + o.. V cA
e. =. C- An
Call Subroutine VELCTR
C cr:rbvealt- e eClbB 
(1) Control analysis symbols are used.
Xi(2) [w S} is input in the flexible body analysis
3) iutuput only in control analysis version of subroutine
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If acC c.
NOi
0.
-0.
: > o
·- ( (z,,, '- E*JEi
.F~ (iqn) = s
£Fj (2,3) 4
4~ ( 2, ) JET
JET
End
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H12 CONTROL ROUTINE WBLCTR (Wobble Control)
This subroutine is used to control wobble in the rotating Space
Station. It is assumed that the CMG is located on mass number is, the
same mass which contains the sensor package. The output of the subroutine
is the torque on this mass. Intermediate terms required to interface the
Phase II program with subroutine WBLCTR are computed in subroutine CONTROL.
The procedure for computing [I] has already been documented in Appendix H9.
CONTROL also reads the following data used in WBLCTR. The terms are defined
in the table describing the input to WBLCTR which appears on a subsequent
page.
Input Data Read in by Subroutine CONTROL
FG and aG t t = O, Kt, tqfLIM, K, momCMG, I$GIM
Additional Integration Required in Main Program
BG' AG' errKT, and errLL are parameters generated in WBLCTR that require
integration. This integration is performed in the Phase II program together
with all other quantities that are integrated. The initial conditions for
BG and FG are input data whereas the initial conditions for errKT and errLL
are established in WBLCTR.
Computation Procedure for Subroutine CONTROL to Interface Phase II
Simulation with WBLCTR
Compute angular acceleration of sensor mass.
{~ s] =([1-_[r(e i )])[AX) + 6is] _ [r(eis)- Lx}
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Input to Subroutin
Symbol
Phase II Contr
Analysis Analy
Xi s
(wI JW[
[I' [ml
KT
tqL
err1
errl
.I
XIs
t
ie WBLCTR
^ol
rsis
angular velocity of sensor projected onto X axes
moment of inertia for vehicle (lab + counterweight + 2
masses in lab)
gimbal angle, CMG, reference axis is lab axis 3, positive
counterclockwise
gimbal angle rate, CMG
constant, multiplies error err or err.
B 
torque limit of CMG torquer motor
constant, multiplies 8 to give tqFDBK
error err8 or errB multiplied by KT
integral of errKTKT I 
LLerrLL. output of lead-lag, 1 + as , gimbal-angle or gimbal-angle
s
rate-control loop
errLLI integral of errLLLLI LL
f wJ angular acceleration of sensor
time time
momG momentum of CMG
IgGI inertia of CMG gimbal about vehicle spin axis
WlCMAG magnitude of spin rate command
i index number of mass containing sensor
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Output of Subroutine WBLCTR
Symbol
Phase II Control
Analysis Analysis
nCMG . 1 - indicates 
CMG t
0 - indicates CMG t
ftA I acceleration of CMG g
{CGS f tAi} torque applied at poi
CMG
Computation Procedure for Subroutine WBLCTR
Control analysis symbols are used.
timel = time
orque is being applied to vehicle
orque is not being applied to vehicle
gimbal relative to vehicle
nt A. in lab (from CMG)
0
= 0. '-> J X 
=
LEAD - 1 0
J3PIES = 
./L C&- C
err
. i'rL L' 
/ °, C'Oh-t; it; ve
l/ Yo
I- i / 1
Gihw lA
C.
K I
--Ci.
r4 tioe
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2
(All
-= IQOe / e.
tI'
< .Ov
. ,o.
- , z23
--4 - + t'
--. _c tt n A e
-(r / )
0.,~- . 9 of " 0~~E
-O - c O)it h 4e
1j 1,0tci. c R.(,
/T'=(pi "
5Wi'Ct ( = T
if ( t =0.
I
e 3
If
= I -t 2* 
( ¢,O, I) - ,,(cI)
(m O> O - (2 ,)II . I 
i
.. I
iI.
':= : C .G 
:c CI.
:C ) 
o.0
i (3 , O3) 
1ICM6,
e < 0.000 1 *
3
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CHG
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ertv L L..
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errK T
ef L L
btFS,
- -LC -
1 -ro
=_ err
(LEAD) err
-TI ~T
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= errLLI
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=
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q tTGIh
00
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-1FDBK
I tZS
/ I
PG tF1
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* This limit was
The rigid-body
limit.
changed to 0.001 for use with the Phase II program.
runs of Section 5 were obtained using the smaller
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limit.
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runs of
to 0.001 for use with the Phase II Program.
Section 5 were obtained using the smaller
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* This limit was changed to 0.01 for use with the Phase II program.
The rigid-body runs of Section 5 were obtained using the smaller limit.
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H13 CONTROL ROUTINE BMCTR (Balance Mass Control)
This subroutine is used to control the motion of the balance mass.
Since the original control system did not function on the flexible ideali-
zation, the final control system developed for the Phase II program differs
from the control system for the rigid-body runs of Section 5. For complete-
ness, both control systems are treated herein. For the flexible-body work,
subroutine BMCON was prepared to interface the Phase II program with BMCTR.
The input data is listed below. The definition of the symbols used (except
for [XAS}) is given in the table of subroutine input which appears on aA
subsequent page. AX1 sj is the location of the accelerometer in the local X
axes.
Input Data Read in by Subroutine BMCON for Phase II Control System
[U2 and U23 the third component of {U2) at t = O, ClEST' KeXSE,' ESE'
BAL,' wlCBAL (XiSl - -CM NB C tA I SENbS/CM'
Additional Integration Required in Main Program
U23 and U23 must be integrated. This integration is performed in the
Phase II program together with all other quantities that are integrated.
Computation Procedure for Subroutine BMCON
Phase II symbols are used. First compute the inertial acceleration of
the accelerometer in the local axes of the mass containing the sensor, the
X
x
s axes.
I{SENS =-([I - [I (e.s))) ?It)* {R* + 2F)('[. + [F isx
+ [r(w )] IR i } [r(Ri ), {1 x}*) [r(X +  )2 x
- [r(xs)I) [w ..*A Xs
* Terms marked with -an asterisk are evaluated one numerical-integration
cycle back. At t=O, these terms are zero. . -
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Next compute the vector from the center of mass of the Space Station to
the accelerometer in the X axis system.
[XSENS/CM = IRis+ [I] + [r(is)] [xAs - [ni(y)] ZCM]
where [ZCM] is given by Equation (A27b) of Appendix C. In order to
evaluate the performance of the control system, compute and plot the third
component of
CMND
SENS/CM} - [XSENS/CM
The total mass of the system is
fM=ML + M +M + m.
moving J fluid
masses
M was already computed as the denominator for Equation (A27b) of Appendix C.
The first two components of {U23 are constant and are maintained at their
initial values. The position and velocity of the balance mass vector are
U2}3 =1 it 222 -
U23 U23
where U23 and U23 are obtained from integration.
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Input to Subroutine BMCTR
Symbol
Control
rXA
EtBJ
CXSENS}
M
m. I
1x(i))
[r(d,).] 
Ur(u)]
mlEST
KeXSE
position of counterweight relative to the lab(l)
velocity of counterweight relative to the lab
angular acceleration of lab about lab X axes
position of acclerometer sensor relative to lab (1)
mass of system
mass of counterweight (1)
th
mass of i moving point mass in lab (i=l, 2)
O -0 Do ~ 2
pos o of -t3 m -os -il
aL- ,i o -,_ L A O
th
velocity of i mass relative to lab
estimate of mass in mass 1
constant multiplying error between accelerations commandec
and sensed
constant multiplying balance m ss veloci y(2)constant multiplying balance mass 
(1) Used only in rigid-body (control analysis) version of subroutine.
(2) Used only in flexible-body (Phase II analysis) version of subroutine.
Phase II
Analysis
Cxis
w 3
[r(w x i s ) ]
tJis
lEST
KDESE'
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Input to Subroutine BMCTR (Continued)
Symbol
Phase II Control
Analysis Analysis
T
BAL
WlMAG
1CBAL
eXDB
accX2 3
W"CMAG
time constant of filter used to filter accelerometer
error; set to zero to bypass filter(2)
magnitude of spin speed
magnitude of minimum commanded spin speed at
which balance mass control system will operate(2)
error tolerance in mass 2 (balance hnss) velocity
(actual minus commanded velocity) (1)
magnitude of non-zero acceleration for mass 2 (balance
mass) (1)
magnitude of spin rate command
{ CMND }
SENS/CM
['SENS]
{;,
commanded vector from center of mass of Space Station
(2)to sensor in X axes (2)
inertial acceleration of sensor in X axes
{[ (1)] acceleration of elevator
(1) Used only in rigid-body (control analysis) version of subroutine.
(2) Used only in flexible-body (Phase II analysis) version of subroutine
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Output of Subroutine BMCTR
Symbol
Phase II Control
Analysis Analysis
txC](X }
C SENS -
C 3
,x CMND}
.·CMN(x .3
err
X
(x( 2 )
U2 1
position of vehiclel1 enter Of mass (lab + counterweight
+ 2 moving parts)
acceleration at sensor (accelerometer) location(l )
position of vehicle c.m., commanded(l)
acceleration commanded at sensor (accelerometer)
locationl)
error in acceleration, err = CMND(3) - SENS(3 )
acceleration of mass 2
(1) Used only in rigid-body (control analysis) version of subroutine.
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Computation Procedure for
0= O.
Subroutine BMCTR
' CMWD () .= O.
.-.* ')(
to SEls ( 
X J~~
i
ii: - )(( IO
@ ,
@C ; (3)
0.
O.
eFILT = 0
{x'r $7,
Xc
. ( ) -l
= O.
r
o o']
o1'
0 0]
* X(3,2)=0,
eFILT = 0, go to end
CC- ai t i 
eJ
'4 .' (3 2- ) = - , 0 ,
' XA (s312 -° 9'< W1CBAL
o EkJ
-s cc'Jiu t
The following equations are used only in the control analysis
version of the subroutine:
z
.-I{IC =~ ( I It ) (B r" } ~ x"I +-
* ${{Jx(Lx } ({j t 
- ( I/, o' ^- - ' - }
jI -
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' WlCBAL
-m'{A.If )
X. ')
-= L
C. oh t ~I v e
W E 
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{x CC9 I (I/)( Ma
{G CMX JOI
k X })
-I
4wi[x k { W (SX`Js - XL Ccm D ) 
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X (3)
= X (~,2)
SubroJ.AA;
Ca rgj hl e
(.1 /M) ( ->rsT \ X 
I.
r
0e
o
-X
23C
VEL TR
) e
x c() ( 2 = acc cCC X23
E ,J
End of control analysis version of subroutine.
The following equations are used only in the Phase II analysis
version of the subroutine:
b , (i) )
e
23C
C.
jqcC )
A CCKODI )
e 3xw--.-e
¥X -
r ,-
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{' i4Dd'}= (fr(cZ X'j)]
- *, (A-b ds r ' v f "Z U
' Ca / )-
K A' (3 -
x - e t r
X SEF 5( 3 x i3)
54£
X "')(, 2) = - (3,A z) + Ke.ISEJoese ~~~~e tsE 
* Tenis marked with an asterisk are evaluated at the previous
numerical-integration cycle. At t = O, these terms are set
to zero.
e&*
A
I. ~,. )= p, e ='r#,
If ,T, -e 0
( /n ;' // ef,-r
er T
+ Bras )3  K SEnS /cH 3I+ r~% W) SESC 
e
e li r
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APPENDIX I
SYNTHESIZED MODES OF THE LABORATORY
The modes of the Laboratory were synthesized using the Phase I Computer
program. The configuration is shown in Figure 6.1, and the properties of
each substructure are presented in Appendix F. Table Il presents the correspon-
dence between the mass-point numbers used for the total structure with the
numbers for the substructures. The number of substructure modes used in the
synthesis were as follows:
30 modes were used for the core module
10 modes were used for each appendage
12 modes were used for each solar panel
Table I2 presents the synthesized modes of the Laboratory. These modes
have been normalized so that each modal mass is unity.
1-2
TABLE Il
CORRESPONDENCE BETWEEN MASS POINT NUMBERS
* Mass-point 2 of the total structure was artificially introduced
to serve as the connection point for Modules 2 and 3.
Module 1 Module 4 Module 5
Core Module Solar Panel Solar Panel
Total Total Total
Substructure Structure Substructure Structure Substructure Structure
i 1 1 17 1 45
2* 2 18 2 46
2 3 3 19 3 47
3 4 4 20 4 48
4 5 5 21 5 49
5 6 6 22 6 50
6 7 7 23 7 51
7 8 8 24 8 52
9 25 9 53
Module 2 10 26 10 54
Appendage 11 27 11 55
12 28 12 56
13 29 13 57Substructure Structure 13 29 14 58
15 31 15 59
21 09 16 32 16 60
2 10 17 33 17 61
4 12 18 34 18 62
19 35 19 63
20 36 20 64
21 37 21Appendage 21 37 21 66
22 38 22 66
Total 23 39 23 67
Substructure Structure 24 40 24 68
25 41 25 69
1 13 26 42 26 70
2 14 27 43 27 71
3 15 28 44 28 72
4 16
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TABLE 12
SYNTHESIZED LABORATORY MODES
MODE 1 Frequency = .198874 Hz
MASS NO. 0(1) Q(2) 0(3) THETA(i) THETA(2) THETA(3)
I 0.11211f.9E-05 0.1954213E-09 0, 43374258-12 0.7004969E-15 0.3147705E-08 0.9416044E-06
2 0.93220548-06 0.2018765E-09 0.4339812E--12 0.3386863E-13 0.3147599E-08 0.9415951E-06
3 0.7426529E-06 0.21307538-09 0.5264435E-12 -0.4956326E-13 0.31470658-08 0.9379352E-06
4 0". 36370188-E6.- '6.232-53~9-E -B;64 :iS§ E-13 -0.4635154E-12 0.31434568-08 0.930591SF-06
5 -0.1478269E-07 0.1208256E-09 0.1350842E-11 -0.8471206E-12 0.3135952E-08 0.9232268E-06
6 -0.2036755E-06 0.1190724E-O10 0.2783560E-12 -0.1100793E-11 0.3127211E-08 0.9171530[-06
7 -0.8817460E-06 -0.6813434E-09 '0.2783560. -12 -0.1513308;-:-11 0.2969;38-:8 -00... ;8546469E-06
-
..
8 -0.1515587E-05 -0.7928840E-09 0,27835608-12 0.3852099E-11 0.2727572E-08 0.7920815E -06
9 0.1252471E-03 0.2018723E-09 -0.3595260E-11 0.3035956E-13 0.3147638E-08 0.9418990E-06
10 0.2383125E-03.0.20186638-09 -0.76011538-11 0.2641633E-13 O.3147679E-08 0.94215198-06
I1 0.3513941E-03 0.2018615E-09 -0,94629718-11 0.2465237E-13 0.3147710E-08 0.9422759E-06
12 0.4644787E-03 0.2018589E-09 -0.1237754E-10 0.2407537E-13 0.3147727E-08 0.9423104E-06
13 -0.1233825E-03 0.2018735E-09 0.4433343E-11 0.30019268-13 0.314763.E-08 0.9418974E-06
--14 ---0.236 '476E-03 . 0.201869-4E-09 0.9545384E-11 0.2766902E-13 0.3147679E-08 0.9421493E-06
15 -0.3495289E-03 0.2018665E-09 0.1042751E-10 0.2623732E-13 0.3147710E-08 0.9422728E-06
16 -0.4626138E-03 0.2018650E-09 0.1245567E-10 0.2589607E-13 0.3147727E-08 0.9423072E-06
17 -0.57054748 00 -0.2610889E8-09 -0.111123I -07 0i.38520998-11 0.27275728-08 0.79208158-06
18 0.5628632E 00 -0.1387681E-08 -0.1109822E-07 0.3852099E-11 0.2727572E-08 0.7920815E-06
19 -0.2575750E 00 -0.5501979E-09 -0.1110880E-07 0.3852099E-11 0.2727572E-08 0.7920815E-06
20 0.2505915E 00 -0.1i060013E-08 -0.111i'i0297E-0b'7 "0.;3852786E-1 0.;2727572E-08 0.7920815E-06
21 -0.7484553E 00 -0.2413478E-09 -0.1079089E-07 0.3852099E -11 0.2727572F-08 O.7920815F-06
22 0.7390767E 00 -0.1397707E-08 -0.10TI7817E-07 0.3852099E-11 0.27275728-08 0.7920815:-06
23 -0.337928A8 00 -0.54221658-09 -0.1078690--07 0.3852099E-Il 0.2727572E-08 0.7920815E-06
24 0.3289275E 00 -0.1064877E-08 -0.1078502E-07 0.3852099E-11I 0.2727572E-08 0.79208158-06
25 -0.3092003E 00 -0.2744458E-09 -0,7364395E-08 0.3852099E-11l 0.2727572E-08 0.7920P15E-06
26 0.3043393E 00 -0.1370EOIE-08 -0;7353421E-08 ;0.3852099E-11 0.2727572E-08 0.792.081S-06
27 -0.1395519E 00 -0.5559579E--09 -0,7362459E-08 0.3852099E -11 0.27275728-08 0.7920815E-06
28 0.1356097E 00 -0.1052690E-08 -0_7357542E-08 0.3852099E-11 0.2727572E-08 0.79208158-06
29 -0.8169122E 00 -O.2163440E-09 -0.6046765E-08 0.4334E49334-14 1 0.6222934E--02 0,.7920815E-06
30 0.8072077E 00 -0.1401911E-08 -0O6046765E-08 0.4640258E-11 0.6222919E-02 0.7920815E-06
31 -0.368e650E 00 -0.5323748E-09 -0,6046641E-08 0.4461886E -11 0.6222680E-02 0.7920815E-06
32 0.3591609E 00 -0.10676108-08 -0.6046641E-08 0.46412358-11 0.62226808-02 0.79208158-06
33 -0.2638019E-02 -0.2817644E-09 -0,2377443-E- 09 0.3817426E-11 0.2153270E-04 0.7920815E-06
34 0.1308196E-02 -0.1347505E-08 -0.2349780E-09 .0.4085564E-11 0.32332108-05 0.7920815E-06
35 -0.1122383E-02 -0.5596537E-09 -0.2373768E-09 0.3931231E-11 0.201744SE-04 0.7920815E-06
36 0.7968415E-03 -0.1043104E-08 -0.2361369E-09 0.4302072E-11 0.1098139E-04 0.7920815E-06
37 -0.4851837E-02 -0.7953604E--09 -0.6046530E-08-- OB 0.4645661E-11 0.6222118E--02 -0.626R554E-05
38 -6.7i826301E-62 0.623880 02828-9 03012-1 02865-4 O7285-6
39 0.4701565E-04 -0.2215364E-08 -0.2308061E-09 0.3413964E-11 -0.9548537E-05 0.7920815E-06
40 -0.2437137E-04 -0.7931944E--09 -0.2369969E-09 0.4167668E-11 0.1699060E-04 -0.1532101E-05
4 "'--0.3292012F-02 '4-7.7948'278E-09 -O;-4722377E-708- - -0.58'A4124E1-'2 ' ';0.467085IE-02-"O.6032360-05'
42 0.7989381E-05 -0.7928840E-09 -0.4605577E-10 0.3852099E-11 0.2727572E-08 0.7920815E-06
43 '-0.7080385E-03 -0.7937426E-09 -0.1549498E-08 0O.6014625E- -11 0.1568278E-02 -0.3764398E-05
44 -0.1858219E-02 -0.7942880E-09 -0.31507628-08 0.6475461E-I 0.3119563E-02 -0.524i2458-05
45 0.5712085E 00 -0.2595075E-09 0.1115218E-07 0.3852099E-11 0.2727572E-08 0.7920815E-06
46 -0.5636138E 00 -0.1387680E-08 0.1113911E-07 0.3852099E-11 0.2727572E-08 0.7920815E-06
47 0.2578463E 00 -0.5494942E-09 0.1114974E-07 0.3852099E-11 0.2727572E-08 .79ib20i5E-o.
48 -0.2509531E 00 -0.1060156E-08 0.1114389E-07 0.3851116E-11 0.2727572E-08 0.7920R815E-06
49 0.7493244E 00 -0.2399239E-09 0.1071216E-07 0.3852099E-1l 0.2727572F--08 0.792089E-06
S0 -0.7400609E 00 -0.13978058-08 0.10703158-07 0.3852099E-11 0.27275728-08 0.7920815E-06
51 0.33828648 00 -0.5416072E-09 0.10710388-07 0.3852099E -11 0.2727572E-08 0.7920815E-06
52 -0.3294007E 00 -0.1065008E-08 0.1070635E-07 0.38520998-11 0.27275728-08 0.7920815E-06
53 0.3095565E 00 -0.2728995E-09 0.7291728E-08 0.38520998-11 0.2727572E-08 0.7920815E-06
54 -0.3047465E 00 -0.1370859E-08 0.7280875E-08 O.3852099E- -11 0.2727572E-08 0.7920815E-06
55 0.1396971E 00 -0.5552308E-09 0.7289810E-08 0.3852099E-1l 0.2727572E-08 0.7920815E-06
56 -0.1358069E 0. -0..10529008-08 0.72849468-08 0.3852099E-11 05.727572E-08 0.7920915E-06
57 0.8178622E 00 -0.2152410E-09 0.61041918-08 0.4358906E-11 -0.6230686E-02 0.7920815E-06
58 -0.8082812E 00 -0.1402239E-08 0.6104191E-08 0.46421438-11 -0.6230675E-02 0.7920815E-06
59 0.3692568E 00 -0.5319205E-09 '0.610 I06780 08 04469742E-1ll -0.6230436E-02 0 .7920815E-06
60 -0.35967644 00 -0.1067773E-08 0.6104067E-08 0.4644342E-11 -0.6230436E-02 0.7920815E-06
61 0.2637165E-02 -0.2804343E-09 0.2384752E-09 0.3822711E-11 -0.2155211E-04 0.7920815E-06
62 -0m:d .131 il 22028-02- - --0.13477718-08 0.23563008-09 0 .40-8 3 739E-Il -0.32311588-05 07 I9208158-06
63 0.1120169E-02 -0.5589700E-09 0.2381009E--09 0.3942666E-11 -0.2019241E-04 0.7920815E-06
64 -0.8006557E-03 -0.1043427E-08 0.2368254E-09 0.43036678-11 -0.1098875E-04 0.7920815E-06
65 0.4790053E-02 -0. 795292i 5-0-9-,- 0.61039-5-38-08- 0. 465-0-64-98-11 -0.6229874--02 -. 61)86246E6-0-5
66 0.7824093E-02 0.6253285E-09 0.2393832E-09 0.3789184E -11 -0.2184621E-04 0.79208158-06
67 -0.4803389E-04 -0.2215364E-08 0.2313400E-09 0.3413205E-11 0.9566300E-05 0.79208158-06
68 0.21199228-04 -0. 7931 8628:o-09 0.'23771-63CmE-6.o.- 4-T 4 ISE-II -11 T'lb' r! 6; F 0.0--0 .155 6t5 -
69 0.3250645E-02 -0.7947745E-09 0.4776613E-08 0.5872768E-I1 -0.4676670E-02 -0.5954093E-05
70 -0.1102054E-04 -0.7928840E-09 0.4659419E-10 0.3852099E-11 0.2727572E-08 0.7920815E-06
72 0.6986093E-03 -0.79371936E-09 0.1565075E-08 0.6105845E-1i -. i570227E--02 -0.3723002E-05
72 0.1835133E-02 -0.79424968-09 0.31900508-08 0.65597958-11 -0.31234468-02 -0.5176122E-05
14
TABLE I2 - SYNTHESIZED LABORATORY MODES (Continued)
MODE 2 Frequency = .198979 Hz
MASS NO. O(l)
I 0.1791825E-02
2 0.1489587E-02
3 O. 186227E-02
4 0.5797613E-03
5 -0.2545207E-04
6 -0.3272020E-03
7 -0.1406009E-02
8 -0.2407280E-02
9 0.1489617F-02
10 0.1489832E-02
tI 0.1490093E-02
12 0.1490354E-02
r3 ' "0.4i89780E-02
14 0.1490144E-02
15 0.1490555E-02
16 0.1490964E-02
17 0.5293770E 00
18 -0.6009079E 00
19 0.2172709E 00
20 -0.2894946E 00
21 0.6959722E 00
22 -0.7879210E 00
23 0.2864765E 00
24 -0.3787484E 00
25' 0.2852181E 66
26 -0.3258844E 00
27 0.1162641E 00
28 -0.1578049E 00
29 0.7607378E 00
30 -0.8596284F 00
31 0.3137305E 00
32 -0.4126130E 00
33 -0.6629308E-03
34 -0 . 1193825['-02
35 -0.1751177F-02
36 -0.3036375E- 02
37 -0.49439RIE-01
38 0.3054013F-02
39 -0.8211650E-03
40 -0.2520416E-02
41 -0.3310515F-01
42 -0.2407287E-02
43 -0.7532164E-02
44 -0.1846834E-01
45 0.5286627E 00
46 -0.6002035E 00
47 0.2169484E 00
48 -0.2891810O 00
49 0.6950352E 00
50 -0.7869958E 00
51 0.2860534E 00
52 -0.3783368E 00
53 0.2848309E 00
54 -0.3255036E 00
55 0.1160892E 00
56 -0.1576354E 00
57 0.7597149E 00
58 -0.8586180E 00
59 0.3132687F 00
60 -0.4121636E 00
61 -0 .6662414E-03
62 -0.3192178E-02
63 -0.175.3124E-02
64 -0.3035371F-02
65 -0.4944605C-01
66 0.3044174E-02
67 -0.8211017E-03
68 -0.2520443E-02
69 -0.3310936E-01
70 -0.2407273E-02
71 -0.7533055E-02
72 -0.1847071E-01
0(2)
-0.4205827E-09
0.4246712E-09
0.19731 76E-08
0.8989287E-09
-0.5202700E-08
-0.6474366E-08
-0.1543033E-09
0.2278895E-08
0.4246825E-09
0.4246989E-09
0.4247087E-09
0.4247134E-09
O.4246834E-;09
0.4247012E-09
0.4247114E-09
0.4247167E-09
0.2359543E-08
0.2174257E-08
0.2317642E-08
0.2230276E-08
0.2376330E-08
0.2160961E-08
0.2325012E-08
0.2224032E-08
O; 2345070E-08
0.2189987E-08
0.2311083E-08
O.223 7387E-b8
0.2395018E-08
0.2149741E-08
0.2333055E-08
0.2218547E-08
0.2332798E-08
0.2207985E-08
0.2305287E-08
0.2245289E-08
0.2278025E-08
0.2386421E-08
0.2172224E-08
0.2278784E-08
0.2278212E-08
0.2278895E-08
0.2278592E-08
0.2278401E-08
0.2366935E-08
0.2163122E-08
0.2321638E-08
0.2224962E-08
0.2385991E-08
0.2148171E-08
0.2329901E-08
0.2218b24E-08
0.2350561E-08
0.2180975E-08
0.231 4308E-08
0.2232941E-08
0.2407239E-08
0.2135699E-08
0.2338936E-08
0.2211996E-08
0.2336735E-08
0.2201529E-08
0.2307852E-08
0.2241871E-08
0.2277874E-08
0.2.386421E-08
0 .2172224E-08
0.2278765E-08
0.2278093E-08
0.2278895E-08
0.2278539E-08
0.2278315E-08
0(3)
-0.1008118E-09
-0.1007485E-09
-0. 10957885-09
-0.9045707E-10
-0.9933553E-10
-0.1085990E-09
-0.1085990E-09
-0.1592293E-11
0.88341715E-10
. 18 01 73E-09
0.264881 7E-09
-0. 199931E-09
-0.2901765E-09
-0.3810479E-09
-0 .46s93554-09
-0.1098767E-07
-0.1097211E-07
-0.1098477E-07
-0.1097780E-07
-0.8754920E-08
-0.8744102E-08
-0.8752853E-08
-0. 874801 7E-08
-0.7691462E-08
-0.7701530E-08
-0. 7696013E-08
-0.190051 7E-08
-0.1900517E-08
-0.1900411E-08
-0.1900411E-08
-0.13166015E-09
-0.1294694E-09
-0.1313346E-09
-0.1303525E-09
-o. 19003i4E--08
-0. 1 323333E-09
-0.1261396E-09
-0. 1 309i708E-09
-0.1499605E-08
-0.1138514E-09
-0.42731 77E-0
-0.9433794E-09
0. 1216598-07
0. 1214840E-07
0.1216271E-07
0. 1215484E-07
0. 9474785E-08
0.9462717E-08
0.9472487E-08
b.9467083E-08
0.8351634E-08
O. 8337970E-08
o.834-fl8E- --
0.8343026E-08
0.2013365E-08
0.2613365E-08
0.2013240E-05
0.2013240E--08
-0.8440429E-I0
-0.8707457E-10
-0. 8478984E-10
-0.8598690E-10
0.2013126E-00
-0.8357966E-10
-0.911290E--10
-0. 8521388E-10
0.1558329E-08
-0.1052044E-09
0.2750371E-09
0.9063712E-09
THETA( I)
0.1939374E-11
-0.7436377E-12
-0.3785834E-11
-o. 1145151E-1
-0.1277346E-10
-0.8142181E-11
0.21i09161E-10
0.2858368E-12
-0.7421111F-12
-0.7437545E-12
-0.7445744E-12
-0.7461042E-12
-0.7i427129E-12
-0.7448572E-12
-0.7459193E-12
0.7475141E-12
0.2858368E-12
0.2858368E-12
0.2858368E-12
0.7185675E-13
0.2858368E-12
0.2858368E-12
0.2858368E-12
0.2858368E-12
-0.2HS368E-i2
0.2858368E-12
0.2858368E-12
0.2858368E-12
0.8283076E-12
0.9327582E-12
0.9074131E-12
0.9718042E-12
0.3229650E-12
0.41919 74E-12
0.4324218E-12
0.5654184E-12
o.iO38019E-11
0.1566842E-12
0.1817519E-13
0.51831745-12
0.2021398E-11
0.2858368E-12
0.1720137E-11
0.2233758E-11
0.2858368E-12
0.2858368E-12
0.2858368E-12
0.7188244E-13
0.2858368E-12
0.2858368E-12
0.2858368E-12
0.2858368E- 12
0.2858368E-12
0.2858368E-12
0.2858368E-12
0.9127647E--12
0o. 1035526E-1I
0.1002714E-11
0.1078394E-11
0.3300766E-12
0.4431018E-12
0.4646600E-12
0.6209615E-12
0.1151031E-1I
0.1283704E-12
-0.3440898E-13
0.5746317E-12
0.2328140E-11
0.2858368E-12
0.2123991E-11
0.2690861E-11
THETA(2) THETA(3)
0;5034464E-05 -0.6207665E-09
0.5034334E-05 -0.6203356E-09
0.5033049E-05 -0.6186383E-09
0.5025281E-05 -0.6137493E-09
0.5010280E-05 -0.6090948E-09
0.4993463E-05 -0.6054106E-09
0..470R45E-s -o0.5661152E-09
0.4298497F-05 -0.5255891E-09
0.5034398E-05 0.5497010E-09
0.5034466E-05 0.L451968E-08
0.5034517E-05 0.1852621F-08
0.5034544E-05 0.1952082E-08
0.5034398E-05 -0.1790684E-08
0.5034466E-05 -0.2693235E- -08
0.5034517E-05 -0.3094039E -08
0o5034544E-05 -0. 3193546E-08
0.4298497E-05 -0.5255891E-09
0.4298497E-05 -0.5255891E-09
.4298497E-05 -0.5255891ses-o0
0.4298497E-05 -0.52558915-09
0.4298497E-05 -0.5255891E-09
0.4298s97E-05 -0.5255891E-09
0.4298497E-05 -0.5255891E-09
0.4298497E-05 -0.5255891E-09
0.4298497E-05 -0.5255891E-09
0.4298497E-05 -0.5255891E-09
0.4298497E-05 -0.52558915-09
-0.6208487E-02 -0.5255891E-09
-0.6208602E-02 -0.5255A91E-09
-0.6208260E-02 -0.525589E--09
-0.6206353E-02 -0.5255915E-09
-0.15515835-04 -0.5255891E-09
0.1531077E-05 -0.5255891F-09
-0.1437377F-04 -0.5255891E-09
-0.5933633E-05 -0.5255891E-09
-0.6207739E-02 -0.6589838E-04
-0.156L908E-04 -0.5255891E-09
0.1413122E- 04 -0.52558915E-o
-0. 156513E-04 -0.5090366E-o0
-0.46587l0E-02 -0.6266292E-04
0.4298497E-05 -0.5255e9lE-09
-0.1560613E-02 -0.3315254E-04
-0.3109660E-02 -0.5215603E-04
0.4298497E-05 -0.5255891E-09
-04298497E-05 -0.5255891E-09
0.4298497F-05 -0.5255891E-09
0.4298497E-05 -0.5255891E-09
'.4298497E-05 -6.5255891E-09
0.4298497E-05 -0.5255891E-09
0.4298497E-05 -0.5255891E-09
0.4298497E-05 -- 0.5255891E-09
0.4298497E-05 -0.5255891E-09
0.4298497E-05 -0.5255891E-09
0.4298497E-05 -0.5255891E-09
0.4298497E-05 -0.5255891E-09
-O.6200697E-02 -0.5255891E-09
-0.6206813E-02 -0.5255891E--09
-0.6200466E-02 -0.5255891E-09
-0.6200559E-02 -0.5255891F-09
-0.1548977F-04 -0.5255891E-09
0. 585133F-05 -0.5259589F-09
-0.1434842F-04 -0.5255893e -09
-0.5919852E-05 -0.5255891E-09
-0.61<99952- 0 7 0.6590o648F-04
-0.1559158E-04 -0.5255891E-09
0.1411984E-04 -0.525591SE-09
-0.1154379E-04 0.5092267E-05
-0.4652862E-02 0.6267072E-04
0.4298497E-05 -0.5255891F-09
-0.1558650E-02 0.3315738E-04
-0.3105754F-02 0.521627RF-na
1-5
TABLE I2 - SYNTHESIZED LABORATORY MODES (Continued)
MODE 3 Frequency = .214268Hz
MASS NO. O( 1)
1 0.6959897E-02
2 0.2944958E-02
3 -0.1072409E-02
-0.9104963E-02
-0. 713134E-01
=-0.21140i2E-0I
-0.3581216E-01
-0.5038800E-01
0.2945515E-02
0.2946451E-02
0.2947483E-02
0.2948524E- 02
0.2944917E-02
0.2945318E-02
0.2945825E-02
0.2946320E-02
0.4299585E 00
0.3458992E 00
0.406203tE 00
0.3685105E 00
0.5817696E 00
0.4665480t 00
0.5501484E 00
0.4984989E 00
0.2037380E 00
0.1675519E 00
0.1934657E 00
0.1772336E 00
0.6359744E 00
0.5070322E 00
0.6003522E 00
0.5425528E 00
-0.5639643E-01
-0.4015701E-01
-0.5189484E-01
-0.4462350E-01
0.5714343E 00
-0.72051886-01
-0.2597528E-01
-0.4827795E-01
0.3578038E 00
-0.5037977E-01
0.2094520E-01
0.1657814E 00
0.4299760E 00
0.3459172E 00
0.4062208E 00
0.3685285E 00
0.5817922E 00
0.4665720E 00
0.5501711E 00
0.4985218E 00
0.2037475E 00
0.1675615E 00
0.1934754E 00
0.1772431E 00
0.6359978E 00
0.5070563E 00
0.6003757E 00
0.5425767E 00
-0.5639646E-01
-0.4015718E-01
-0.5189493E-01
-0 .44,23eE-01 I
0.5714579E 00
-0.7205170E-01
-0.2597550E-01
-0.4827808E-01
0.3578188E 00
-0.5038801E-01
0.2094723E-01
72 0.1657889E 00
0(2) 0(3) THETA( I) THETA(2) THETA(3)
-0.9774679E-09 -0.3635972E-09 0.1607973E--10 0.6690304E-04 0.2236561E-08
-0.1045180E-08 -0.3623744E-09 0.3691026E-11 0.6690220E-04 0.22432786-08
0.7947041E-09 -0.3995129E--09 03551903E-11 O.6689505E-04 0.2221858E-08
0.2136588E-08 -0.2965326E-09 0.2054895E-11 0.6686772E-04 0.2209323E-08
0.2062362E-08 -0.3614964E-09 -0.2261580E-12 O.6682603E-04 0.2194855E-08
0-1727217E-08 -0 7E-0 6 ~ ' "i~9 -0.1'~ '9591566-E' 0..66768641E04 0.2-- 80-266j-0
-O.9460952E-09 -0.3768761E-09 -0.3290731E-11 0.6634383E-04 0.2030135E-08
0.5823597E-09 -0.3768761E-09 -0.1670057E-10 0.6615877E-04 0.1807530E-08
-O- 6145i1926::-08 - 60.83005896j- -098E 0.36780806- 0.66-----90319 -0 4924 2 35E -OA'
-0,1045211E-08 -0.1266202E-08 0:3661275E-11 0.6690423E'04 0.6991584E-08
-0.1045233E-08 -0.1797031E-08 0.3653477E-11l 0.6690502E-04 0.7909538E-08
-0.104521-08 -0.213732-08 0.3648716E-11 0.6690544E-04 0.8137413E-08
-0o.1045191E-08 0.1093406E-09 0.3682695E-11 0.6690319E-04 -0.44150736-09
-0.1045209E-08 0.5466070E-09 0.3669742E-11 0.6690423E-04 -0.2512045E-08
0 2- d L~ 45j-o'5 3 0 ..... o.11-27i'46-0§ ...0.366§814-i4=1" 0...66190o502 f Io-04 -0-. 3431572=--0-8.
-0.1045239E-08 0.1382634E-08 0.3659555E-11 0.6690544E-04 -0.3659872E-08
-0.8719743E-09 -0.4089504E-08 -0.1670057E-10 0.6615877E-04 0.1807530E-08
0.2628450440-086 -6.0670529 -08 -. 1O' i 7005'O t-160 0- 6615-877f=-6'4 O'i8o 7 '5300 io'
O.3929733E-10 -0.4085972E-08 -0.1670057E-10 0.6615877E-04 0.1807530E-08
0.1637080 E-08 -0.4077471E-08 -0.2096330E-10 0.6615877E-04 0.18075306-08
-0. 86570066-09 0.2464893E-08 -. I6700557E-10' 0.6615877E-04 0.18075306-08
0.2811275E-08 0.2477677E-08 -0.1670057/-10 0.6615877E-04 0.IR807530O-08
0.4375508E-10 0.2467408E-08 -0.1670057E-10 0.6615877E-04 0.18075300-08
0.1623858E-08 0.2473124E6-08 -0.1670057E-10 0.6615877E-04- O.1807530E-0
-0.8972187E-09 -0.3943466E-08 -O.1670057E-lO 0.6615877E-04 0.1807530E-08
0.2860236E-08 -0.3928044--08 -0.1670057E-10 0.6615877E-04 0.1807530E-08
0.281 i'0445E-1 0 -0'.39 40'6741-08 -0.- 6b0057-iO 0.6615877E-046 0 . 180'75306- 8 -
'
0.1643767E-08 -0.3933817E-08 -0.1670057E-10 0.6615877E-04 0.1807530E-08
-0.8753909E-09 0.1505169E-07 -0.1545868E-10 -0.49483876-03 0.1807530E-08
0.2762030E-08 0.1505169E-07 -0.1628316E-10 -0.4932727E-03 0.1807530E-08
0.4243274E-10 0.1505185E-07 -0.1553929E-10 -0.4945938E-03 0.1807530E-08
0.1605094[-08 0.1505185E-07 -0.1604751E-10 -0.4934741E-03 0.1807530E-08
-0.9402734E-09 0.6163441E-09 -0.1619618E-10 0.6336246E-04 'b.1807530[-08
0.2857919E-08 0.6196739E-09 -0.1695688f-10 0.6135984E-04 0.1807530E-08
O.1069400E-10 0.6168077E-09 -0.1585304E-10 0.6197233E-04 0.1807530E-08
0 -1 64 434§9f- 0 8 -0.61-8360E-04 -690520-1 0.W625976-04 O1.18072F-08id
0:5895580E-09 0.1505198E-07 -0.1566461E-10 -0.4939828E-03 O.8614466E-03
-0.5601539E- B08 0.6152803E-09 -O.1754691E-10 0.6678059E-04 0.1807530E-08
o;- 46ob O.624-69-46E-0 -0.'1-o-64103ojO to -8513i4EO 0.18075306-08
0.5832488E-09 0.6172998E-09 -0.1633089E-10 0.6210874E-04 0.8579255E-04
0.5880059E-09 0.1132090E-07 -0.1419370E-10O -0.3549599E-03 0.8203161E-03
0.5823597E;09 -0 1776-92'E-O9-'-0;r-670-057E-10 ;'6'l587E- 0.1807530e"-
0.5848453E-09 0.4373362E-08 -0.1425556E-10 -0.7691450E-04 0.4440146E-03
0.5864333E-09 0.783894§E-08 -0,.1360506E-10 -0.2159375E-03 0.6864716E-03
-0;7623298E-09 0.2140455E-07 -0.1i670057E-i0 0.6615877E-04 0.1807530E-08
0.2754601E-08 0.2141924E-07 -0.1670057E-10 0.66158775-04 0.1807530E-08
0.9235725E-10 0.2145613E-07 -0.1670057E-10 0.6615877E-04 0.1807530E-08
0.1590854E-08 0.2143583E-07 -0.2096329E-10 0.6615877E-04 0.1807530E-08
-0.7316501E-09 - 0.108466E-6-07 -;--6-706057E-ib0 0.6615877E-04 0.1807530E6-08
0.2693336E-08 0.1081580E-07 -0.1670057E-10 0.6615877E-04 0.18075306-08
0.1078455E-09 0.1084068E-07 -0.1670057E-10 0.6615877E-04 0.1807530E-08
0. 1 565635E--08 6.I08268 86-7 '-0.1670. ii05730 O. 661j87 7E-64 0.1807530E-608
-0.8143162E-09 0.1571910E-07 -0.1670057E-10 0.6615877E-04 0.1807530E-08
0.2795378E-08 0.15683126-07 -0.1670057E-10 0.6615877E-04 0.1807530F-08
0.6927781E;-lO 0.1571265E-07- -0.;670057E-10 0'.6615877E-04 0;1807530E608
0.1608891E-08 0.1569652E-07 -0.1670057E-10 0.6615877E-04 0.R1075306-08
-0.7189791E-09 -0.1291668E-07 -0.1434665E-10 -0.4948359-03 0.180IO7530E-08
0.2615081E-08 -0. i941668E-07 -0.15264186-t0 -0.4932694E-03 0.1807530E-08
0.1167839E-09 -0.1291703E-07 -0,1434417E-10 -0.49459q14e03 0.1807530E-08
0.1534364E-08 -0.1291703E-07 -0.14909736-10 -0.4934710E-03 0.1807530E-08
-0.8 8626682E-09 -m d 131659926f-f068 -- I0 0 .76 33165 b i 6 6 -0 4 0. 180 573E-0 8
0.2816805E-08 -0.1373570E-08 -0.1684201E-10 0.6135956E-04 0.1807530E-08
0.3920446E-10 -0.1367058E-08 -0.1538632E-10 0.6187163E-04 0.1807530E-08
O. 162025it-08 -0. 137 0456-08 " --0;i655764 F- I 0 0 .6252462F-04 O. 1807530E-08
0.5904328E-09 -0.1291735E-07 -0.1433037E-10 -0.4939791E-03 -0.8614811E-03
-0.5601539E-08 -0.1363606E-08 -0.1798707E-I0 0.6677968E-04 0.1807530E-08
oa o7 0-708 -0.13850336-08 -0.1676706E-1O 0.585i316W604 0.1807530E-08
0.5833523E-09 -0.1368206E-08 -0.1586621E -10 0.6210821E-04 -0.8579278E-04
0.5886904E-09 -0.9796796E-08 -0.1100137E-10 -0.35495786-03 -- 0.8203494E-03
o. 658235q7E-09 -0.--57728046f-09 -0.16700576-10 0 -.6b15877'-04-0.107536E-:8
0.5851439E-09 -0.4621345E-08 -0.1124577E-10 -0.76914t5t-04 -0.4440309E-03
0.5869256E-09 -0.7213416E-08 -0.9742910E-1I -0.2159362E-03 -0.6864988E-03
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
· 55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
b5
66
67
68
69
70
71
1.6
TABLE I2 - SYNTHESIZED LABORATORY MODES (Continued)
MODE 4 Frequency = .216833 Hz
MASS NO. O(I)
I -0.1785249E-06
2 -0.8974405E-07
3 -0.6829985E-09
4 0.1858547E-06
5 0.3683983E-06
6 0.4589751E-06
7 0.7881909E-06
8 0.1124106E-05
9 0.1279192E-01
10 0.2442737E-01
11 0.3606496E-01
12 0.4770282E-01
13 -0.1279211E-01
14 -0.2442754E-60
15 -0.3606514E-0!
16 -0.4770299E-01
17 -0.3942336E 00
28 -0.4041547E 00
19 -0.3967437E 00
20 -0.4011922F 00
21 -0.5044679E 00
22 -0.5185112E 00
23 -0.5082234E 00
24 -0.514519RE 00
25 -0.2151651E 00
26 -0.2193940E 00
27 -0.2160801E 00
28 -0.2179778E 00
29 -O0.5271875E 00
30 -0.5427784E 00
31 -0.5314374E 00
32 -0.5384260E 00
33 0.1119760E-02
34 0.3417103E-02
35 0.1985649E-02
36 0.3012593E-02
37 -0.5349132E 00
38 -0.1831705E-02
39 0.4716381E-02
40 0.2587236E-02
41 -0.3421621E 00
42 0.9442873E-03
43 -0.4662099E-0l
44 -0.1709351E 00
45 0.3q42141E 00
46 0.4041386E 00
47 0.396725lE 00
48 0.4011753E 00
49 0.5044417E 00
50 0.5184894E 00
51 0.508q185E 00
52 0.5144967E 00
53 0.2151561E 00
54 0.2193860E 00
55 0.2160711E 00
56 0.2179695E 00
57 0.52715e8E 00
58 0.5427547E 00
59 0.5314102E 00
60 0.5384010E 00
61 -0.1117234E-02
62 -0.3415324E-02
63 -o.1983329E-02
64 -0.3010611E-02
65 0.534PS70E 00
'66 ' 0.1834959E- 02
67 -0.4715245E-02
68 -0.2585082E-02
69 0.3421456E 00
70 -0.9420398E-03
71 0.4661997E--0
73 n.170q975F no
0(2) 0(3) THETA(I) THETA(2)
-0.2232897E-08 0.2288768E-10 0.8535017E-11 -0.1529546E-08
-0.1472247E-08 0.2290208E-10 0.123720IE-iO -0.1535451E-08
-0.1892689E-08 0.3302761E-10 0.1806080E-10 -0.1538098E-08
0.1056306E-08 -0.2873686E-10 0.1268558E-10 -0.1529851E-08
0.3052520E-09 0.1 4864E=O9 0.1 i372250E-10 -0.1523554E-08
0.4785732E-09 0.7285028E-11 0.1560230E-10 -0.1519873E-08
-0.2259997E-08 0.7285028E-11 0.7749053E-13 -0.1514981E- 08
-0.2000527E-09 0.7285028E-11 0.16590l E-10 -0.1514553E-08
-0.1472232E-08 -0.1646285E-08 0.1238791E-10 -0.1535474E-08
-0.1472209E-08 -0.3129694E-08 0.1228628E-10 -0.1535500E-08
-0.1472229E-08 -0.4336879E-08 0.1226371E-10 -0.1535518E5-O
-0.1472242E-08 -0.6390643E-08 0.1224855E-10 -0.1535528E-08
-0.1472267E-08 0.1687085E-08 0.1234432E-10 -0.1535474E-08
-0.1472296E-08 0.31 92346E-08 0.1243638E-1O -o.1535499F-08
-0.1472281E-08 0.4477528E-08 0.1245459E-10 -0.1535518E-08
-0.1472271E-08 0.6561717E-08 0.1246870E-10 -0.1535528E-08
0.2213554E-08 -O. 2686635E-07 0.1685916E-10 - 0.1514553-08
-0.2892292E-08 -0.2684152E-07 0.1685910E-10 -0.1514553E-08
0.8257379E-09 -0.2686165E-07 0.1685910E-10 -0.1514553E-08
-0.1528054E-08 -0.2685052E-o7 0.1696090E-10 -0.1514553E-08
0.2256886E-08 -0.3454685E-07 0.1655910E-10 -0.1514553E-08
-0.2951456E-08 -0.3453176E-07 O.1685910E-10 -0.1514553E-08
-0.1549918E-08 -0.3453635E-07 0.1685910E-10 -0.1514553E-08
o.2157045E-08 -0.1335884E-07 0.1685910E-10 -0.1514553E-08
-0.2841664E-b8 -o.133319E-07 0.16859iOE-1O -0.151i4553E-08
0.8038286E-09 -0.1335470E-07 0.1685910E-10 -0.1514553E-08
-0. 150839E-08 -0.1334264E-07 0.168590-E-10 -0.1514553E-08
O.228516sl5E8 -0.29304945-07 0.0ls8587E-10 -0o.594763E-04
-0.3017102E-08 -0.2930494E-07 0.1930980E- 10 -0.6052546E-04
0.8549592E-09 -0.2930435E-07 0.1987562E-10 -0.5916820E-04
-0. 1573791E- 08 -b.2930435E-07 0. 19582222E-10 -0.602994E- 04
0.2088323E-08 -0.1055929E-08 0.1755379E-10 0.1234002E-04
-0.27992495E-08 -0.1041197E-08 0.1711364E-10 0.5358688E-0 5
0.7772700E-09 -0.1054280E-08 0.1854621E-10 0.1141457E-04
-0.1 492075E-08 '-0.104 i7676E-08 O.7 6I 729E-IO 0.6i77463E-65
-0.1956899E-09 -0.2930384E-07 0.2002473E-10 -0.5972774E-04
0.6328417E-08 -0.1060911E-08 0.1527059E-O1 0.1239277E-04
-0.656498iE-08 -0. 101927lE-o05 061590485E-10 0 .5492193E-05
-0.1995291E-09 -0.1052829E-08 0.1869713E-10 0.8760438E-05
-0.1966351E-09 -0.2344997E-07 0.26121515E-10 -0.4260587E-04
-0.2000527E-09 -0.1988978E-09 0.1685910E-10 -0.1514553E-08
-0.1985580E-09 -0.7342031E-08 0.3089838E-10 -0.8361606E-05
-0.1975922E-09 -0.1622249E-07 0.3206878E-10 -0.2548355E-04
0.2179352E-08 0.2846585E-07 0.1685910E-10 -0 . 1514553E-08
-0.2858143E-08 0.2843892E-07 O.16859lOE-10 -0.1514553E-08
0.8086198E-09 0.2846084E-07 0.1685910E-10 -0.1514553E-08
-0.1510972Eoa8 0.2844877E-07 0.167574E-10 -0.151i4553E-08
0.2215685E-08 0.3224383E-07 0.1685910E- 10 -0.1514553E-08
-0.2910313E-08 0.3222797E-07 0.168591OE-10 -0. 514553E-08
0.8226977E-_09 0.3224020E-07 O.i168595i-10 -0. 514553E-09
-0.1530042E-08 0.3223311E-07 0.1685910E-10 -0.1514553E-08
0.2130174E-08 0.1464971E-07 o.16859lOE-10 -0.1514553E-08
-o0.2814836E;-08 .01462572E-07 O.i68510E-10 -0.1514553E-0O
0.7896805E-09 0.1464579E-07 0.1685910E-10 -0.1514553E-08
-0.1494715E-08 0.1463503E-07 0.1685910E-10 -0.1514553E-08
0.2240722E-OB 0;2807323E-07 0.1944299E-10 0.5896701E-04
-0.2969353E-08 0.2807323E-07 0.1896697E-10 0.6054474E-04
0.8324259E-09 0.2807272E-07 0.1950845E-10 0.5918754E-04
-0.155131 0E-08 0.2807272E-07 0.19215i07E-10 0 o .6031 875E-04
0.2069049E-08 0.1054586E-08 0.1749526E-10 -0.1234294E-04
-0.2780002E-08 0.1041423E-08 0.1705526E-10 -0.5361504E-05
0.7662322E-09 0.10§3696E-08' 0.1i38320E-o10 -0.1141742E-04
-0.148104SE-08 0.1047196E-08 0.1777450E-10 -0.6180336E-05
-0.1957156E-09 0.2807227E-07 0.1961760E-10 0.5974711F-04
0.6328417E-08 0 .106i974-08 0.1542 08E-10 -0.1239585E-04
-0.6564981E-08 0.1021770E-08 0.1605509E-10 -0.5494866E-05
-0.1995304E-09 0.105176OE-08 0.1849079E-10 -0.8763296E-05
-0.1966547E-09 0.2272396E-07 0.2497i77E-o1 0;4261966E-04
-0.2000527E-09 0.2137729E-09 0.1685910E-10 -0.1514553F-08
-0.1985654E-09 0.7140287E-08 0.2926671E-10 0.8364307E-05
-o. 976058E-09 0. 1556327E-07 0.3025931E-10 o 2549i7iE-04
THETA(31
0.9688784E-04
O.968R670E-04
0.9643887E-04
0.9554047E-04
0.9463947E-04
0.9389647E-04
0.8625026E-04
0.7859700E-04
0.9692377E-04
0.9695467E-04
0.9696979E- 04
0.9697401E-04
0.9692377E-04
0.9695467E-04
0.9696979E-04
0.9697401E-04
0.7859700E-04
0.7859700E-04
0.7859700E-04
0 * 7859700E- 040.7859700E-04
0.7859700E-04
0 . 7859700E-04
0.7859700E-04
0.7R59700E-04
0.7859700E-04
0.7859700E-04
0.7859700E-04
0.7859700F-04
0.7859700E-04
0.7859700E-04
0.7859700E-04
0.7859700E-04
0.7859700E-04
0 .785970 OE-04
0.7859700E-04
-0 7785524E-03
0.7859700E-04
0.7859700F-604
-0.7673799E-05
-0.7375402E-03
6 .7859700E-04
-0.3634307E-03
-0.6043431E-03
0.7859700E-04
0.7859700E-04
0.7859700E-04
0.7859700E-04
0.7859700E-04
0.7859700E-04
0.7859700E-04
0.7859700E-04
0.7859700E-04
0.7859700E-04
0.7859700E-04
0.7859700E-04
0.7859700E-04
0.7859700E-04
0.7859700E-04
0. 7859700E-04
0.7859700E-04
0.7859700E-04
0.7859700E-04
-0.7785130E-03
0.7859700E-04
0.7359700E-04
-0.7669873E-05
-60.7375027E-03 
0.7859700E-04
-0.3634107E-03
-0.6043117E-03
1-7
TABLE I2 - SYNTHESIZED LABORATORY MODES (Continued)
MODE 5 Frequency = .381114 Hz
MASS NO. ( 1 (2) 011 1881t:A( 1) rHETAQ2 r HETAk,0.7536634E-09 
-0.164437C-0 
.753 2 O5746 
-O 
-I_1i22 
- -. 919I209F-
1 
~~~~-0.1644374E ~ 9-02 07766-02 -0.1268163E-08 -0.11888A7E-05 0.7573757E-02 0.7573838E-08 
-0.1095985E-IO 
-0.9653319E-133 
-0.3005620E-08 
-0.7293478-06 0. 7572249E-02 0.751665BE-O03 
-0.1266952F18-0 
-0.40495908.-Il
A 0.3170859t-08 0.16855j36E-062 6 O'6.'7569078 O.73489811E--0 
- .13553878-10 6.I0 44028- IO
S 0.3609640E-08 0.1057960E-05 0.75661178-02 0.7245049F-08 
-0.1000971E-10 
-0.1297249E-10
6 0.2425026E-08 0.14921288-05 0.7564589E-02 0.71I1588E-08 
-0.9964279C-11 
-0.1143153E-10
7 0.6130620E-08 0. 28El2 2E-05 o.7564589E-02 0.5370605t-08 
-O:.5631421E10 0. 96 I3380E- I
8 0.59256248-OB 0.38422338-05 0.7564589E-02 0.32578068-04 0.2738687E-11 
-0.1535515E-12
9 -0.128419IF-08 
-0.1188882E-OS 0.7574853E-02 
-0.1427651E-07 
-0.109540E-10 
-0.4405602E-1216 
-0. 1 39838-08 6 ;-0.188933S05 
-o. ?5:S!8-4-02_ 
-d 3 f1-d8678-O 61 7 -0 *IO9A9o~q60E-- 0.7351 357T-1II -O.15122IE-08 -0.11889728-05 0.7584710E-02 
-0.3861264E-07 
-0.10946305E-10 
-0.78064298-1212 -0.1600292E-08 
-0.11889928-05 0.7590055E-02 
-0.4047074E-07 
-O.1094365E-10 
-0.7572253E-1214 
-0.1247919E-08 
-0.1188936E-05 0.7583167E-02 0.4630921E-07 
-0.1096683E-10 
-0.1123166E-12
15 
-0.1229556E-08 
-0.1188976E-05 0.7590357E-02 0.5380123E-07 
-0.1096886E-10 
-0.187688-1-13
-~l' 
-0 *o 124 79 70E;- oo a; O~i 87a~;~0 q -i~ 05'6797~2E o1' -'3bS~r4~ o 7 00 9~;;R~768BU- 
- 75602~-1fbo98-13.~~1? 0.2551696E-06 0.38501998-02 
-0.6832372E 00 0.3257806E-08 0.2738687E-11 
-0.1535515E-1218 -0.1618914F-06 -0.38399508E-02 -0.6822334E 00 0.32578068-08 0.2738687E-11 
-0.1535515-12-.131A 4427F--06 0 i 216 I tE-0 '6-0.808 00 0.-73 E- O .2738687-1 
-1535515- i20 -0.5552737E-07 
-0.19018268-02 
-0.6826009E 00 0.3257806E-08 0.2738687E-11 
-O.1535915E-1221 -O.5483287E-08 0.A853662E-02 
-0.5374672F 00 0.3257806E8-00 0.2738687E-11 
-0.15335195-1222 0.1235873E-06 
-0.A842587E-02 
-0.5367855E 00 0.3257806E-08 0.2738687E-11 
-0.1535515E-12
-OZ6758E-06Y :39~ 6
"2.0_ d..13936242E-07 0.235875 88-02 
-0.5373355E 00 0.3578068-08 0.27386878-11 
-0.153551 5-1224 0.9734316E-07 -0.2347333E-02 
-0.5370303E 00 0.3257806E-08 0.2738687E-11 
-0.1535515E-1225 0.2454894E 
-06 0.2838729E-02 
-0.4621130E 00 0.3257806E-08 0.2738687E-11 
-0.1535515 
-1 2.26 -o.2974292F-06 -0.293246E-0 -0.46.13209 00 0.32578068-0' 0.278.8E688-I 
- 15315E-i27 0.9613859E-07 0.1461621E-02 
-0.46197098 00 0.3257806E-08 0.27386A7E-11 
-0.1535515E-t228 -0.14719190 -06 -0.1452361E-02 -0.4616154E 00 o.3257a06E-Od 0.2738687E-l1 
-0.15355158-1229 -0. 17194273-06- 
-0.1584920E-02 
-6.1603o 
.. 0 18-A O2526 0 -0.153515-1230 0.1557539E-06 
-0.5835116E-02 
-0.10304808 00 0.4102154E-04 0.1255876E-08 
-0.1535515E-1231 -0.8155376E-07 0.2800423E-02 
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- 0 1 25575638_-02; ! 0 1 5 3 5 -1 5F -1 2
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-0·.282017E-07 0.1821404E-02 0.7158626E-02 0.60636688-05 0.3208527E-09 
-0.1535515E-1234 0.1723264F-07 
-0.41282870E-02 0.7320002E-02 0.6060366F-05 0.266620SE-10 
-0.1535515S-1235 -0.7572755E- _08. 0.'10080738-02 
----- 010.;r5st 128-04-- 0.2486309-09 
-0.i5355158-123b 0.1279935E-07 -0.9999126E-03 0.7253878E-02 0.1556105E-04 0.99772558-10 
-0.1535515E-1237 -0.8L18047E-08 0.6354343E-05 
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-00:4511463E-01 1t4A74968E-03 0:7146963E-09 
-01565716E-i045 0:2830990E-06 -0.3843260E-02 -0 6835421E 00 0.32578068-08 0.2738687E-1i 
-0.1535515E-1246 -0.100686E-06- 0.3848596E-02 
-0.68253808 00 0.3257806E-0O 0.27386878-11 
-0.1535515E-12
-
-~~~~~~~~~,5 4589- 
? 0.1432633E- i P;ib 9bB--;d;C306 -6.190  E O2-O03~7806-608-6'0 
*731482]£r10 53551 O64  283; S"48 
-0.6916207E-07 0.1910012E-02 
-0.6829057E 00 0.32578068-08 0.27386878-11 
-0.15355158-1249 0.8537342E-07 
-0.4847188E-02 
-0.53770528 00 0.3257806E-03 0.27386878-11 
-0.1535515E-120.17693178-07 0.~d;~48~516628-02~;-d~ 
-0.'b~;~ 553702338~1ij-~~~i~ 00 0.3265788-0j 
.2387E-T 
-O.15355 5S- 12
!~~b 0. 1 76031 
,756789-027
51 0.7700959C-07 
-0.2351702E-02 
-0.53757348 00 0.3257806E-04 0.2738687E-1.1 
-0.1535515F-1252 0.4697403E-07 0.2355712E-02 
-0.53726828 00 0.3257806E-08 0.2738687E-11 
-0.1535515E 
-12
53" 0.1327293E-06~ 
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. 535 51EI
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-0.1656 088- 
-06 0.2837515E-02 
-0.46152868 00 0.3257806E-08. 0.2738687E-tl 
-0.15355152-1255 0.4999060E-07 
-0.14541658-02 
-0.46217928 00 0.3257806E-08 0.27386878-11 
-0. 15355158-1256 i-0.63 7 7 846 E- 07. ' O.14 60~34E-02 
-0__ 6.46)82& s3680078 06 
-
57 
-0.2233129E-06 
-0.58409988-02 
-0.1030897E 00 
-. 41t02316E-04 0.1720962E-08 
-0.1535515E-1258 0.2208998E-06 0.5844597E-02 
-0.1030897E 00 
-0.41033788-04 0.1721514E-08 
-0.1535515E-12
- 59 -0 10440568- 06.T2793S 798- o2'I0T630~2E-b.-074V 23D-A- T 8 08 -0 * 15355158-I60 0.9695526E-07 0.27964898-02 
-0.1030822E 00 
-0.44936378-04 0.1721344E-08 
-0.15355158-1261 -00.3157725E-07 -0.18135958-02 0.71588348-02 
-0.6059342E-05 0.35187998-09 
-0.L535515E-1262 1856i649E-07 0.1__ 20578-0 T0.73202858E-02 
-0.0506- b2960907E-10 
-0153551F- 126:1 -0:89048348-08 -0.1000424E-02 0.71817568-02 
-0.1556679E-04 0.27392188-09 
-0.15385 1E-1264 0.2363124E-07 0 .007682E-02 0.7254131E-02 
-0.1556207E-04 0.11097288-09 
-0.1535515E- 12
6! 
-0.3732502E-08 0.1338217E-05 
-'0.i03075E 00 
-0'.5i4255E-0* 0.17209378-08 
-0I227L490 O-10
66 
-0.1328070E-06 0.5044369E-05 0.7108338E802 0.14*67708-04 0.46071778-09 
-0.15355158-1267 0.69456808-08 0.2640109E-05 0.75647798-02 0.14462058-04 
-0.87898818-10 
-0.1535515E-12
68. 6._4620222E-0'68 0 . 7240 724 05 0.720 659-68-0 2' 
-0767119E-OE 01926293-09 4 9 1 29 2 E-I 069 -0.8606655E-08! 0.1934618E-05 
-0.8031249E-01 
-0.12269888-03 0.13388570-08 
-0.1259517E-10 70 0.5926986E-08 0.38422338-05 0.7564623E-02 0.3257806E-05 0.2738687E-11 
-0.15355158-12
71-0·.377247OE-068 0.312795718-05 
-O108512~-0 
-6 i69*8-0 0.577005- 
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-0.45134048-01 
-0.14755528-03 0.95677808-09 0.1004093E-1O
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TABLE 12 - SYNTHESIZED LABORATORY MODES (Continued)
MODE 6 Frequency = .381605 Hz
NO. 4(I )
-0.2519131E-08
-0. 1084H6E-08
0.3089580E-08
0.4585694E-08
0.2871856E-09
-O.i455005E-08
-0.2002630E -08
-0.1327272E-09
-0 .2518991F -08
-0.3884306E- 08
-0.5412449E-08
-0.7031520E-08
0.3308804E-09
0. 1825065E-0
0.3307303E- 08
0.4777657E-08
-0.8940714E-07
0.7376627E-07
-0.4324619E-07
0.2997849E-07
-0.1627184F-06
0.1509q167-06
-0.7880067E-07
0.6164078E-07
0. 1728652t-06
-0.1420352t-06
0.8756621E-07
-0.5346915E-07
O.162elE5-06
-0.9056419E-07
0.9285344E-07
-0.20700 1E-07
0.5286008E-08
-0.1974152E-08
0.1537890E-08
-0.1768333E-08
0.3606118E-07
0.2185822E-07
0.3512796E-08
-0.6253100E-09
0.2471936E-07
-0.3142524E-09
0.3504114E-08
0.l31e435E-07
-0.2300435E-07
-0.3225119E-07
-0.2639063E-07
-0.3055906E-07
-0.5660962E-08
-0.9712096E-07
-0.3085351E-07
-0.7029564E-07
-0.2142757E-06
0.1529876E-06
-C.1144466E-06
0.5011299E-07
-0.3501295E-06
6.1 260770E-06
-0.2187583E-06
-0.5306870- 08
-O.067104E-08
0.4469644E-08
-0.3160054E-08
0.2580129-E-O
-0.1121239E-06
-0.2791745E-07
0.5314970E-08
0.1299967E-09
-0.74A9916E-07
0 .1390774E-10
-6.1251788E-07
-0.3998930E-07
7323E-02
0.7330623E-02
0.5308751E-02
0.3279069E-02
-0.7349586E-03
-0.4675575E-02
-0.6607983E-02
-0.127931 SE-01
-0.1705660E-01
0.53089 19E- 02
0.5309157E-02
0.5309340 E-02
0.5309436E-02
0.5308919E-02
0. 5309157E- 02
0.5309340E-02
0.5309436E- 02
-0.1540823E-01
-0.1920190E-01
-0.1611323E-0I
-0.1817390E-01
-0.1437739E-01
-0.2015069E-01
-0.1565904E-01
-0.1860107E-01
-0.1639122E-01
-0.1819010E-01
-0.1655155E-01
-0.1772339--O1
-0.1330978E-01
-0.2104342E-01
-0.1519284E-01
-0.1900684E-01
-0.1732758E-01
-0.1712067E-01
-0.1697457E-01
-0.1725196E-01
-0.1707523E-01
-0.2238763E-01
-0.1172557E-01
-0.1705909E-01
-0.1 707127E-01
-0.1705660E-01
-0. 1706 319- 
-0.1706725E-01
-0.1540997E-01
-0. 1920016E- Oi
-0.1611409E-01
-0.1817304E-01
-0.1437958E-01
-0.2014850E-01
-0.1566010E -01
-0.186000iE-Oi
-0.1639250E-01
-0.1818882E-01
-0.1655221E-01
-0.1772273E-01
-0.1331243E-01
-0.2104078E-OI
-0.15194IOE-01
-0.1900558E-01
-0.1732840E-0i
-0.1711985E-01
-0.1697503E-01
-0.1725150E- 01
-0.1707523E-01
-0.2238763E-01
-0.1 i 72557E-01
-0.1705910E-01
-0.1707127E-01
-0.1705660E-01
-0.1706319E-01
-0.1706725E-01
0(3) THFTA(I) THETA(Z 2) THETA(3)
0.1702252E-05 -0.3365520E-04 O.1055995-E- O 0.4809150E-13
0.1702292E-05 -0.3365302E-04 0.1155339E-10 -0.1144607F-10
o;. i7ba2626E- -0.33407065-04 -b'. 3491 3E- i -o; 16215s3E-1O
0.1703344E-05 -0.3284613E-04 0.1415044E-10 -0.1797634E-10
0.1703974E-05 -0.3219243E-04 0.1771418E-10 -0.1343980E-10
0.3704339E-05 -0.3160375E-04 0.i1i44E-10 -0.15360660-10
0.1704339E-05 -0.2361673E-04 -0.3706081E-11 -0.6611588E-11
0.17043395-05 -0.1444727E-04 0.124594SE-10 -0.1551449F-10
0.4447103E-02 -0.3369298E-04 0.1155720E-10 -0.1148739E-10
0.8496212E-02 -0.3372628E-04 0.1155881E-10 -:0.1207238E-10
0.1254557E-01 -0.3374259E-04 0.1156046E-10 -O.1279910E-10
0.1659626E-01 -0.3374713E-04 0.1156174E-10 -0.1313705E-10
-0.4443698E-02 -0.3369298E-04 0.1155696E-10 -0.11 6510E-10
-0.8491803E-02 -0.3372625E-04 0.1155833F-10 -0.1199321E-10
-0.1254217E-01 -0.3374257E-04 0.1155980E-10 -0.1229213E-10
-0.165s2i86E-0bl -0.33741'l E-04 0.11' 56098E- o -0.1240774E-10
-0.6778843E 00 -0.1444727E-04 0.1245948E-10 -0.1551449E-10
-0.6768875E 00 -0.1444727E-04 O.1245948E-10 -0.1551449E-0o
-0.6776993E 00 -0.1444727E-04 0.1245948E-10 -0.1551449E-10
-0.6772525E 00 -0.1444727E-04 .1245948-E-10 -0.1551449E-10
-0.5273378E 00 -0.1444727E-04 0.1245948E-10 -0.1551449E-10
-0. 5266s93E 0 -0.1444727E-04 0. 1245949sE- O -O.1l55449E-10
-0.527206SE 00 -0.1444127E-04 0.1245948E-10 -0.1551449- -10
-0.5269035E 00 -0.1444727E-04 0.1245948E-10 -0.1551449E-10
-0.4634662E 00 -0.1444727E-04 0.i245948E-10 -0.'1551449E-10
-0.4626816E 00 -0.1444727E-04 0.124594AE-10 -0.1551449E-10
-0.4633251E 00 -0.1444727E-04 0.124594EE-10 -0.1551449E-10
-0.4629733E 00 -0.1444727E-04 0.1245948E-10 -O.1551449E-0o
-0.9289616E-01 0.2471270E-04 -0.9705350-09 -0.15514490E-10
-0.9289616E-01 0.2715728E-04 -O.9707304E-09 -0.1551449E-10
-0.9288877E-01 0.2903544E-04 -0.9704473E-09 -. 1551449E-10
-0.9288877E-01 0.3054284E-04 -0.9706154E-09 -0.3551449F-10
0.4702681E-03 -0.9615173--0 5 -0.5777531E-10 -0.1551449E-10
0.6286150E-03 -0.73723100-05 o0.5758744E-11 -0.15514494-10
0.4928242E-03 -0.7309683E-06 -0.4400530E-10 -0.1551449E-10
0.5638092E-03 0.2369680E-05 -0.1179721E-10 -0.1551449E-10
-0.9288204E-01 0.3619812E-04 -0.s703s44e-09 0.4467532E-10
0.4208670E-03 -0.2701674E-04 -0.7593656E-10 -0.1551449E-10
0.8685379E-03 -0.3024541E-04 0.3200690E-10 -0.1551449E-10
6.5 1 73429E--3 0.2846022E-05 -0.284524 E-10 -0.6376646E-12
-0.7411921E-01 0.1061081E-03 -0.7349079E-09 0.4575462E-10
0.1750715E-03 -0.1444727E-04 0.1245948E-10 -O.151l449E-10
-0.134o0506-01 0.9716494E-04 -0.2639386E-09 .3008242E-10
-0.4327897E-01 0.1298796E-03 -0.4994232E-09 0.4380768E-10
0.6775756E 00 -0.1444727E-04 0.1245948E-10 -0.1551449E-10
0.6765794E 00 -0.1444727E-04 O.1245948E-10 -o.1551449E-10
0.6773905E 00 -0.1444727E-04 0.1245948E-10 -0.1551449E-10
0.6769441E 00 -0.1444727E-04 0.124594SE-IO -0.1551449E-10
0.5270953E 00 -0.1444i27E-04 0.1245948E-10 -0.1551449E-10
0.5264L69E 00 -0.1444727E-04 O.124594SE-10 -0.1551449E-10
0.5269642E 00 -0.1444727E-04 0.1245948E-10 -0.1551449E-10
0.5266610E 00 -0.1444727E-04 0.1245948e-10 -0. 1551 44E-10 
0.4632576E 00 -0.1444727E-04 0.1245948E-10 -0.1551449E-10
0.4624734E 00 -0.1444727E-04 0.1245948E0-10 -0.1551449E- 10
0.46311l66E 6 -0.1444727e-04 0.12459480-10 -0.1551449E-10
0.4627649E 00 -0.1444727E-04 0.1245948E--10 -0.155449-E-3O
0.9284961E-01 0.2469415E-04 O.1824861E-O8 -0.1553449E-10
0.9284961E-01 0.2738780e-04 0. 324937E-06 -0.1551 449E-0
0.9284228E-01 0.2901509E-04 0.1824721E-08 -0.1551449E-10
0.9284228E-01 0.3052253E-04 0.1824813E-O -0.1551449E-10
-0.4670424E-03 -6.9617907E-05 ..073 533E-10 -0.1551449E- 0
-0.6253163E-03 -0.7375049E-05 0.1916231E-10 -0.15514459-10
-0.4895884E-03 -0.7379945E-06 0.6230558E-10 -0.1551449E-10
= 6i.054t0E-03 0.2362a654E-05 0.3459513E-10 -0.1i551449- 10
0.9283549E-01 0.3617496E-04 0.182455E- -08 0.1483672E-09
-0.4176642E-03 -0.2701022E-04 0.881111OE-1O -0.1551449E-10
-6.8651293-03 -0.3023889-E-o04 -6.4024672E-Ii -0.3551449~10-
-0.5140959E-03 0.2838043E-05 0.4913193E- -10 0.9066517E-11
0.7408297E-01 0.1060527E-03 0.1380699E-08 0.1450980E-09
-0.1716629E- 03 -0.1444727E-04 0.1245948E-10 -0.1551449E-10
0.1340017E-01 0.971327E--E - 04 0.4929892E-09 0.8478308E-10
0.4325856E-01 0.1298130E-03 0.9368435E-09 0.1279185E-09
MASS
I
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
129
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
4e
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
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APPENDIX J
DATA FOR DEMOSTRATION RUNS
The physical properties of the structure illustrated in Figures 6.1 and 6.2
are presented in Appendix F. The same properties were used in all demonstration
runs. The synthesized modes of the Laboratory are presented in Appendix I.
Additional data (including initial conditions, control-system parameters, and
fluid parameters) are specified in this appendix.
J1. BASIC DATA
The symbols of Section 4 are used in describing the basic data. In each
run
and
Additional basic data is given in Table Jl. Where the word "quiescent" is
listed for initial elastic displacements, quiescent initial displacements were
obtained by introducing 80% of critical damping into the structure, and rotat-
ing the fully extended undeformed Space Station at .4189 rad/sec.* A preliminary
computer run was made and the displacements resulting when the vibrations damped
out are the quiescent displacements which were used as initial conditions in the
indicated runs. In the preliminary computer run, no fluid or moving masses were
present on the Laboratory.
J2. CONTROL-SYSTEMS DATA
Control-systems data is presented in Table J2 using the notation of Appendix
H. Additional Data for-the Mass Balancing run is given in Table J3. Both moving
masses move along axis X3 .
J3. FLUID MOTION
The fluid system is shown in Figure J1. The emptying reservoir is located
on mass 8, and the filling reservoir is located on mass 2. The fluid is
assumed to be water at room temperature. Except for the pump command system,
the controls were not operating during the fluid run. The fluid-run data is
given in Table J4. 'In this Table the notation of Section 4 is used except for
the pump command data which is presented using the notation of Appendix H.
* The quiescent initial conditions are among the input data printed for
Example 2 of Appendix B2 in Volume II.
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Table J2 - CONTROL-SYSTEMS DATA
Property Run
Attitude Deployment Spin Wobble Mass
Control Up Damping Balancing
General Data
is
fJET (N)
Counterweight Command
03U (m)
tto3u (sec)
aCctO3MAG (m/sec2 )
vel t3MAX(m/sec)
Spin Command
wlC (rad/sec)
wlC
U
(rad/sec)
acc lC (rad/sec )
t w c (sec)
Attitude Control
eeDB (rad)
eOMAX (rad/sec)
XJ1 (m)
Spin Control
ewlDB (rad/sec)
Wobble Control
?G (rad)
0G (rad/sec)
KT (N.m/sec)
tqLiM (N.m)
IK (N.m.sec)
momCM
G
(kg.m 2/sec)
IGIM (kg.m2)
4
222.411
42.8223
950
.03048
.06096
0
.04
950
.0001745
.001745
1.8288
.0002094
0
0
325.396
40.6745
40.6745
271.164
20.3373
4
4448.22
42.8223
1
.254
1.27
.02094
.02094
.04
950
.0001745
.001745
1.8288
.0002094
0
-.o2094
325.396
40.6745
40.6745
271.164
20.3373
4
66723.3
42.8223
950
.03048
.06096
.02094
.4189
.04
5
.0001745
.001745
1.8288
.004
0
-.02094
325.396
40.6745
40.6745
271.164
20.3373
4
222. 411
42.8223
950
.03048
.06096
.4189
.4189
.04
950
.0001745
.001745
1.8288
.0002094
0
-.4189
325.396
40.6745
40.6745
271.164
20.3373
4
222.411
42.8223
950
.03048
.06096
.4189
.4189
.04
950
.0001745
.001745
1.8288
.0002094
0
-.4189
325.396
40.6745
40.6745
271.164
20.3373
II
L I
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Table J3 - ADDITIONAL DATA FOR MASS BALANCING RUN
Property
Balance Mass Control
2 (kg)
component 3 of [U2 ] (m)*
o23 (m/sec)
1iEsT (kg)
K (none)
eXSE
KDESE (1/sec)
Tm (sec)
e1CBAL (rad/sec)
(XAs } (m)
component 3 of XCMND,/
Moving Mass Corm
component (kg)3 of
component 3 of I
UU (m)
tU (sec)
accMAG (m/sec )
velMA
X
(m/sec)
} (m)*
mnand
(Ul) (m)
Value
2266.13
8.85236
0
2266.13
10
.364
. . 0
.4
0 -
26.8551
4532.27
19.3581
12.3543
5
.254
.381
* The other two components are zero.
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Table J4 - FLUID RUN DATA
Property Value
.- ~~~~~~ T . - i 
General Data
p (kg/m3 )
A (m2)
Emptying Reservoir
b8 (m)
8,0 (m)
hSmax (m)
hmin (m)
Filling Reservoir
b 2 (m)
h2,0 (m)
h2max (m)
h2min (m)
Pump Command
V (m/sec)
VU (m/sec)
tfU (see)
accAG (m/sec2 )
998.797
.00967740
.635
.762
1.524
0
.635
.508
1.524
0
0
3.048
2
1.524
.
I
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APPENDIX K
DATA FOR RIGID-BODY RUNS USING CONTROL-SYSTEMS DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM
The Space-Station parameter values used are given in Table K1
below. These values were the same in each run. The input data that
varied from run to run is presented in Table K2. The symbols used in
the model of the rigid-body vehicle are defined in Table K3, and the
symbols used in the models of the command and control systems are
defined in Table HI of Appendix H.
Computed Control Parameters
The following parameter values are computed rather than being
brought in as input.*
(xAj(3,13) -XAj(3 ,10) /M 1 (1,1)
{acces = fJET (XAj(3,4) - XAj(3 ,12 ) /M (2,2)
(XAj(l,l5 ) - XAj(l,l) /Ml(3,3)
aCCwlC= 2fJET (xAj(3 ,13 )-xAj(3 ,10) /Mu(l,1l)
Common Initial Conditions
The following initial values of space station variables were used for
all the runs.
[zC} = LO 0 0 m
{'C,= 0 O]T m/sec
z1}[ Lo 0 o] m/sec
* In the flexible-body idealization, accwlC is input data.WlC
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Table K1 SPACE STATION PARAMETER VALUES USED IN
RIGID-BODY DEMONSTRATION RUNS
.~~~~~~~ 
O
O
= [-1.829
[-1.829
[ 1.829
[ 1.829
[ O
0
2365321.
O
o 6.o143T
o -3.130]T
0 -3.130]T
0 6.O014]T
0 5.182 I
m
0
2068901. kg.m22o689Ol.j kg. m
j=l through 4
=5 through 8
=9 through 12
=13 through 16
=17
= 334023.71 kg
= 1951484.
0
= [-1.829
[-1.829
[+1.829
[+1.829
0
265201
0
O
1751259. kg. m
o]T rad
0 6.61] m
0 -2. 54 T
0 .2.54]T
0 6.613T
j=l through 4
=5 through 8
=9 through 12
=13 through 16
* The symbols are defined in Table K3
MA
[IA]
= 143639.25 kg
IB
{I}
[a] = [ O
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Table K2
INPUT DATA FOR RIGID-BODY RUNS
KEY TO RUNS
Run No.
10
21
31
50
60
- Maneuver
- Attitude Control
- Counterweight Deployment
- Spin-Up
- Mass Balancing
- Wobble Damping
- Simultaneous Mass Balancing and Wobble Damping
Run Number
10 21 31 4o' 50 60
Variables 
{}w(rad/sec) 0 0.02094 0.02094 0.4189 0.4189 0.4189
00 ·0 0 0 0.001 0.001
0 '0 0 0 .: O O0
{el (rad) { 0.017453291 0 0 0 0 0
O.017453291 0 0 0 0
0.017453291 0 -0 0 O 0
ml (kg) 2268.24 2268.24 2268.24 4536.5 2268.24 4536.5
m2 (kg) 2268.24 2268.24 2268.24 2268.24 2268.24 2268.24
(1)0 0 0 '0 0 0X( )} (m) IO 
0 0 0 0 0 0
O 0 0 O 0 0
{X(2)} (m) 0 O O O O O
0 0 0 0 0 0
O O O 0 0 :-0 O
{X}1 (m) 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
-23.99 -23.99 -66.81 -66.81 -66.81 -66.81
f (rad) 0 0 0 0 0 0
f (rad/sec) 0 -0.02094 -0.02094 -0.4189 -0.4189 -0.4189
. .~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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Table K2 (Continued)
Run Number
10 21 31 40o 5 o 60
...... , · J ·I - I
Commands
w1 c (rad/sec)
wlCU (rad/sec)
twlCU (sec)
X13 C (m)
X13CU (m)
tX13C(sec )
XB3C (m)
XB3CU (m)
tXB3CU( sec)
Parameters
A time (sec)
time e (sec)
eeDB (rad)
;eMAX(rad/sec )
fJET (N)
ewlDB(rad/sec)
accB3e (m/sec )
veliBc (m/sec)
KeXSE(sec)
eiDB(m/sec)
accx23 (m/sec2 )X3
0
0
300
0
0
300
-23.99
-23.99
300
0.025
100
0.0001745
0.001745
222.4
0.02094
0.02094
950
0
0
950
-23.99
-66.81
5
0.025
800
222.4
0.0002094
0.03048
o.o6096
0.02094
0.4189
5
0
0
300
-66.81
-66.81
300
0.025
50
22241.1
0.0002094
0.4189
0.4189
300
0
1.524
5
-66.81
-66.81
300
0.025
50
222.4
0.0002094
200
0.0003048
o.6096
0.4189
0.4189
300
0
0
300
-66.81
-66.81
300
0.025
50
222.4
o. 000209
0.4189
0.4189
300
0
1.524
5
-66.81
-66.81
300
0.025
50
222.4
.0.0002094
200
0.0003048
0.6096
I
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Table K2 (Continued)
Run Number
10 21 31 40 50 60
Parameters
(Continued) 0 0
XsEN (m) 0 0
SENS( 4.654 4.654
mEST (kg) 2268.24 2268.24IEST
KT (N.m/sec) 325.4 24.405
tq (N.m) 40.67 40.67
S (N.m.sec) 40.67 40.67
momCMG(kg.m /sec) 271.164 271.164
~I «GIM~(kg~~m )I 0I ~20.3373 20.3373
accl3C(m/sec2) .03048 0.03048
velMlc (m/sec) .3048 0.3048
C) ''
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Table K3
DEFINITION OF SYMBOLS USED FOR THE MATHEMATICAL
MODEL OF THE RIGID-BODY VEHICLE
Definition
moment-of-inertia matrix of Laboratory
(not including mi) about X axes (off-
diagonal terms are negatives of cross-
products of inertia)
moment-of-inertia matrix of Counter-
weight about Y axes (off-diagonal terms
are negatives of cross-products of inertia)
mass of Laboratory
mass of Counterweight
moment-of-inertia matrix of Space Station
about axes parallel to X axes with origin
at cm of Space Station
mass of i moving point mass in Laboratory
axes fixed in Laboratory with origin at cm of
Laboratory (not including the m.)
location of Aj in X axes
location of center of mass of Counterweight
in X axes
location if ith mass in X axes
axes fixed in Counterweight with origin at
cm of Counterweight
location of B. in Y axes
J
Matrix
Dimension
3, 3
3, 3
1
1
3, 3
2
3, 17
3
3, 2
3, 16
Symbol
[IA]
[I B ]
MA
MB
{mi ]
X
Yx(i )7
Y
